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Abstract

Recent experiments aimed at understanding stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in
ICF laser-plasma interactions, suggest that SRS is coupled to the Langmuir decay
interaction (LDI). The effects of LDI on the saturation of the SRS backscattering have
been investigated, considering typical parameters from recent experiments. Detailed
simulations with the coupled mode equations in a finite length plasma, with real wave
envelopes and no wave dephasing, are explored here for the first time. A detailed
description and analysis of such simulations is provided. The excitation of LDI is
found to reduce the SRS reflectivity; the reduction is appreciable in the weak EPW
damping limit. The reflectivity is also observed to increase with the damping of
ion acoustic waves, the length of the plasma, the intensity of the laser, and the
initial amplitude of the noise fluctuations. Possible cascadings of LDI have also been
investigated. While the cascading of LDI is found to increase the SRS backscattering,
the cascading of SRS is found to reduce it. Considering only the coupling to LDI, our
model fails to quantitatively predict the experimental SRS backscattering; however,
the calculated backscattering is found to vary in a manner similar to the experimental
observations, and our simulations explain interesting physics in the ICF laser-plasma
interactions.
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"As the light increased, I discovered around me
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is a proposed technology aimed to produce con-

trolled fusion of deuterium and tritium (DT), as an alternative source of energy for

future generation of electrical power [1, 2, 3]. In the direct-drive ICF (illustrated in

Figure 1-1) several laser beams are used to compress and heat the fusion fuel, which

(in the simplest configuration) is contained in a - 100 Mm spherical-glass shell that

acts as an ablator. The laser beams produce a rapid expansion of the ablator, such

that the fuel is compressed and heated to reach fusion conditions [2]. In an alternative

approach known as indirect-drive ICF, the fuel container is placed inside a case made

of gold, which is know as hohlraum (see Figure 1-2). Several laser beams are driven to

the walls of the hohlraum to produce X-rays, which in turn propagate to the ablator

to heat it and induce its rapid expansion [3]. The hohlraum is usually filled with a

highly compressed gas to prevent the gold from reaching the fuel.

One of the major problems to achieve efficient indirect-drive ICF is the nonlinear

scattering produced by the interaction of the beams and the plasma created when

the hohlraum gas-fill ionizes [2]. Due to the nonlinear nature of the plasma dynamics

in electromagnetic fields, the laser excites backscattered electromagnetic waves that

scatter the laser energy away from the target (thus reducing the efficiency of the

process) and produces hot electrons that may preheat the fuel (making it more difficult

to compress). A significant source of scattering that has been identified in several

21
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a) Initial setup b) Compression of the fuel c) Fusion occurs.

Figure 1-1: Direct Drive - Inertial Confinement Fusion

experiments, is the nonlinear coupling between triplets of resonant linear plasma

modes. This kind of nonlinear coupling, known as three wave interactions (3WI), is

the basis of interactions studied in my thesis.

I have investigated the laser backscattering produced by a nonlinear process known

as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), where the plasma electromagnetic wave (ex-

ternally excited by the laser) nonlinearly couples to a backscattered electromagnetic

wave and a longitudinal plasma wave. This phenomenon is a nonlinear 3WI that has

been observed in recent ([4] - [14]) and past ([15] - [22]) experiments, aimed at un-

derstanding its implications to ICF. The excitation of SRS degrades the efficiency in

ICF because the scattering of the laser reduces the amount of energy that can reach

the fuel, and the production of energetic electrons (by the longitudinal plasma wave)

inhibits the compression of the fuel. Based on the coupled modes equations [23] -

[31], I have set up [and numerically solved] a model that describes the coupling of

SRS to other 3WI, such as Langmuir decay interaction (LDI), first Langmuir cascade,

and first SRS cascade. I have focused my investigation to understand the dependence

of SRS on the damping of ion acoustic waves, the electron plasma density and the

intensity of the laser - parameters which have been studied experimentally ([4] - [6]).

Although SRS backscattering in characteristic ICF plasmas has been observed in

many experiments and investigated for a long time, it has not been fully understood

yet. In recent experiments [6, 10, 12, 13] a laser beam was focused to a small region

inside an ICF characteristic plasma to create a "single hot-spot" (or "single speckle"),

22
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Figure 1-2: Indirect Drive - Inertial Confinement Fusion

where the laser intensity can be considered uniform and the plasma homogeneous.

Motivated by these experiments, my investigation with the COM equations is of

particular interest because it attains a simple model for the SRS backscattering,

and allows an understanding of the laser-plasma interactions with relatively simple

physics. Alternative models, also proposed to investigate the SRS backscattering

in single-speckle experiments ([32] - [45]), tend to be more general but also more

complex than the COM equations. Such models are only amenable to numerical

investigation, and it is difficult to extract the important physics from them. In this

thesis I present and discuss numerical simulations with the COM equations, that

correspond to recent ICF experimental parameters and attempt to explain some of

the experimental observations.

The present chapter contains a brief introduction to the relevant 3WI processes

([46] - [52]) and to some recent experimental observations that have motivated my

research ([4] - [7]). An outline of the chapters in rest of the thesis is provided in

Section (1.3).

1.1 Nonlinear Coupling of Modes in ICF Plasmas

As explained before, the nonlinear nature of the plasma electrodynamics inside the

hohlraum produces undesirable consequences from the coupling between linear plasma

modes. Before any further analysis, the linear modes that can be excited in such

plasmas are reviewed first.

23



Considering a non magnetized plasma (as in ICF), a linearization of the Maxwell-

fluid equations that describe the plasma electrodynamics (discussed in Chapter 3)

lead to three fundamental linear plasma waves: the electromagnetic waves (EMW),

the electron plasma waves (EPW), and the ion acoustic waves (IAW). Ignoring damp-

ing and collisions, and assuming small kADe, the real frequency and real wavenumber

of the characteristic modes (w and k respectively) are given by the approximate

dispersion relations in Table (1.1).[46] In this Table, the electron plasma frequency

fpe = Wpe/2F [2 e= q 2e/c 0 me], the electron thermal velocity VTe [Ve = iTe/me],

and the speed of sound in the plasma ca [c2 = (1 + 3Ti/ZiTe)ZihTe/m] are plasma

parameters that depend on the equilibrium electron temperature (Te), ion tempera-

ture (Ti) and electron density (ne = j Zini). The parameters me, mi and Zi are the

electron and ion masses and the ratio of ion to electron charges, respectively.

Dispersion Relation
EMW 2 ~ 2 + c2 k2

EPW W 2LWj e+ 3VWek 2

IAW W2 ~ c2k 2

Table 1.1: Linear dispersion relations.

In the nonlinear plasma electrodynamics the characteristic linear plasma modes

can become coupled in many different ways ([47] - [50]). A particularly strong coupling

that has been observed experimentally, occurs between triplets of linear plasma modes

that satisfy the resonance conditions:

kj = km + kn, (1.1)

We =Wm + n. (1.2)

Among the many possible interactions between wave triplets, this thesis is par-

ticularly concerned with two of them: the nonlinear coupling between two electro-

magnetic waves and an electron plasma wave (SRS), and the coupling between two

electron plasma waves and an ion acoustic wave, known as the Langmuir decay inter-

24
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Figure 1-3: SRS and LDI, with a common electron plasma wave.

action (LDI). The possible coupling of SRS to LDI through a common electron plasma

wave, relevant to the modeling of the laser-plasma interactions in ICF experiments,

is the central topic of this thesis. To illustrate such coupling, Figure (1-3) shows the

phase matching conditions for SRS coupled to LDI.

Considering an externally driven high frequency electromagnetic wave (designated

as the laser), in one dimensional dynamics relevant to the SRS backscattering, Figure

(1-3) illustrates the coupling of the laser to a lower frequency backscattered electro-

magnetic wave (BEMW) and a forward scattered electron plasma wave (EPW). In

turn, the EPW further couples to a backscattered electron plasma wave (BEPW) and

an ion acoustic wave (IAW). As can be appreciated from the figure, SRS can only

be excited if the laser frequency is at least twice as large as the plasma frequency

(Plaser > 2we). This means that the electron plasma density must be below one

quarter of the critical density (ncr = neWlaser/W2), which is well satisfied in all the

ICF experiments that are considered in the present work.

When the nonlinear effects can be considered weak (see discussion in Chapter 2),

the 3WI only produces a space/time amplitude modulation of the fields in the coupled

25
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modes. Such modulation is characteristic of a narrow spread of the spectrum (in W

and k), centered at the natural frequency and wavenumber of the coupled waves. This

has been observed in experiments ([4, 6, 10] for example) and therefore motivated the

investigation of such kind of wave-wave interactions.

In this thesis the investigation of SRS/LDI interactions is restricted to homoge-

neous plasmas. In the past, particularly for direct drive, inhomogeneities played an

important role. However, in recent "single-speckle" experiments, as well as in the

wave-wave interactions that take place in the hohlraum-fill plasma (in indirect-drive

ICF), the inhomogeneities are weak and the plasma is considered to be homogeneous.

Other three wave interactions like stimulated Brillouin scattering[4 6 -[ 5 0] (SBS) and

two plasmon decay[4 6V-[5 0 1 (TPD), which also involve the coupling of the laser beams

to electron plasma and ion acoustic waves, are not considered in this thesis. The

effects of such 3WI on the laser SRS backscattering are left as work for the future.

Furthermore, the effects of filamentation (ponderomotive and thermal) [55] are also

not considered in this thesis.

1.2 Recent Experimental Observations

Among the numerous experiments that have been aimed to understand the laser-

plasma interactions in ICF, few of them are specifically aimed to the understanding

of the space/time evolution, saturation and possible control of SRS. These experi-

ments have explored the dependence of the SRS backscattering on the different ICF

laser-plasma parameters ([4] - [22]), such as: the laser intensity, plasma temperature

and density gradients, plasma flow velocity, plasma geometry and plasma composi-

tion. The detailed physics behind the observed SRS backscattering, however, remain

unclear.

This thesis does not aim to explain all the observed results, which have been

obtained for widely differing experimental conditions. Instead, it focuses on recent

experiments that show the coupling of SRS to LDI. In a first series of experiments

[4, 5] carried out at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), the depen-
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Figure 1-4: Experimental observations of SRS reflectivity

dence of the SRS backscattering on the damping of ion acoustic waves was inves-

tigated. As illustrated in Figure (1-4.a), the SRS backscattering was found to in-

crease as the damping of ion acoustic waves (vi/wi) was increased. In a second series

of experiments [6, 12, 13] carried at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), the

SRS backscattering as a function of the plasma density was investigated in a single

hot-spot configuration (discussed in Chapter 4). The reflectivity observed in such

experiments is illustrated in Figure(1-4.b). Figure (1-5), on the other hand, shows

the measured spectrum of the SRS backscattering [4], which exhibits a narrow spread

of the spectrum (in A = 27r/k) centered at the wavelength of the SRS backscattered

electromagnetic wave: ABEMW = 580nm.

In most previous ICF laser-plasma experiments, the high-power laser incident on

the plasma had numerous hot-spots/speckles, which were randomly distributed over

its cross section. The laser-plasma interactions in such circumstances are difficult

to investigate (theoretically and computationally). The much simpler experimental

conditions in the recent single hot-spot experiments, however, have partly motivated

my investigation of the coupled modes equations, as a possible way to approximately
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Figure 1-5: Observed spectrum of the SRS backscattering (see [4]).

model the laser-plasma interactions in ICF characteristic plasmas. In these experi-

ments the narrow spectrum spreading (Fig. 1.5) clearly indicates the slow modulation

characteristic of 3WI, and the dependence of the SRS backscattering on the damping

of ion acoustic waves (Fig. 1.4.a) shows the coupling between SRS and LDI.

Since the experimental reflectivity shown in Figure (1-4) was obtained for varying

plasma parameters that are not readily available, a numerical investigation of the SRS

reflectivity cannot be directly compared with experiments (as discussed in Chapters

4 and 7). Furthermore, the saturation of SRS-backscattering may also be affected by

nonlinear aspects (trapping) associated with the EPWs, as well as by other 3WIs -

both of which are not considered in this thesis. However, I have found that the COM

equations with typical experimental parameters, lead to an SRS reflectivity which

varies with ion acoustic wave damping, electron plasma density and laser intensity, in a

qualitatively similar manner to that observed in the above experiments [4, 5, 6, 12, 13].

More recent experiments have also confirmed the existence of LDI, identifying the
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forward propagating electron plasma waves that result from the further coupling of

LDI to subsequent 3WI processes (cascading). These experiments [10], however, are

not considered in the present work.

1.3 Outline of Thesis Chapters

The basic theory behind the nonlinear three wave interactions (3WI) is reviewed in

Chapter 2. In this chapter I also describe and analyze the Landau damping of longitu-

dinal modes [46, 48], which is a fundamental parameter to study the coupling of SRS

and LDL Chapter 3 reviews the different modeling paths that have been taken in the

investigation of the laser-plasma electrodynamics, relevant to ICF experiments ([23]

- [45]). A special attention is given to the "coupled modes equations" (COM), which

constitute the main approach used in this thesis. A discussion on the previous works

and the peculiarities of my investigation are also provided in Chapter 3. Chapter 4

investigates the effects that Langmuir decay interaction (LDI) produces on the stim-

ulated Raman scattering (SRS), considering typical data from the the single hot-spot

experiments described in [6]. Detailed numerical simulations with the five-wave COM

equations (5COM) are carried out for the first time, revealing interesting results on

the saturation of LDI and its effect on SRS. The dependence of the SRS reflectivity

on the different parameters, like the ion acoustic wave damping, the initial amplitude

of the noise, and the laser intensity, are investigated in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6,

the 5COM equations are extended to incorporate the possible cascadings of SRS and

LDI. Here I investigate, numerically, the modification of SRS backscattering by con-

secutive 3WI processes. Finally, in Chapter 7, the significant results I have obtained

are summarized. The detailed derivations of the models used in this thesis are given

in Appendices A and B. The numerical procedure is described in Appendix C.
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Chapter 2

Three Wave Interactions

The nonlinear three wave interactions occur in plasma physics, nonlinear optics and

hydrodynamics [53, 63, 64], when three linear waves [with frequencies we, Wm, Wn, and

wavenumbers k, km, kn] coexist and approximately satisfy the resonance conditions:

We ~ Wm + Wo, (2.1)

k ~l em + n. (2.2)

In such kind of wave-wave interactions, which are prominent in systems that are

weakly nonlinear (and the lowest order nonlinearity is quadratic in the field ampli-

tudes), the nonlinearity can be manifested as the coupling between the slowly varying

amplitudes of the resonant modes. The slow variation is characteristic of a narrow

spreading of the spectrum, in the vicinity of the real frequencies and wavenumbers of

the coupled modes.

Considering one dimensional dynamics along -, as derived in Appendix B, the

3WI equations are [28]:

a+Vt a + li ae = -KaaneiskX iw't (2.3)
ats Ox,

( +Vm +Vm am K*ata*e-i6 kXei 6
wt (2.4)

at, + x, n a
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+ vgn + n an = K*afa* e -i*kXeijt; (2.5)
ats Ox, 7

where the a's are the slowly varying complex wave envelopes, the v's are the group

velocities, the v's stand for the damping (v > 0) or growth (v < 0) of the linear

uncoupled waves, and K is a coupling coefficient. The mismatch in the resonance

conditions is given by 6, = wf - Wm - wn and 6k = ke - km - kn. The subscript "s"

indicates the slowly varying nature of the wave envelopes: I(O/&ts)apI < Jwap | and

I(a/axs)aI < I kpa 1, for # = f, m and n. The highest frequency wave is referred as

the "parent" or "pump", and the other two waves are referred as the "daughters".

When the requirements for the resonant 3WI are met exactly (6, = 0 and 6k = 0)

and the nonlinear coupling is conservative (-y3 0), the equations for the coupling of

positive energy wave-envelopes in a homogeneous plasma reduce to [49, 63, 28]:

+vgi- at = -Kaman, (2.6)

( vgm am = K*afa*, (2.7)

& N
+± +vyn an = K*aa*. (2.8)

The above form of the 3WI equations can be integrated with the inverse scatter-

ing transform (IST), to obtain a soliton solution [53]. There is no analytic solution,

however, when the system is not conservative (-3 # 0) and/or the resonance condi-

tions are not satisfied exactly (&, 0 or 6k $ 0). The nonconservative space/time

evolution of the 3WI has been investigated mainly numerically ([23] - [31]), and with

the aid of nonlinear (soliton) perturbation theory [53].

2.1 Three Wave Parametric Interactions

Considering an initial situation where the amplitudes of the daughter waves are suffi-

ciently small and the high frequency wave is externally driven, the nonlinear term in

equation (2.6) can be initialy neglected. In this case, the amplitude of the pump wave
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can be taken as approximately constant: af(x, t) ~ a,, with a, being the externally

driven amplitude. For one dimensional dynamics with propagation in ,, and perfect

frequency matching 6= = 0, the linear equations governing the slowly varying

amplitude of the daughter waves become:

( + Vgm9 + m am - K* a,, (2.9)
Ots Ox,n

+ Vgn + /n) an = K*aoa*; (2.10)

where positive v = -yo (for / = m, n) is introduced as the damping of mode 3. In

the rest of this thesis positive v will denote damping coefficients, and positive -y the

growth rates.

In an infinitely extended plasma, the Fourier/Laplace transformation [0/t, -

-iaj and O/Ox, -+ ik] of Eqs. (2.9)-(2.10), with initial and boundary conditions being

zero, leads to the dispersion relation:

(C - Vgmk + ium) (Ci - Vgnk + ivn) + |Kao 2 = 0. (2.11)

Here, C and k are the characteristic frequency and wavenumber of the envelopes,

satisfying JG < wj and Uk < kl. The daughter envelopes, in this case, are:

am(Xs, ts) = amoe2Is eCts, (2.12)

an (xS, t) = anoe ikx e-it. (2.13)

Equation (2.11) clearly shows that the stability of the system depends on the

unperturbed pump wave amplitude (ao) and the damping of the daughter waves (va).

When Li(k,) > 0 the daughters grow unstable in time and the 3WI is known as a

"parametric instability". In particular, when the system is conservative (um = un = 0)

the daughter waves have a maximum time growth rate -y Kao , which is known as

"parametric growth rate" [49, 50].

When the damping of the daughter waves is non-zero, the threshold condition for
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instability is given by [49]:

>Vm Vn - 2
|2' = |Kaol2 > C'n y.(2.14)

If Vgmgn > 0, the instability is convective, and when vgmVgn < 0 the threshold

condition for absolute instability is [49]:

|_|2 = |Kao12 > |vm gn 1 + 2 --y2. (2.15)
4 |VgM| |Vgn|)2 -

The damping of the daughter waves, a fundamental parameter in the stability

criteria, needs to be evaluated from the corresponding linear dispersion relations.

The characteristic damping of longitudinal plasma modes, which is relevant to the

ICF laser-plasma interaction experiments, is reviewed at the end of this chapter.

2.2 Energy conservation relations

Since the wave energy densities are given by w - w31a,1 2 (for = E, m and n),

as considered in Appendices A and B, the equations for the wave energy density

flow can be found multiplying Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) by wja*, wma* and wna*,

respectively. Assuming one dimensional dynamics along ,, with no wave de-phasing

(6, = 6k- =0), the equations for the energy density flow [watts/M3 ] are:

a + V + 2vj w, W =2Kwa*aman. (2.16)Ots Ox,

+ Vyf + 2vm wm We = -2K*wmaa*a*,. (2.17)ats ax, n

( + Vgf 0  + 2v w W = -2K*wnaa* a*. (2.18)

The left hand sides of these equations describe the time variation of the power

density in the resonant modes (along their characteristics), and the right hand sides

give the nonlinear coupling of energy.
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From the energy density flow equations we obtain the Manley-Rowe relations,

which give the conservation of the energy density flow [49]. With a real coupling

coefficient K and real wave envelopes a , the Manley-Rowe relations are

W,- _ Wm (2.19)
Wej Wm

We _Wfl (2.20)
Wt n

Wm + (2.21)
Wm n

where WO - (Ot + vgO8x + vo)wo, for 0 = f, m and n [as in Equations (2.16)-(2.18)].

Considering a finite length of interaction (0 < x < L), the energy conservation

relations for the total energy in the system are found by integration of (2.19)-(2.21),

over the interaction length and the interaction time [i.e., 0 < t' < t]. For clarity we

begin integrating W only (left side of Eq. 2.16), to obtain:

If = [JL w(t', X)dx - we(t', x)dx + 2 ve j dt' j dxwe(t', x)

+vg Idt' [wj(t',x =L) -wt(t',x =0)]. (2.22)

In the one dimensional approximation considered here, an integration over the

transverse directions (y and z) leads to a constant cross section area (A). Considering

that A = 1, the first two terms in Eq. (2.22), [f wedx]t,_t and [f wedx]t,_t, stand for

the total energy [in Joules] contained by the f mode, in the region of interaction, at

times t' = 0 and t' = t. The last term, vgt f[wt(t', x = L) - we(t', x = 0)]dt', gives the

total energy that that was carried across the boundaries (x = L and x = 0) by mode

f, between t' = 0 and t' = t. And the remaining term, 2 ve f dt' f dx[we], stands for

the total energy dissipated by the f mode [within the interaction time/length].

A direct integration of the Manley-Rowe relations [(2.19)-(2.21)] over x and t',

from 0 to L and 0 to t, leads to the following equations for the conservation of energy
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density [in Joules/m2 :

Wm = mit (2.23)
WE

In W if, (2.24)
Wt

In Wm (2.25)
Wn

Once again, an integration over the transverse directions (y and z) leads to a

constant cross section area (A), which can be factored out. Therefore, considering that

A = 1, Equations (2.23)-(2.25) also constitute the equations for the total conservation

of energy (in Joules). While the different integrals in Eq. (2.22) are positive definite,

Ih, Im and In are not necessarily so. This indicates that any mode can gain or lose

energy to its coupled modes.

When the three wave frequencies (we, wm and wn) are positive and the high fre-

quency pump wave (ae) is externally driven, the energy will initialy transfer to the

daughter waves. The conservation relations, Eqs. (2.23)-(2.25), are important in

verifying the numerical schemes that are used to solve the equations.

2.3 Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS)

Stimulated Raman scattering is the nonlinear coupling between two electromagnetic

waves and an electron plasma wave, whose wave envelopes are described by Eqs.

(2.6)-(2.8). Looking at backscattering only, we restrict to the one dimensional frame-

work explained in Appendix B (where the SRS coupling is maximum) and consider

no resonance de-phasing.

For a high frequency electromagnetic wave (mode f) coupled to a backscattered

electromagnetic wave (mode m) and a forward propagating electron plasma wave

(mode n), representing the SRS coupling of a laser beam propagating through a

weakly nonlinear plasma, the three wave coupled mode equations are:

( + avge + Vi at = -Kaman, (2.26)
ats Ox,
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( + Vgm + V" ) am = K*apa*, (2.27)
\Ots " x, n,

( + Vgn + Vn an= K*aa*. (2.28)ats OX,

Equations (2.26)-(2.28) contain seven fundamental parameters: the group veloc-

ities (vg's), the wave damping rates (v's) and the nonlinear coupling coefficient (K).

From the electromagnetic and electron plasma wave dispersion relations given in Ta-

ble (1-1), the group velocities [vg = dw(k)/dk] are vgj = c2kt/wt, Vgm = c2 km/wm and

Vgn = 3V2ekn/Wn, for the EMW, BEMW and EPW, respectively. In ICF experimental

parameters vge c Vgn > V9 .

The damping of the electromagnetic waves is mainly collisional, and is neglected.

However, the damping of the electron plasma waves, which is due to Landau damping,

can be significantly large and needs to be evaluated carefully (see Section 2.6). Since

the EM collisional damping is neglected, the threshold for SRS backscattering is

zero, and a relatively small unperturbed laser amplitude can produce significant SRS

backscattering.

The coupling coefficient for SRS backscattering, as derived in Appendices A and

B, is

2 e k 2 1/2
Eo me 4 (P ) (2.29)

The maximum SRS parametric growth rate lSRS = IKaol is then given by:

(7'sRs)max - l , (2.30)

where 1voil = ejEe/mewf is the electron quiver velocity in the field of the pump wave,

and jEtj the unperturbed amplitude of the pump electric field in the plasma.

While the wave de-phasing (6,, 6 k) has been neglected in this Section, it may

also be significant in the overall behavior of SRS when the plasma cannot be taken

as homogeneous [54, 56, 57], or when the wave-particle interactions (like electron

trapping) are important [69] - [71]. The investigation of such de-phasing is left as a

problem for the future.
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2.4 Langmuir decay interaction (LDI)

LDI is a slightly different 3WI process, in which the high frequency wave (mode f)

is an electron plasma wave that decays into a backscattered electron plasma wave

(mode m) and an ion acoustic wave (mode n). In our case the LDI pump wave is

taken to be the electron plasma wave driven by SRS.

The group velocities are now: v9  3V2eki/We, vgm 3v 2 km/Wm and vgn =

cSkn/Wn. Similar to SRS, vgt ~ -Vgm > Vgn. Unlike SRS, the Landau damping

coefficients of all the waves can be significantly large, so that the threshold condition

for convective instability is given by: -yc = VmVn.

The LDI coupling coefficient, as derived in Appendices A and B, is

Ke Wpe ( Wj 1/2 (2.31)
co me 4 vTe WfWm/

The maximum growth rate for the LDI is:

1 Voe|
('YLDI)max 4 -- Wmon, (2.32)

4 VTe

where IvofI = elEI/mewi is the electron quiver velocity in the field of the pump wave,

and IEjI is the unperturbed amplitude of the pump electron plasma wave.

2.5 Landau damping

While the amplitude of Landau damping depends on the wavelength of the wave (i.e.,

it is nonlocal), in the slowly varying amplitude approximation - where only a narrow

spread of the spectrum occurs - the Landau damping can be taken as approximately

constant for the range of wavelengths that is considered. Therefore, the Landau

damping can be evaluated at the real wavenumber of each linear longitudinal wave.

To calculate this damping [48], one needs to consider the kinetic plasma dispersion

relation (described in Chapter 3), finding the roots [w(kr) = wr(kr) + Ziw(kr)] for a

real wavenumber k = kr. The Landau damping is then given by the imaginary part
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Figure 2-1: EPW kinetic dispersion relation function, for K = kADe = 0.2.

of the complex frequency associated to k, [wi(kr)].

For a Maxwellian distribution (assuming thermal equilibrium) [48]:

fsM( W " exp , (2.33)
VTs p s

the kinetic dispersion relation is given by [48]:

DL(kw) = 1 - 2Z'e)

DL~ De

(2.34)=V3)0.
/3 r D/3

Here, ADs = VTs Wps is the particle Debye length, ( = W/v/IkVTs, and Z(() is the

plasma dispersion function [59, 60]:

Z(() = i2e-C2 et 2 dt = --iv7Fe-C2 [1 + erf (i )]. (2.35)

To gain some insight on the nature of the kinetic dispersion relation, Figure (2-1)

shows a picture of DL(K, Q), where the arguments (k, w) have been normalized to:

K = kADe and Q = w/wpe. Only electron plasma waves (Wr wpe) are studied in

the figure, so that the low frequency ion dynamics [Z1 Z'(( 3)/(2k2 A2 3 )] have been

neglected. Figure (2-1.a) shows the real part of the dispersion relation for a particular

K = 0.2, and Figure (2-1.b) the imaginary part.
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Figure 2-2: Roots of the EPW dispersion relation function (with K = 0.2).

The kinetic dispersion relation has an infinite number of roots [48], some of which

are illustrated in Fig. (2-2). In this figure the contour lines for Re{DL (Q, K = 0.2)} =

0 are plotted as solid lines, and the contour lines for I m{DL(Q, K = 0.2)} = 0 are

plotted as dashed lines. The intersections in the figure correspond to the roots of

DL (K, Q) = 0, labeled as "Rooti", "Root2", etc.

The k, dependence of the frequencies in the first seven modes in the electron

plasma range of frequencies are illustrated in Figure (2.3). The first mode is weakly

damped even if k, is changed, and the real frequency of this mode approaches the

plasma frequency (Wr -+ wpe) as k. goes to zero . Because of its weaker damping, the

first mode is time asymptotically dominant in the plasma, and therefore it is referred

as the "principal mode". For small kADe, the real frequency of the principal mode

approximately satisfies the linearized dispersion relation for electron plasma waves

(given in Chapter 1):

Wr W 2  23v 22 ~We + Te k (2.36)

Different asymptotic approximations can be obtained to calculate the electron

plasma wave damping in the limit of K = kADe < 1 [48, 61, 62]. However, all the

Landau damping coefficients reported on this thesis are calculated locally (in kr) from

the exact kinetic dispersion relation (Eq. 2.33).
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Figure 2-3: Dispersion relation of electron plasma waves with real K.

The Landau damping of the ion acoustic waves can also be calculated from Equa-

tion (2.33); however, in this case the ion dynamics cannot be neglected. When ion

dynamics are considered, the kinetic dispersion relation exhibits new series of roots

at lower frequencies (w, < wpe), which correspond to the linear ion acoustic plasma

modes. Again, only one of these lower frequency modes is weakly damped, and it is

referred as the "principal ion acoustic wave".

The dispersion relation of the principal JAW is illustrated in Figures (2-4) and

(2-5), for a carbon and hydrogen plasma. Figure (2-4) shows the principal JAW

dispersion relation for different ratios of the ion to electron temperatures (0 = Ti/Te),

considering an ion composition of 70% H and 30% C. As can be noticed in Figure

(2-4.b), the Landau damping of the ion acoustic waves is sensitive to the particle

temperatures, even for small kADe (see also [62]).

For kADe < 1, the real frequency of the principal JAW is approximately given by:

~ (1 + 3Tj/ZiTe)c k , (2.37)

where c, = (ZiirTe/mi)1 2

The Landau damping of the principal IAW is also very sensitive to the plasma ion
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Figure 2-4: Principal Ion Acoustic Wave vs. Ion/Electron Temperature Ratio.

species composition (see also [61]). Figure (2-5) shows the principal IAW dispersion

relation for different hydrogen/carbon concentrations, considering 0 = 0.1. The dis-

persion relation for 70% hydrogen and 30% carbon has been highlighted in the figure.

A small change in the ion density composition can produce a significant change of

the IAW damping.
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Figure 2-5: Principal Ion Acoustic Wave vs. Ion Species Composition.
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Chapter 3

Nonlinear Laser-plasma

Electrodynamics in ICF

The different models to describe the SRS reflectivity as a function of various problem

parameters observed in ICF experiments ([23] - [45]) are described and analyzed in

this chapter. The coupled modes approximation ([23] - [31]), described in Section

(3.3), is the main approach used in the thesis.

Due to the complexity of the laser-plasma interactions that occur in ICF experi-

ments, all the models used for their investigation need to be somehow approximated.

While the approximate models cannot be expected to entirely explain the experi-

mental observations, their importance should not be discarded because they can lead

to the understanding of some aspects of the overall problem, and provide a quali-

tative description of the observations. Many approximate models that are available

in literature are derived from the Maxwell equations and the Vlasov-kinetic plasma

equations ([32]-[35]). This models however, are frequently further approximated by

the multifluid plasma equations ([37]-[45]).

As a guide to the reader, Figure (3-1) shows a simple map of the main modeling

paths that have been pursued in the description of the SRS backscattering in ICF

plasmas. The Maxwell-Vlasov equations are either studied numerically, by direct

numerical integration [32, 33] or with the "particle in cell" approach [34, 35], or they
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Figure 3-1: Map of models for laser backscattering in ICF plasmas

are first reduced to the multifluid model ([37] - [45]). Some other computational

approaches (not treated here), are mixed kinetic and fluid [36].

Zakharov equations (derived in Appendix B) follow from a separation of time

scales in the multi-fluid model, considering small perturbations of an initial equi-

librium state and an expansion in orders of amplitudes (generally up to the second

order). They are second order partial differential equations, describing the nonlinear

coupling between natural linear plasma modes, which are usually investigated numer-

ically ([37] - [45]) or even further reduced to the "coupled modes equations". Apart

from the second order in amplitude expansion, the coupled modes equations (derived

in Appendices A and B) also consider that the amplitudes of the coupled waves are

slowly varying in time and space. These are first order partial differential equations
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that only describe the nonlinear coupling between the wave envelopes, and constitute

one of the simplest available models. The COM equations can be integrated numeri-

cally [23] - [31], or further reduced so analytic solutions are possible [49] - [53]. Much

insight can be gained from the linear and nonlinear analytic solutions, that help in

understanding and guiding numerical solutions of more complex equations.

A brief description of the basic Maxwell-Vlasov plasma model is given next, fol-

lowed by a discussion on the Maxwell-fluid models used to understand ICF laser-

plasma experimental results.

3.1 Maxwell-Vlasov Formulation

The Maxwell-Vlasov equations describe the self-consistent charge and current den-

sities, and the electric and magnetic fields, in a collisionless plasma with particle

distribution functions fs (T ,T, t), which are time (t), space (Y) and particle velocity

(T) dependent. The fluid density of a particle species s [n, (T, t)] is given by:

n. (f, t) J fs (T, , t)d 3T. (3.1)

The self consistent macroscopic electromagnetic fields, E and B pH, satisfy

Maxwell equations:

- OBV x E + = 0, (3.2)
at

V X B -- yJ = 0, (3.3)
c2 at

EOV -E = p, (3.4)

V - = ; (3.5)

and the Vlasov-kinetic equation:

Of, _Of, q, -___of+H- + 8 (E± x =0. (3.6)
at Ow m0 .U
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The charge p and current J densities are, respectively, given by

p = q, fsdl, (3.7)

J= Zqs ifs d3. (3.8)

In the above equations, E, /ut and c = (p'E')-1/2 are the permitivity, permeability

and speed of light in vacuum, respectively. The electric charge and mass of the plasma

particle species s are q, and m, respectively.

The Maxwell-Vlasov equations for appropriate ICF laser-plasma conditions are ex-

tremely difficult to solve, partly because they are a nonlinear set of partial differential-

integral equations with generally not well-defined boundary conditions.

Prior attempts have been made to solve the Maxwell-Vlasov equations numerically

[32, 33]; however, computer simulations are difficult because of the wide range of

scales. The details of these codes are omitted in this review because they are not

directly relevant.

3.2 Maxwell-Fluid Formulation

Due to the complexity of solving Eqs. (3.2)-(3.8), alternative reduced models have

been explored. A significant simplification is obtained when the kinetic equations are

reduced to the multi-fluid plasma approximation [48], by taking the velocity moments

of the Vlasov equation.

The zeroth velocity moment of the Vlasov equation [Eq. (3.6)] leads to the con-

tinuity equation:
a

t + V - (nil8 ) = 0, (3.9)

and the first velocity moment, ( T), gives the momentum conservation equation:

atus + US - VUS = -(E + Us x B) - -Vps. (3.10)
81Ms msns
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In Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), U, = n, and Vp,, are the average velocity, density

and pressure gradient, respectively, of species s. While the pressure involves higher

order velocity moments, the equation of state can be used as an alternative equation

to close the system:

Ps =7nsKT.. (3.11)

Here, the "gas constant" (7Y) is set to 7, = 1 for isothermal dynamics, or 7/'=

(ds + 2)/d, for adiabatic particles with d, degrees of freedom.

The plasma fluid equations are simply connected to the Maxwell equations through

the charge and current densities:

p qsn,, (3.12)

S

7 qsnss. (3.13)

The multifluid plasma equations, though much simpler than the kinetic equations,

are still quite difficult to solve numerically for the ICF laser-plasma conditions [40].

Further simplification of the Maxwell-fluid equations leads to the Zakharov equa-

tions, and the coupled modes equations. The Zakharov and COM models are still

too complex for analytic investigation, but both of them can be readily studied nu-

merically. The detailed derivation of both models is given in Appendices A and B.

3.2.1 Zakharov's equations

Proposed in 1972, the Zakharov equations have been widely used to study the SRS

backscattering ([37]-[45]). The model basically consists of three second order partial

differential equations, which describe the nonlinear coupling on three different time

scales: 1) the fast frequency variations of the electromagnetic waves [EMW], 2) the

intermediate time scale of longitudinal electron plasma waves [EPW], and 3) the slow

frequency variations of the longitudinal ion acoustic waves [JAW].

Zakharov equations describe the dynamics in perturbations of an initial steady
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state characterized by a non-drifting (Ve0 = Vio = 0), neutral, homogeneous plasma

(neo = Zinio = constant), with no electromagnetic fields (EO B -= 0). For

one dimensional dynamics with propagation in the , direction, linearly polarized

transverse modes in Q, and small perturbations that are constant in (y, z) the total

electron density (ne), ion density (ni), electron velocity (Ue), ion velocity (Ui) and

electric field (E), are given by:

ne(x, t) = neo + Teh(X, t) + ne (x, t), (3.14)

ni(x, t) = nio + nie (x, t), (3.15)

Ue (X, t) = I [Vexh (X, t) + Vexe(X, t)] -+ jVey (X, t), (3.16)

Ti (X, t) = ivzxf (X, t), (3.17)

E(x, t) = 1[Exh(x, t) + Exe(x, t)] + QEy(x, t). (3.18)

Where, neh, nee, nie, Vexh, Vee, Vey, vije, Exh, Exe and Ey, are small perturbations

of the steady state. The subscript "h" stands for high frequency oscillations of the

order of the EPW time-scale, and subscript "F" for slow oscillations of the order of

the IAW time-scale. The Q components of the fields oscillate with the characteristic

frequency of the EMW, corresponding to the fastest time scale in the system.

The full Zakharov equations are derived from the Maxwell-fluid equations with the

perturbation expansion in (3.14)-(3.18). Then, the Zakharov equations as obtained

in Appendix A [Eqs. (A.44)-(A.46)] are:

&2 Th 2 9 2 , eh Thnee(2 2cj 2 + 2 VE + W2ee Vey =--O Vey) - We e Vey , (3.19)

3v§e + 2 vL+ Wp2a Eth --- pe Erh - qehe0 a 2_ , (3.20)
0 2 2 192 a 2 2 + en 19(320at2 ea2 at / Teo 2c% ax k2)

(92 me a22 ( IVey 12 + IVexh 12 )(21
Th-fci + n(e =Z -neo. (3.21)

OX2 ag2t mi x22

The coefficients VT, = 3(KTe/Me) 1/2, Ce- o (KTe/mi) 1/2 and wpe = (q2neo/CoMe) 1/2,
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are the electron thermal velocity, the speed of sound in the plasma, and the elec-

tron plasma frequency, respectively. Exh, Vey and net, are the amplitudes of the

electric field of the electron plasma waves, the electron transverse velocity, and the

low frequency electron component of the electron density, respectively. The damp-

ing coefficient of electromagnetic waves (VE) is considered to be collision Al, and the

damping coefficients of longitudinal modes (vL and vA) is due to Landau damping

(treated in Chapter 2).

The left hand sides of the Zakharov equations describe second order linear modes

for the three different time scales. The right hand sides give the approximate nonlinear

coupling between these modes.

As mentioned before, the Zakharov equations in the frame of ICF plasmas are

usually studied numerically, with further approximations. To illustrate the nature of

these approximations, the reduced equations by T. Kolber, et. al. [42], are discussed

next.

Zakharov-Kolber reduced model

Kolber, et al. [42], have set up a model, derived from the full wave Zakharov equa-

tions. This model describes the coupling between four linear waves: a high frequency

electromagnetic wave (with w ~ w,), the SRS backscattering electromagnetic wave

(with w w, ~ w, - wpe), an electron plasma wave (w p we), and a low frequency

ion acoustic wave [42, 43].

Considering that both electromagnetic waves have a slowly varying amplitude, the

total electron transverse velocity (i.e., the linear superposition of both electromagnetic

waves) is given by:

Vey = ( [4(x, t)e~O' + C.C.]. (3.22)
/3=O,1

The electron plasma wave, on the other hand, is also considered to have a slowly

varying amplitude and a frequency wE, wIe. Therefore, the EPW electric field is

given by:
1

Exh = --[(x, t)e-iwpet + C.C.]. (3.23)
2
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The slowly varying amplitudes T0, i and E, in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23), stand for

the slow amplitude modulations in time. They satisfy the slowly varying conditions:

0 t'ol « fw0'I'0  1t4ij1 « w14' 1 and OtS8 < wpe8.

Also derived in Appendix A, the model proposed in [42] results from combining

Eqs. (3.19)-(3.23) and neglecting the direct coupling between electromagnetic and ion

acoustic waves [neeVey in Eq. (3.19), and OxxIVey1 2 in Eq. (3.21)]. Grouping together

all the resonant terms (with frequencies wo, w1 and wpe), one finds the following set

of equations:

C2 02 w2 _ 2  2

at 2w0 Ox2 2w0  2w eo w 0 (3.24)

c 2 2 W2  W 2 2 n ax
Once agaVEFI, -the1 dam g Pent IE L n A, a te iSI, (3.25)at 2w Ox2  2w 2wheoea 4LdoMe as

0 d3vpe a2 enet a
lat V ~2Wpe Ox2  2 nec, 4 w~pe~ Ox 01,(.6

02 _ 2012 0) -neo me 02 jp+T2+ O028e2. (.7

--I a 2v -A at 2 in, Ox 2  04mi OX2

Once again, the damping coefficients 1 'E, UL, and VA, are the collisional damping

of the electromagnetic waves, the local Landau damping of the electron plasma wave,

and the Landau damping of the ion acoustic waves, respectively.

Kolber, et al., studied the time evolution of the SRS reflectivity, the spectral dis-

tribution of the ion acoustic and electron plasma waves, and the space/time evolution

of net(x, t) and E(x, t). Considering a variety of ICF experimental plasma parameters

[42], they found that the SRS backscattering saturates in a time that is much shorter

than the experimental duration of the laser pulses. The EPW was numerically found

to evolve into a turbulent steady state (with a broad spectral distribution around

the resonant frequency). This result however, contradicts the initial assumption of

WEPW Wpe, and the assumption of constant (local) Landau damping. They did not

investigate the effects of Landau damping on the SRS reflectivity.
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3.3 Coupled Modes Equations

The COM equations constitute a simpler model to investigate the SRS backscattering,

and its possible coupling to LDI [23] - [271. Since ICF experiments clearly suggest

the coupling of SRS and LDI (see Chapters 1 and 2), we have chosen this model to

investigate the laser-plasma electrodynamics in such ICF experiments. While there

are many nonlinear effects that are not included in our investigation [like the wave-

particle interactions], the COM equations allow us to get a qualitative understanding

of some of the important physics behind the SRS backscattering observations.

In the slowly varying amplitude approximation, considering the one dimensional

framework explained in Appendix B, the electric field of a linear mode with real

frequency and real wave number (wt, kt) is given by:

E, {= &E((xS, tS)e-iWjteikx} . (3.28)

Where the slowly varying function Ej satisfies &x,,Ej < kpQe and t,Ei < wErt.

The three wave COM equations derived in Appendix B can easily be extended to

account for the coupling between the five waves in SRS and LDI (see also Appendix

A, for a derivation from the full wave Zakharov equations). These five-wave coupled

modes equations are:

S+vgy1 +V a1 = -KsRS a2a3 i(sw)t e i( k)x

+ Vg2 + V2 a2 =KR aaei(SW)tei(sk)x (3.30)

+ Vg3 + V 3  a 3 =KRSaaei(sw)tei(sk)x -K KLDI4a5e eW)ti(L (331)

+ V 4 + + v4) a 4 =KLDI *a3aei(Lw)tei(SLk)x (332)

( + V0 + /5 a05= K* a3 a*ei(LW)te-i(Lk)x.

Kat Ogx a LDI 4
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Where at, for f = 1... 5, stand for the amplitudes of the laser, backscattered EM wave

(BEMW), SRS induced electron plasma wave (EPW), LDI induced backscattered

electron plasma wave (BEPW), and LDI induced ion acoustic wave (IAW), respec-

tively. For positive frequencies (we.0) the wave action density is given by |ae 2 = we/w.

The parameters we, Vgj and ve are the wave energy density, group velocity and damp-

ing rate of the £th mode, respectively. In the slowly varying amplitude approxima-

tion, it is required that vj < we. The de-phasing terms, ( 6 SW) = W1 - W2 - W3,

(Osk) = ki - k2- k3, (6LW) = W3 - W4 - W5 , and (OL k) - k4- k5 , also need to

be small [(6S,LW) < we and (6S,Lk) < kf] to be consistent with the slowly varying

amplitude approximation.

The coupling coefficients (KSRS and KLDI), derived in Appendices A and B, are:

k3e2 e w2 1/2

Kc - [ww , (3.34)
SR 60 me _) 12[

2 e wpe ( W5  1/2
KL. = _r (3.35)Do K me 4 VTe W3 w 4

The main topic of my research is to investigate the effects of LDI on the SRS

backscattering by solving the coupled modes equations [49]. While limited aspects of

this model (with further approximations) have been investigated by other authors, no

detailed attempt has been made to explain the experimental data. Below we review

some of the previous work on COM.

Previous work with COM equations

The use of the five wave coupled mode equations (5COM) in the modeling of SRS

coupled to LDI was first proposed by Heikkinen and Karttunen, in 1980. They

studied the relation between the SRS reflectivity and the intensity of the laser pump

[23, 24, 25]. In their investigation, Heikkinen and Karttunen neglected the time

derivatives that appear in Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30),[23] finding numerical solutions for

a reduced version of their model. They considered a single species homogeneous

plasma, zero wave de-phasing and typical ICF laser-plasma parameters [n/ncr = 0.1,
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Te ~ lkeV, A, = 1.6pm, interaction length List ~ 15A, and laser intensity from

1, = 5 x 1014 to 3 x 1016 W/cm 2].

According to their simulations at low laser intensities the SRS reflectivity increases

with intensity, and at high laser intensities the reflectivity becomes "temporally spiky

and chaotic". Their SRS reflectivity [~ O(10-3%)] however, is practically nil, and

they do not provide any comparison with experimental observations. Also their sim-

ulations are not applicable to the single speckle exp eriments, where the interaction

length is List ~ 400A,,.

An alternative approach, also based on the coupled modes equations, was pursued

by Chow et al., in 1992 [26]-[29]. Following some numerical investigations of the two-

fluid equations for SRS, by Bonnaud et al. [40], Chow, et al., assumed that the large

growth rate of LDI (compared to the growth of SRS) produced the rapid saturation

of the electron plasma wave that is common to SRS and LDI (EPW). This saturation

was considered to occur before the laser pump depleted at all. Considering no wave de-

phasing and real wave envelopes, Chow et al., solved the three wave COM equations

that correspond to LDI only, considering a growth rate that was estimated from the

SRS parametric equations (YSRS = IKSRS lac). Including an ad-hoc diffusion term to

represent some nonlocal Landau damping, Chow's model for LDI is:

+ -g3 - SRS a3 = K 45a+ D 2a 3 , (3.36)
at ax xLDI ± 2

+g4 + v4) a4 =KLDIa3a5, (3-37)
at ax

( + axVg5a + /5) a5 = KLDIa3a5, (3-38)

where D is the diffusion coefficient.

For periodic boundary conditions, Chow found that LDI rapidly saturated via

spatio temporal chaos (STC).[2 6] Once saturated, the randomized amplitude of the

LDI-EPW [a 3 (x, t)] was used in the parametric linear equation for the SRS-BEMW

(see Chapter 2). The resulting equation was then integrated with the assumption
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that the laser amplitude remained essentially unperturbed [ai = a0, with a, the

unperturbed laser amplitude]:[2 9]

+ V
t + g2 a 2 =KsRS aoa 3 . (3.39)

With this approach, the SRS reflectivity was found to scale with the laser intensity,

in a manner similar to that observed in some experiments [29, 19, 18]. However, the

diffusion term, which was necessary for the model to reach saturation, remained as

an unclear parameter. The assumption of a constant growth rate in Eq.(3.34) [which

is not consistent with the space/time evolution of the wave amplitudes in SRS], the

EPW would cascade to shorter wavelengths, without reaching a steady state. Only

with the diffusion term included in Eq. (3.36) the cascading to shorter wavelengths

is stopped, and a stable solution found.

In an early stage of my research, I continued Chow's investigation by trying to

extend his model to more recent experimental parameters. However, I found that for

the recent experiments (in which kEPW De was smaller), the diffusion coefficient was

not large enough to restrict cascading and the growth of short wavelengths. Trying to

improve Chow's approach with a better description of the nonlocal Landau damping,

I investigated the following model for LDI [30]:

( + Vg3 - '7Net a3- LDIa4a5 +2i a3+ D 23, (3.40)
ot Ox Ox Ox2

( + Vg4 + v4) a4 = KLDIa3a5, (3.41)
Ot Ox

( + Vg5 + V5 a5 = KLDIa3a5, (3.42)
ot Ox

where the wave amplitudes (a3 , a4 and a5) are complex variables. Considering an

expansion of the Landau damping near k3 kEPW, the nonlocal damping of the

electron plasma wave is approximated as [v 3a3] = -(vL3 + Vz + D0,)a 3, with

1/L3 - iw3(k3)1, V - dwi3(k) /dk 3 and D = Id2Wi3 (k)/dk 2 |k3 . Considering the
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coupling to SRS, the "net growth" of the electron plasma wave was estimated to be:

YNet (VL3 -
1 L3 - 'sRs)/2

With Equations (3.40)-(3.42), following the same procedure as in [29], I did

achieve a steady state for the experimental parameters in [4]. I then found that

the variation in the SRS reflectivity due to variations in the damping of ion acoustic

waves was qualitatively consistent with experimental observations [30]. However, I

could not find a way to verify the conservation of energy in the model equations. The

assumption of periodic boundary conditions and a constant laser amplitude (ai = a,)

were not consistent with experiments.

Motivated by more recent single speckle experiments [6, 13, 12] I decided to pursue

a numeric solution of the five-wave coupled mode equations [(3.29)-(3.33)] in a finite

extent plasma geometry. The interesting results are discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

3.4 Discussion

Since the full wave Zakharov equations consider the coupling between all resonant

plasma waves, and the COM equations only the coupling between the slowly varying

amplitudes of some of these waves, the Zakharov equations are valid for a wider range

of parameters. They encompass many nonlinear effects that are not included in the

COM formulation, such as: cascading, wave collapse and Langmuir turbulence.

The COM equations can be readily extended to include cascades (see Chapter 6),

and allow for an easy understanding and interpretation of the coupling between SRS

and LDI. The numerical results can also be readily checked for energy conservation,

or to approach analytic solutions (in certain limits). Also, the COM equations lead

to The Zakharov equations are only amenable to numerical investigation, and it

is difficult to extract the important physics related to the saturation of SRS. The

Zakharov model is also far too complex for any analytical analysis.

While the COM equations have been investigated before, in this thesis I present,

for the first time, numerical solutions for parameters relevant to recent experiments.
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The numerical simulations lead to interesting results regarding to the effects of ion

acoustic wave damping, electron plasma wave damping and laser intensity, on the

saturation of the SRS backscattering.
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Chapter 4

SRS Coupling to LDI

The five wave coupled mode equations describing the coupling of SRS and LDI are

studied in this chapter. We consider one dimensional dynamics for backscattering,

with a finite region of interaction in a homogeneous plasma. Starting from an esti-

mated initial noise level, the five wave envelopes are evolved numerically in time and

space, to find the SRS backscattering. We restrict ourselves to the case of real wave en-

velopes with no wave de-phasing, to simplify computations. As will be demonstrated,

the system exhibits complex dynamics, and reveals the interesting phenomena that

is reported in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

4.1 Five Wave COM Equations

The five waves in the coupling of SRS and LDI, and their cold plasma dispersion

relations are: 1) the electromagnetic plasma wave externally excited by the laser

W2 = W2e + c2k2], 2) the backscattered electromagnetic wave W = - e + c2k21,

3) the electron plasma wave shared by SRS and LDI, [W2 = +3 + 3Vkek], 4) the

backscattered electron plasma wave [W2 = 2 + 3V2ek 1, and 5) the LDI ion acoustic

wave [w2 = c2k2].

The real frequencies and wave numbers satisfy the phase matching conditions:

WI = w2 + w3 , ki = k2 + k3, w3 = w4 + W5 , and k3 = k4+ k5 . Such frequencies and

wavenumbers are illustrated in Fig. (1-3), where the abbreviations BEMW, EPW,
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BEPW and JAW, stand for the SRS backscattered electromagnetic wave, the SRS

electron plasma wave, the LDI backscattered electron plasma wave, and the LDI

excited ion acoustic wave, respectively. For convenience, the pump electromagnetic

wave, externally excited by the laser, is referred to as the "LASER".

For one dimensional dynamics, with no wave de-phasing and real wave amplitudes,

the five wave coupled mode equations [Eqs. (3.29)-(3.33)] reduce to:

(a a
g + -o1 + v1 a1  -|KSRS a2a3, (4.1)

(t + Vg29 + V2 a 2  KSRSaa3 
(4.2)

+ Vg3a + V a3 K= KSRS a1a2 - IKLDI a4a5, (4-3)
(at 19x

+ a9(t + x4 + v4 a4 = |KLDI a 3 a 5, (4.4)

(9 +V 5 a +v 5 a5 = |KLDI a 3 a4 , (4.5)

where Iar| 2  we/we, we, Vge and v are the wave action density, wave energy density,

group velocity and damping, respectively, of the fth mode. The subscripts £ = 1, 2,

3, 4, 5 represent the LASER, BEMW, EPW, BEPW and IAW, respectively.

Assuming a conservative coupling system, as in Section B.5, the coupling coeffi-

cients are (Appendices A and B):

2 e k 3 ( 2 /1/2

KsRS -
Eo Me 4 U)W2bJ3

2 e Wpe 05 )1/2(
%me 4 VTe W3w 4

The parametric growth-rates are: jYSRS =K-SSa= (k3v01/4) 3/w 2 and LDI =

K LDI a3 = (k5vOs/4) w5/w 4 , where voel = ejE /mew is the electron quiver velocity

in the field of the fth mode.
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Using an approach similar to that in Chapter 2 for the 3WI, the following conser-

vation relations can be derived from Eqs. (4.1)-(4.5):

12 = - 1,, (4.8)
W1

-15 = 5I4 (4.9)
W4

13 =- I - 15, (4.10)

where Ij, for f = 1 ...5, is given by:

L L 1 L
I L w(t', x)dx - w(t', x)dxJ + 2v dt' dxwe(t', x)

+Vgi j dt' [we (t', x = L) - we (t', x = 0)] . (4.11)

The Manley-Rowe relations for the total time variation of the wave energy densities

along their characteristics are:
W1  (4.12)
W1 2

-4 = W5  (4.13)
W4  W 5

-- - 3 - 4-5 (4.14)
1 3  W5

where W = (at + Vgpax + 2ve) we.

The energy conservation relations are used as a check of the numerical results. As

described in Appendix C, the error in the conservation of the total energy [Eqs.(C.10)-

(C.14)] was calculated during numerical simulations, at every time step.

4.2 Experimental Parameters and Normalization

We consider recent experiments carried at Los Alamos National Laboratory [6], where

the SRS backscattering from a single speckle interaction was investigated. In these

experiments a plastic foil was initialy blasted with an intense laser pulse (incident
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a) Experimental Setup b) Location from the foil (z)
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Figure 4-1: Single hot-spot experiments [6]: a) experimental setup and b) measured
plasma characteristics. Laser wavelength A, = 527 nm and best focus intensity
1, ~ 1015 Watts/cm2 .

in the -z direction), to create an ICF characteristic plasma. Once the formation

beam was turned off, and the plasma created, a second laser pulse (the interaction

beam) was focused into the formed plasma to study SRS. Figure (4-1.a) illustrates the

interaction beam only, propagating across the direction of plasma flow. As illustrated,

the interaction beam was carefully focused (diffraction limited) to a small region in

the plasma, to create an interaction "hot spot", or equivalently, a "single speckle"

interaction region. The hot-spot, where the plasma density and the field intensity

can be taken as homogeneous, is illustrated in Figure (4-1.a) using a dark square in

the center of the plasma.

The wavelength and duration of the interaction beam are A, = 0.527pm and

T,, ~ lnsec, respectively. Considering a diffraction limited Gaussian beam with an

f8 focal lens, the length of the hot-spot is L ~ 8f 2 A 0 ~ 225pm, and the width

FA~ 4upm [6].

In a series of experiments the interaction beam was pointed at different distances

away from the plastic foil (different points in i) to investigate the SRS backscattering
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induced in different regimes.[6] In Figure (4-1.b) the electron density is always below

one quarter of the critical density [ncr = neW /W2,~ 1027m 3 ], which is a necessary

requirement for SRS to be excited (see Chapter 1). The electron temperature is

approximately 700eV and the ion temperature ranges between T ~ 100eV to T ~

500eV, and the electron plasma angular frequency (wpe)is in the range of 5 x 1014 to

8 x 1014 rad/sec.

The experimentally observed SRS backscattering is illustrated in Figure (1-4.b),

which shows a collection of data from various similar experiments with different laser

intensities. Presumably when the laser intensity is above a certain level, the SRS

reflectivity saturates independently of the laser intensity [7]. The investigation of such

probable saturation of the SRS backscattering with laser intensity (I) is discussed in

Chapter 5. Meanwhile, a typical best focus laser intensity of i, = 6 x 1015 [Watts/cm 2]

(see [6]) is taken to investigate the dependence of the SRS backscattering on the

electron plasma density.

The real frequencies of the electromagnetic waves (wir and W2,), normalized to the

plasma frequency, are shown in Table (4.1). A necessary condition for SRS to take

place is that w, > 2wpe. On the other hand, W2 > 2wpe not only indicates the low

density (relative to critical) of the plasma, but also satisfies the condition for further

nonlinear SRS cascade (exciting a forward propagating electromagnetic wave and a

backscattered electron plasma wave). The SRS cascading is discussed in Chapter 6.

As explained in Chapter 2, the dampings of the longitudinal waves need to be

estimated from the kinetic dispersion relation (Eq. 2.33). Considering a charge

neutral plasma with three charged species in thermal equilibrium [electrons, hydrogen

ions and carbon ions], Equation (2.33) was used to calculate the real frequency and the

Landau damping associated to the real wavenumber (k,), for each longitudinal mode.

The calculated real frequency was compared within 5% of the frequency obtained

from the cold plasma dispersion relation. The Landau damping frequency is found

to be much smaller than the real frequency, so that we can assume slowly varying

amplitude approximation explained in Chapter 2.
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z [pm] ne/ncr Wir/Wpe W2r /Wpe k3A De W3i/W3r W4i/W4r W5i/W5r WbJ pe

230 0.05 4.47 3.35 0.283 0.0072 0.004 0.359 0.69
240 0.043 4.82 3.68 0.308 0.013 0.009 0.359 0.725
250 0.04 5 3.85 0.319 0.017 0.012 0.359 0.74
260 0.036 5.27 4.11 0.339 0.024 0.018 0.359 0.76
270 0.033 5.5 4.32 0.356 0.032 0.024 0.359 0.78
280 0.03 5.77 4.58 0.375 0.041 0.033 0.359 0.8
290 0.027 6.08 4.47 0.398 0.053 0.044 0.359 0.832
300 0.025 6.32 5.09 0.416 0.064 0.053 0.359 0.84
310 0.023 6.59 5.34 0.435 0.075 0.064 0.359 0.86
370 0.015 8.16 6.78 0.548 0.149 0.135 0.359 0.95

Table 4.1: Plasma parameters in single hot-spot experiments for A, = 527 nm, I=
6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 , Te ~ 700eV, nfe/nc ranging from 0.015 to 0.05, and T ranging
from 117 to 165 eV.

Table (4.1) shows the calculated EPW wavenumbers k3ADe, which can be com-

pared to the ones provided in Figure (1-4.b) to notice the discrepancy that results

from the uncertain experimental data (Te for example). An idea of the possible error

in the Landau damping due to variations in kADe, particle temperature ratios (Ti/Te),

or even in the particle species concentrations, can be obtained from the Figures (2-4)

and (2-5).

At sufficient EPW amplitudes (a 3 , a 4 ), the resonant wave-particle interactions can

lead to the nonlinear phenomenon of electron trapping [48]. In such case, electrons

with velocity w ~ vp (where v, is the phase velocity) bounce around in the potentials

of the wave, with a characteristic bounce frequency Wb given by:

Wb = k3E3 .1/2 (4.15)
Me

Considering the Manley-Rowe relations [Eq. (2.22) in particular], the bounce fre-

quencies for the extreme case of E3 = (w 3 /1I) 1/ 2E 0 and E, the unperturbed amplitude

of the laser, are shown in Table (4.1). In such extreme case the electron bounce fre-

quencies scale with the EPW frequency W 3  Wp we. Therefore, electron trapping could

lead to a frequency shift of the waves [69, 70] and a possible modification of the
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Parameter Symbol Dimensions Normalization
Time t [sec] Ybt

Space x [m] YbX/v g3

Field amplitudes af [(J _ sec/M 3)'/ 2 ] ae/a,

Group velocities Vge [m/sec] Vgf/Vg3

Damping rates v [rad/sec] vi /Yb
SRS Coupling KSRS [(J sec/ 3 )-1/ 2/ sec] G = |KRSIKLDII
LDI coupling IKLDII [ SeC/m 3 )/ 2/sec]

Table 4.2: Table of normalizations

Landau damping, even if the EPW phase velocity is large compared to the thermal

velocity Vp3/VTe - (W3/Wpe)(k3ADe)' 3 (k3De) > 1 (i.e., only few electrons are

trapped). The effects of wave-particle interactions require further investigation, and

are left as a problem for the future.

The 5COM equations are normalized as described in Table (4.2), where yb

JKLDI la has been taken as an estimation of the fastest growth rate in the system

(Yb > YLDI > YSRS). The normalized group velocities are vgi ' -vg 2 e 30, v93 3

-g4~ 1 and v9 5 ~ 0. The normalized 5COM equations, with boundary conditions

at x = -L/2 and x = L/2, are:

( + 30 a, = -Ga 2 a3 , (4.16)(at ax

- 30 a 2 = Gaia 3, (4.17)at &x

a a
-+ -+ 1v3 a3 = Gaia2 - a4a5, (4.18)at ax

a a
--- + v 4 a4 =a3 a5 , (4.19)at ax

(t + V) a5 = a3 a 4 ; (4.20)

where the small collisional damping of electromagnetic waves has been neglected.

This damping is given by vi,2 =Wj~e/Wf,2VeI [47], where vez is the electron-ion
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z [pm] ne/ncr k3ADe 7b/Wpe v1i V2 V3 V4 V5 G
230 0.05 0.283 0.055 0.226 0.127 0.146 0.0816 0.0792 0.619
240 0.043 0.308 0.0599 0.229 0.134 0.257 0.165 0.081 0.5882
250 0.04 0.319 0.062 0.233 0.139 0.314 0.21 0.082 0.5724
260 0.036 0.339 0.066 0.234 0.142 0.433 0.311 0.082 0.5535
270 0.033 0.356 0.069 0.235 0.145 0.547 0.411 0.082 0.5389
280 0.03 0.375 0.0724 0.236 0.148 0.685 0.535 0.082 0.5228
290 0.027 0.398 0.0765 0.237 0.152 0.851 0.687 0.082 0.5046
300 0.025 0.416 0.079 0.238 0.154 0.98 0.808 0.082 0.4915
310 0.023 0.435 0.083 0.238 0.156 1.13 0.949 0.082 0.478
370 0.015 0.548 0.099 0.244 0.169 1.99 1.78 0.082 0.4117

Table 4.3: Normalized parameters used in the numerical simulations. Laser wave-
length A,, = 527 nm and best focus intensity I = 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2.

collisional frequency:

vej 2 x 10-6Zne/2 , (4.21)
eV

with A - ADe/To and r, = (e2/47rEcrTe). The normalized collisional dampings

(vI,2/7b) are shown in Table (4.3).

For laser intensity of 10 = 6 x 1015 [Watts/cm2], one picosecond of real time

corresponds to approximately 44 normalized time units (NtU), and one micro meter

correspond to about four normalized space units (NxU). The normalized length of

the hot-spot is ~ 900NxU and the time for the laser to transit through the hot-spot

is ~ 30NtU. The normalized growth and dampings are shown in Table (4-3).

From Table (4-3), we note the normalized damping of the ion acoustic wave (1/s)

and the growth rate (G) are almost constant. The dampings of electron plasma waves

(v3 and v4), on the other hand, change by approximately one order of magnitude.

The normalized parameter 7/b is much smaller than the plasma frequency (Ppe 1014

rad/sec), and the normalized SRS growth rate (G) is much smaller than the SRS

frequencies (wi, w2 and w 3 ). This scalings are consistent with the slowly varying

amplitude approximation.
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4.3 Space-Time Evolution (kADe= 0.319)

We study the simulations for a plasma with ne/nc, = 0.04 (kADe= 0.319). For this

case, z = 250 pm, the normalized growth rate and damping coefficients are G ~ 0.6,

v3 ~ 0.3, v4 ~ 0.2 and v5 ~~ 0.08 (Table 4.3).

The numerical results are obtained with two different numerical techniques. One

is based on the method of characteristics [72] and the other on the Lax-Wendroff

integration scheme [73]. Since both techniques give almost identical results (Appendix

C) no further distinction of the results from the two methods is made.

In the numerical evolution of the wave envelopes, we need to specify the initial

and boundary conditions, for the wave amplitudes. To this purpose, we set the

initial amplitudes (at t = 0) to an estimated noise level. The boundary conditions

of all waves (except for the laser) are also set to the estimated amplitude of the

noise. While the initial noise level is not known from experiments, we estimated it

considering that the spatial amplification in the strong damping limit is very small. In

such case, the initial noise amplitude was chosen to be 0.0005 (normalized amplitude

units), so the numerical simulations of the reflectivity with ne/nc, = 0.015 (strongest

damping limit) approximately matched the experimental observations [the first point,

ne/nc, = 0.015, in Figure (1-4.b)]. The exact same noise level was taken in following

simulations; because a primary objective of this work was to investigate the effects of

Landau damping on the SRS. A discussion on the effects of the noise amplitude on

the saturated SRS reflectivity is given in Chapter 5 (Section 5.2).

Figure (4-2) illustrates the interaction region, the initial and boundary conditions,

and the direction of propagation of the wave envelopes. The 900NxU finite region of

interaction is set to span from x = -450 to x = 450 NxU. The boundary conditions

for the positive group velocity waves are set at x = -450, and for the negative group

velocity waves at x = 450. All the boundary conditions are set to the estimated

noise level except for the laser, which is set to a,(x = -450, t) = 1. The boundary

conditions are illustrated with circles in the figure. 1

'For convenience, even though the plasma is much larger than the region of interaction (see
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Figure 4-2: Interaction region, initial condition and boundary conditions.

The wave amplitudes are evolved in time for about 1500NtU ~ 35psec till a sat-

urated steady state is observed. This time is shorter than the experimental duration

of the pulse, and larger than the laser transit time (30NtU) and the electron plasma

period (Te = 27r/wpe = 0.39NtU). If the coupling coefficients were set to zero, the

space/time evolution of the wave envelopes would only exhibit the propagation of the

boundary conditions through the plasma (with their corresponding group velocities).

However, when the coupling is non zero, the energy of the laser couples to the BEMW

and EPW waves, leading to SRS. As time increases, the BEMW and EPW ampli-

tudes grow from their initial noise levels in localized regions of the plasma, in which

the laser envelope locally depletes. When the amplitude of the EPW (a3 ) reaches the

LDI threshold for instability (LDIth = v4 v5 ), the LDI daughters are also excited.

The LDI interactions occur only in that region of the plasma where the amplitude

of the EPW exceeds the LDI threshold. This in turn produce a local depletion of

the EPW, leading to a transitory regime that exhibits oscillations in time and space,

and eventually settles to a steady state (in about 500NtU). To illustrate the above

sequence of events, Figure (4-3) shows the field amplitudes within the plasma, at

various instances of time.

At time t = 24 NtU, shown in Figure (4-3.a), the edge of the laser pulse has

Figure 4-1.a), from here on we refere to the interaction region as "the plasma".
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not reached the other boundary (the transit time is 30 NtU). The laser amplitude

exhibits a small depletion localized near the left boundary, where the amplitude of

the SRS daughter waves is significantly above noise.

At t = 36NtU, when the laser has transitted the plasma, see Figure (4-3.b), the

laser depletion has become very significant. Near the left boundary (x = -450), the

SRS daughter waves have large amplitudes that produce the rapid depletion of the

laser. This depletion contributes to the localization of the strongest SRS interactions

to a narrow region near the left boundary (x = -450) where the EPW has the

largest amplitude. The LDI daughters have also grown to amplitudes that are now

observable.

It is important to remember that the squared amplitudes of the waves (a,) measure

the wave action densities wt = Iaf 2 /w, [J/m 3]. Therefore, while the amplitude of the

longitudinal plasma wave is large, relative to the amplitude of the laser, the wave

energy density of the waves is smaller than that of the laser. The reason for this, is

that the laser frequency is much larger than the frequency of the electrostatic wave.

As time continues the five wave interactions remain localized near the left bound-

ary. When the LDI daughters grow to a sufficiently large amplitude, thereby weaken-

ing the SRS interaction (jKsRS a2 a3 in Eq. 4.1, and JKSRSjaa 3 in Eq. 4.2). Then the

laser amplitude recovers once again. The local depletion of the EPW also produces

a localized reduction of the parametric LDI growth rate. Then, a4 and a5 start to

decay in time (in the regions where a3 has been depleted). This happens because

the weakened nonlinear LDI interaction [KLDIa3a5 in Eq.(4.4) and KLDIa3a4 in (4.5)]
cannot sustain the growth of the heavily Landau damped LDI daughter waves.

In this fashion a transitory stage is established [see Figs. (4-3.c) - (4-3.f)]. SRS

produces the localized growth of the EPW, which then excites LDI. This leads to

the depletion of the EPW. The competition between SRS and LDI, and the space-

time evolution of the wave envelopes, lead to the localized space/time oscillations

near the left boundary, that are observed in Figure (4-3.c) [at time t = 50 NtU].

The numerical simulations show that the system eventually reaches a steady state

illustrated in Figure (4-4).
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Figure 4-3: Early space-time evolution of the field amplitudes, for kADe = 0.319
(z = 250 pm, ne/n,. = 0.04, Te = 700eV and Ti = 160eV).
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Figure 4-4: Field amplitudes in steady state forkADe = 0.319 (z = 250 pm, ne/n,. =

0.04, Te = 700eV and T = 160eV). Laser intensity I = 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 and

wavelength A, = 527 nm.

Five Wave Steady State Solution

While the steady state in Figure (4-4) is established within t - 500NtU ~ 10psec,

the numerical simulations were continued until t ~ 1500NtU to make certain that

the wave envelopes do not evolve further in time. In the steady state the nonlinear

interaction between the five waves in SRS and LDI remains localized near the left

boundary. In this region, the amplitude of the EPW is fixed at an amplitude which

is slightly above the LDI threshold for instability (a3 = gv 4 v5 = 0.132).

The steady state exhibits four characteristic regions: (1) a boundary layer, shown

in detail in Figure 4-4.b, (2) a region where the five wave interactions of SRS coupled

to LDI occur [-448 < x < -180], (3) a transition region [-180 < x < -120], and (4)

a region where SRS is independent of LDI because the EPW amplitude is below the

LDI threshold condition [x > -120].

In order to understand the steady state, it is convenient to look at the spatial

variation of the EPW amplitude from the right boundary to the left. The EPW

propagates from left to right, and its group velocity is relatively small (by a factor of

30) compared to the electromagnetic waves. Therefore, it grows locally according to
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the amplitude of the BEMW, which grows from right to left as it propagates through

the plasma.

Starting from a small amplitude at x = 450NxU, the EPW exhibits a spa-

tial growth towards the left. While a3 (x) is below the LDI threshold condition

[x > -120], SRS is completely independent of LDI. In such region, the amplitude

of the laser remains almost constant and the SRS daughters grow to the left with

the SRS parametric growth rate (see Chapter 2). Considering that a3 (x) =a 3(x =

450)exp[Fs(450-x)], the EPW reaches the LDI threshold [a 3 (X,) = Vv 4v5 ] at x -- x:

x = 450 - 1n ( 5 (4.22)
IIF, I a3(x = 450)]'

where the spatial SRS parametric growth rate FS is given by [49]:

IF V3 ±1 |(v±4 Gai12) 1/2 (4.23)
2 2 1|Vg2|

For a saturated laser amplitude a, -_z 0.55 and a3 (x= 450) = 0.00033 [as obtained

numerically], and IF8 l = 0.011 the EPW reaches the LDI threshold at x~ -150

NxU, which approximately matches the numerical result. The nonlinear interactions

between the five waves in SRS and LDI are localized to the left of this point.

A transitory region in -180 < x < -150 NxU is observed first. In this region the

amplitudes of the LDI daughters (a4 , a5 ) are not large enough to modify the EPW

growth, which is sustained by SRS. Therefore, a3 continues growing to the left until

it suddenly depletes at x - -180. The rapid depletion observed at x = -180 NxU

suggests an internal boundary layer, due to the transition from 3COM to 5COM.

In -448 < x < -180 NxU, the full interaction between the five waves in SRS and

LDI is very clear. The amplitude of the EPW saturates slightly above the threshold for

the LDI instability, at the equilibrium point between the growth induced by SRS and

the nonlinear effective damping due to LDI. If this equilibrium is slightly perturbed

increasing the amplitude of a3, the LDI daughters (a 4 and a5 ) grow and bring a 3 back

to the equilibrium. If a3 is instead reduced, it becomes independent of a4 and a5 ,
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and the interaction with a2 and a, (in SRS) would produce its growth to eventually

return it to the equilibrium point.

In steady state (a/at -+ 0), when a3 ~ ,v4v5 Equations (4.19) and (4.20) give:

a5(x) - a3 a4(x) ~V 4 a4 (x). (4.24)
5 V5

This condition has been verified in our numerical simulations, in the regions where

a3 saturates at the LDI threshold.

The boundary layer shown in detail in Figure (4-4.b) results from the boundary

condition that is imposed to a3 at x = -450, the small EPW group velocity IVg3

(relative to 1vg21) and the discontinuity of KSRS at the left boundary [Ks,,(x <

-450) = 0 and KSS(x > -450) # 0]. In the boundary layer the amplitude of the

EPW grows from the boundary condition as it propagates into the plasma, until it

catches up with the saturated amplitude that is imposed by the interactions in SRS

and LDI.

Time evolution of the SRS reflectivity

The time evolution of the field amplitudes at the boundaries and the SRS reflectivity

are illustrated in Figure (4-5). At the left boundary (x = -450), shown in the upper

plot of Figure (4-5.a), the laser amplitude remains constant at its boundary condition.

The amplitude of the BEMW, on the other hand, grows from the initial noise level

until it clearly saturates at t ~ 500 NtU (~ 10psec). The transitory oscillations

that are observed before the saturation have a periodicity of ~ 71NtU, which is a

slow variation compared to the periodicity of the BEMW (27r/w 2 ~ 1.6NtU). For

clarity purposes the amplitude of the BEPW (a4 ) is not plotted and the other wave

amplitudes remain fixed at 0.0005 (their boundary condition).

At the right boundary (x = 450), shown in the lower plot of Figure (4-5.a), all

the wave amplitudes remain at the noise level, except for the laser. This can also be

observed in Figures (4-3) and (4-4.a). The laser amplitude is zero until t = 30NtU,

which is the laser transit time. After such time, the laser amplitude shows transitory
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oscillations that eventually lead to a saturated state. A closer look shows that the

growing a2 , in the upper plot, corresponds to a decaying a1 in the lower plot (shifted

by ~ 25 NtU which is approximately the laser transit time). The negative value of

a, at t - 60 NtU (lower plot in Figure 4-5.a) implies that the laser changes its phase

by 180 degrees.

Figure (4-5.b) shows the total SRS backscattering as a function of time:

2 _ IVg2|w2 W2 la2 (x = -450, t)W2  
2 22,s =w- - -ra_ = 450 ) =-450,SRir =8 VgijXw w, jai(x =-40t) 2 w

(4.25)

where se is the wave energy flow density, we the wave energy density, a1 (x = -450) =1

is laser amplitude at the left boundary, and vg 2 = -Vgi are the EM wave group

velocities.

For w2 /wi ~ 0.77, the SRS backscattering saturates at ~~ 50%. The saturated

numerical reflectivity is larger than the experimental observations (~ 5%). This

difference, however, is discussed later in this chapter.
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Figure 4-6: Calculated error in the total energy conservation [Eqs. (C.1l0)-(C. 14)].

Error in the Conservation of Energy

The calculated error as a function of time, defined in Appendix C [Eqs. (C.10)-

(C.15)], is shown in Figure (4.6) as a function of time. This error, combines the

numerical errors due to the evolution of the wave envelopes and due to the evaluation

of the integrals in the conservation relations (Eqs. 4.12 - 4.14). The error is found to

be smaller than ~ 10-2.

The error can be compared with the total amount of energy that is supplied to

the system during each time step (Estep). Considering a constant cross section of area

A = 1 (as explained in Section 2-3), such energy is calculated as Estep s0 ZxAt,

with s0 being the unperturbed laser energy flow density: so = vg1wo = Vg1wilaol2.

With At = Ax = 0.1 (as in the simulations), step = 0.3 and the numeric error of

0(10-2) can be taken as small. A glitch of amplitude 0.15 can be observed at t = 30,

corresponding to the maximum possible error that is obtained with the trapezoidal

rule of integration (when the laser front reaches the right boundary).
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4.4 Other regimes of kADe (ne/ncr Te and T)

For all of the parameters in Table (4.3), the early space/time evolution is found to

be similar to the one detailed in Section 4.3; therefore, it is not described further.

However, the final saturated state is found to evolve to one of three different states.

This final states can be classified as: (1) strong, (2) intermediate and (3) weak EPW

damping. For 0.3 < kADe < 0.4 (intermediate damping) the system evolves into a

steady state like the one explained in Section 4.3 (where kADe, 0.319). For kADe >

0.4 (strong electron plasma wave damping) the system evolves to a steady state where

the amplitude of the EPW (a 3 ) is always below the LDI threshold condition. In such

case LDI is not excited at all. For kADe < 0.3 (weak EPW damping) the system

evolves into a saturated state where the EPW amplitude exhibits chaotic (incoherent)

space-time structures near the left boundary.

4.4.1 Strong EPW damping limit (kADe > 0.4)

The saturation of SRS coupled to LDI in the strong damping limit is studied here,

considering the plasma parameters at z = 290 pm (kADe = 0.4). In this case, the

normalized growth rate and damping coefficients are G = 0.5, v3 ~ 0.851, v4 = 0.687

and v5 e 0.08 (see Table 4-3). Once again, the group velocities are Vgi g2 30,

Vg3 ~4~ 1 and Vg5 0. Starting with an initial amplitude of 0.0005a, the wave

envelopes evolved to the steady state shown in Figure (4-7).

As shown in Figure (4-7.a) the amplitude of the EPW (a 3) barely reaches the LDI

threshold condition (vTv4 5 = 0.23), near the left boundary. Otherwise a3 is always

below the LDI threshold, and the the LDI daughters (a4 and a5 ) never grow from

their initial amplitude. Therefore, in the steady state SRS is completely independent

of LDI.

With the laser amplitude saturated at a1 ~ 0.89 (as in Figure 4-7.a), Equations

(4.21)-(4.22) indicate that a3 (x) reaches the LDI threshold (lv4v 5 = 0.23) at x =

rl . -415 NxU. This point is consistent with the numerical result shown in Figure

(4-7). and corroborates that a3 remains under the LDI threshold almost until it
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Figure 4-7: Steady state in the strong EPW damping limit kADe = 0.4 (z= 290 ,um,
2e/icr- = 0.027, Te = 700eV and T2 = 142eV).

reaches the left boundary. The narrow region where a3 > 0.23 is not long enough to

allow the transition from SRS only to SRS with LDI (which is explained in Section

4.3). As the damping of the electron plasma waves is increased a3 the spatial growth

of a3 is reduced, and a3 never reaches the LDI threshold (unless the length of the

plasma is increased).

We have also evolved the three weave coupled mode equations that correspond to

SRS only, obtaining the exact same steady state solution shown in Figure (4-7.a), to

corroborate that SRS is indeed independent of LDI.

The time evolution of the BEMW amplitude at the left boundary [a 2 (x = -450, t)],

is shown in Figure (4-7.b). As a reference, the BEMW amplitude corresponding

to kA0e = 0.319 (see Section 4.3) is given in the figure. The time oscillations

due to the transition from the initial condition to the steady state are observed

once again. After t ~ 1000 NtU the BEMW settles to a saturated amplitude

a2 (x = -450, t > 1000) ~ 0.48, which is below the the saturated amplitude ob-

tained in the previous section (~ 0.88). With w2 /wi ~ 0.8, the SRS reflectivity is:

%SRS = 0 2/7,la 2 (x = -450, t) 2 ~ 16%.

The above numerical results indicate that an increment in the damping of the
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electron plasma waves, leads to a reduction of the SRS backscattering.

reason is analyzed in Section (4.6).

The probable

4.4.2 Weak EPW damping limit (kADe < 0-3)

The saturation in the weak damping limit is investigated here, considering plasma

parameters at z = 230 pm (kADe = 0.28, ne/fcr = 0.05, Te = 700 and T = 165).

The corresponding normalized growth rate and dampings are G ~ 0.62, v3 ~ 0.146,

v4 ~ 0.08 and v5 ~~ 0.075 (see Table 4-3). Evolving the wave envelopes from an initial

amplitude of 0.0005a0 the system evolved into a saturated state where the EPW (a3 )

exhibits incoherent space/time fluctuations near the left boundary (instead of the

saturation at the LDI threshold observed before). The space/time fluctuations are

slowly varying, and the backscattering a2 (x = -450, t) remains constant on the time

average.

Figure (4-8.a) shows the time variation of the BEMW at the left boundary [a 2 (x =

-450, t)]. For easy comparison, the corresponding evolution with plasma parameters

with kADe = 0.319 (see Section 4.3) is also shown in the figure. Even if no definitive
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Figure 4-9: Detailed view of the spatial field-amplitudes fluctuations (kADe 0.28).

steady state is established, the backscattering is saturated (i.e., on the average a 2

does not grow, nor decay, with time). A detailed view of the time variations in

a2 (x = -450, t) is shown in Figure (4-8.b), showing that the time fluctuations order

with T ~O(5NtU), which is a larger than the BEMW temporal periodicity (TBEMW

27r/w 2 ~ 0.2 NtU).

With w2 /w1 ~ 0.75, the average backscattering (ja2 (x = -450, t)I) ~ 0.78 leads

to an average SRS reflectivity of (%SRS) ~ 45.5%. This reflectivity is below the one

obtained in Section (4.3) for kADe = 0.0319 (~ 50%).

Figure (4-9) shows a picture of the spatial structure of the waves, at an arbi-

trary moment in the saturated state. While this picture changes with time, it can

help in understanding the saturated state. The waves in LDI (a3 , a 4 and a5) ex-

hibit space-time fluctuations only near the left boundary, and otherwise remain at

noise level. A detailed view of the field amplitude spatial fluctuations is shown in

Figure (4-9.b), where the wave envelopes are observed to have a slow spatial vari-

ation compared to the actual wavelength. The scaling of the spatial variations of

a3 [- O(1ONxU)], for example, is long compared to the wavelength of the electron

plasma wave (AEPW = 27r/k 3 ~ 1.2 NxU). The magnitude of a3 at the different grid-
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Figure 4-10: Space-time EPW amplitude fluctuations and correlation (kADe = 0.28).

points has been highlighted with crosses in the figure, to show that the number of

grid-points in the numerical simulation is enough to resolve the spatial fluctuations.

The space-time fluctuations in a3 (in -450 < x < -300) produce an effective de-

phasing, which in turn explains the reduction of the SRS backscattering (from that

in Section 4.3, where no fluctuations occur).

Figure (4-10.a) shows in detail the EPW space-time fluctuations near the left

boundary. This figure resembles the pictures of the spatio-temporal chaos (STC)

that were first observed in a periodic-space simulation of LDI, by Carson Chow,

et. al. (see Chapter 3).[26, 281 At first glance, the reader may notice the apparent

chaotic behavior of coherent structures in time and space, which is the clear signature

of the STC. A closer look however, indicates that in this finite length simulation the

structures are not completely chaotic. Instead they are created at approximately

regular intervals (in time and space), and then propagate into the plasma with an

approximately constant velocity (V r Vg3 = 1).

The correlation and spectrum of the EPW fluctuations are necessary to better

understand the nature of the space-time structures. To this purpose, Figure (4-10.b)
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shows the correlation function of the fluctuations in a3, which is calculated as:

S3 (p, T) = j dp dra(x, t)a3(x + p, t +r). (4.26)
RT fo 0

The correlation function S3(p, T) exhibits a single major peak of finite width at

p = T = 0, which may be a slight indication of STC. However, the correlation does

not decay away completely. Instead, it exhibits clear oscillations in time, which

indicate that similar structures (of size - 1ONxU) repeat at regular time intervals

(of ~ 8NtU). The behavior in space, on the other hand, is harder to understand,

because of the narrow sample of space fluctuations that is available.

The -r dependence of the space-autocorrelation function S3(p = 0, T), and its

Fourier transform (the frequency power spectrum), are shown in Figure (4-11.a).

The autocorrelation shown in the upper plot, clearly shows a r-periodicity of about

100/13 ~ 7.6 NtU, which approximately corresponds to the time spacing between

the structures in Figure (4-10.a). This periodicity is corroborated in the frequency

power spectrum, which exhibits a peak at w ~ 27r/7.6 = 0.82. The power spectrum

also peaks at w ~ 0 because of the offset level in the correlation function, which
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Figure 4-12: Frequency power spectrum of the SRS backscattering [a 2 (x = -450, t)].

mainly indicates that the amplitude of a3 is positive most of the time (a negative

amplitude implies a 180 degrees de-phasing). The band-width of the frequency power

spectrum is 6w ~ 2, which is narrow in comparison with the EPW frequency w3 ~

1.1(Wpe/yb) = 20 (normalized frequency units).

The p variation of the time-autocorrelation function S3 (p, r = 0), and its Fourier

transform (the k-power spectrum), are illustrated in Figure (4-11.b). The k-power

spectrum [PS 3 (k) ~ k-a] shows a maximum at k = 0, followed by a rapid decay

(a ~ 150) to a plateau, and then a slow decay (a ~ 1). The k power spectrum peaks

at k = 0 because of the offset in the autocorrelation function [S3(p, r) > 0], and

exhibits a plateau at k ~ 0.5 because of the spatial structures observed in Figure (4-

10.a). A longer sample of the randomized EPW amplitude (a 3) is necessary to better

resolve the plateau. Such sample, however, is not available because the structures are

confined to a narrow region near the left boundary. The band-width of the k-power

spectrum, 6k ~ 1 (after the plateau), is again found to be narrow in comparison to

the EPW wavenumber k3 = 27r/A 3 ~ 4 (in normalized units).

The BEMW autocorrelation function [S 2(p = 0, r)] and its frequency power spec-
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trum, are illustrated in Figure(4-12). In the upper plot, S2(P = 0, T) exhibits a peak

at T ~ 0, followed by a slow decay in r. The power spectrum, in the lower plot,

peaks at w ~ 0 (because of the offset in S2) and the exhibits a slow decay in w. The

bandwidth of the power spectrum is 6w ~ 2, which again is narrow compared to the

BEMW frequency w2 ~~ 3.35(Wpe/Yb) = 60 (normalized frequency units).

The periodicity in T of the EPW power spectrum (PS3) indicates a long scale

correlation, which opposes the idea of chaotic motion of the structures in a3 . This

long scale correlation appears to be consistent with the observed movement of the

structures along their characteristics (see Figure 4-10.a). While the motion of the

structures is apparently non chaotic, the space where the structures develop is not

long enough to determine whether the motion is chaotic or not; therefore further

investigation (with different laser-plasma parameters) is necessary to determine the

chaotic/incoherent nature of the space-time fluctuations in a3 .

4.5 SRS variation with Electron Plasma Density

Figure (4-13) illustrates the numerical SRS backscattering as a function of the elec-

tron plasma density ne/ncr. As shown in Table (4-3), kADe decreases when ne/ncr

increases, so the dampings of the electron plasma waves are reduced while the rest

of the parameters in the simulation remain approximately constant. The numerical

simulations with the parameters in Table (4-3) show that the SRS backscattering in-

creases as the EPW damping is reduced, until the damping is so small that the EPW

develops incoherent/chaotic amplitude fluctuations. In this case (ne/ncr ~ 0.05), the

fluctuations in a3 produce a de-phasing of the nonlinear SRS interactions, which in

turn appreciably reduces the SRS backscattering.

Figure (4-13) also shows the SRS backscattering obtained from three wave cou-

pled mode equations (3COM) for SRS only (without LDI). The comparison of the

numeric reflectivities (with and without LDI) suggests that LDI works as an effective

nonlinear-damping for the EPW, because it reduces the SRS reflectivity as if v3 was
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Figure 4-13: Variation of the SRS reflectivity with electron plasma density.

increased (ne/ncr reduced). This effect can be better appreciated in Figure (4-14.a),

where the steady state EPW amplitudes, for the different electron plasma densities,

are illustrated. The figure clearly shows that the onset of LDI (near the left bound-

ary) forces down the amplitude of the EPW (to the LDI threshold condition Fv 4 v5 ).

As the density increases, v 4 is reduced, and a 3 saturates at a lower level.

In Figure (4-14.b), on the other hand, the spatial growth of the BEMW (from right

to left) is clearly modified in the regions where LDI has been excited. Such modifi-

cation of the BEMW spatial growth rate (the break in the curves), becomes stronger

when the electron plasma density increases (i.e., v3 and saturated a3 decrease). The

reason for this is that a smaller a3 produces a weaker interaction between the laser

and the BEMW [a 2a 3 in Eq. 4.15 and aja 3 in Eq. 4.16]. In this fashion, the figure also

shows that the SRS parametric growth rate (in the rightmost region of the plasma)

is reduced when nfe/nr is reduced, which corresponds to a stronger depletion of the

laser (consistent with a strong a3 near the left boundary).

The effective nonlinear damping produced by LDI, is remarkably strong when

ne/ncr = 0.05. As explained in Section (4.4), the amplitude of the electron plasma

wave exhibits chaotic/incoherent space-time fluctuations (due to LDI), producing

a de-phasing in SRS. Such de-phasing in turn debilitates the nonlinear interaction
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Figure 4-14: Variation of the steady state EPW and BEMW amplitudes with ne/nc,.

between the laser and the BEMW, leading to a significant reduction of the SRS

backscattering.

A comparison between Figures (4-13) and (1-4.b), shows that the numerical SRS

reflectivity varies with the electron plasma density (ne/ncr) in a manner similar to

the experimental observations. The reflectivity grows for ne/ncr < 0.04, and then

begins to decrease when ne/nc, > 0.04 (due to the onset of incoherent fluctuations of

a3). The maximum numeric reflectivity SRSr ~ 50% [at ne/nc, = 0.043], however, is

very large compared to the experimental measurement of SRS, 5%. The reduction

of the SRS reflectivity due to the wave dephasing (when ne/ncr = 0.05), on the other

hand, is not sufficient to explain the experiments. The reason for such discrepancies

is not easy to understand, and requires further investigation. While other nonlinear

phenomena that are not modeled in the 5COM equations may play an important role,

the inaccuracy in parameters obtained from certain experimental measurements (in

particular the plasma temperature) may also be responsible for the discrepancy.

The dependence of the numerical SRS reflectivity upon different parameters of the

problem is investigated in Chapter 5. Then the effects of the SRS and LDI cascadings

are investigated in Chapter 6. The discussion on the validity of the coupling of modes

equations, is continued in such chapters.
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Chapter 5

Dependence of SRS/LDI on

Different System Parameters

The dependence of the SRS backscattering investigated in Chapter 4, on the possible

variation of the laser-plasma parameters, is explored in this chapter. Section (5.1)

considers variations on the ion acoustic wave damping, Section (5.2) variations on the

initial amplitude of the noise, and Section (5.3) the variations on the laser intensity.

Since the work in the present Chapter extends the investigation reported in Chapter

4, the same nomenclature and terminology are used, unless otherwise specifically

specified.

5.1 Ion Acoustic Wave Damping

In a series of experiments at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) the

SRS backscattering was found to increase with the damping of ion acoustic waves [4,

5]. This observation was very surprising at the time, because people expected instead

that SRS was independent of the IAW damping [4]. While the observed dependence

has not been completely understood, it suggests the coupling of SRS to LDI, or to

other processes that involve ion acoustic waves (like stimulated Brillouin scattering).

We investigate the SRS backscattering as a function of IAW damping, using the five

wave coupled modes equations for SRS and LDI, in a finite homogeneous plasma
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Figure 5-1: Experimental investigation of SRS backscattering with IAW damping
[4, 5]. Laser wavelength A0 = 350 nm and intensity 10 = 5 x 1014 Watts/cm2 .

geometry. As in Chapter 4, our investigation is restricted to real wave envelopes,

with no wave de-phasing.

Considering that stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is significantly reduced

with increased IAW damping [5], SBS is left out of the investigation. To consider

the effects of SBS, the 5COM equations can be extended by incorporating the equa-

tions for the SBS coupled waves (similar to Chapter 6, where cascadings of LDI are

incorporated to the model).

5.1.1 Experimental observations

In the experiments at LLNL, several laser beams were pointed to a gas-bag containing

a gas-mixture (see Figure 5-1.a), to create a plasma where the SRS backscattering

could be investigated. The composition of the gas-mixture was changed to obtain

plasmas with different ion acoustic wave dampings, keeping the other plasma param-

eters approximately constant [4, 5] (i.e., only kADi was changed). Then, an interaction

laser beam was focused to the plasma and the SRS backscattering was observed.

Different from the single hot-spot experiments considered in Chapter 4, the inter-
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action beams were not diffraction limited into the plasma. Instead, a random phase

plate (RPP) was used to smooth out the intensity of the interaction beam, creating

a collection of many single hot-spots at random positions in the plasma [5].

The wavelength of the interaction beam was A, = 350 nm and the intensity

_T ~ 5 * 10" Watts/cm2 . With a typical electron temperature of Te - 1 keV

and electron plasma density ne/nc, ~ 0.075 (nc ~ 1028 M- 3), the laser frequency

was w, ~ 3 .6 wpe, and the BEMW frequency w2 ~ 2.55w,. The duration of the

interaction beam was approximately 1 nsec, and the path of the laser through the

plasma approximately 2 mm long. The measured SRS backscattering, which was

collected from similar experiments with different JAW dampings, is shown in Figure

(5-1.b). The backscattering ranges from 1% to 30%, while the damping of the ion

acoustic waves changes from v5/WCr5 ~0.01 to 0.3.

With the above parameters k 3ADe ~ 0.259, and the Landau dampings of the elec-

tron plasma waves (Eq. 2.33) are v3/wr 3 ~ 0.0036 and v14 /Wr 4 - 0.00115. Since the

IAW damping is v/5 /Wr 5 < 0.3, the slowly varying amplitude approximation (consid-

ered in the coupled mode equations) is well satisfied for the EPW, and marginally so

for IAW.

With the same normalization used in Chapter 4 [see Table (4.2)], the normalized

parameters are vg~ -g2~ 30, Vg4 -Vg3 = -1, Vg5 ~ 0, v3 = 0.39, v4 = 0.15 and

G = 0.699. The normalized damping of the ion acoustic wave ranges from v= 0.0156

to v5 = 0.468 normalized units (which correspond to v/Wr5~ 0.01 and V5/Wr ~0.3,

respectively). We consider an initial amplitude of the noise of 0.0005a,. All the

boundary conditions are set to this amplitude, except for the laser pump (which is

externally driven through the left boundary).

Since the purpose of our investigation is not to predict the experimental SRS

backscattering, but rather to understand how it is modified by the IAW damping, we

consider an interaction length L ~ 430A, (similar to the hot-spot in Chapter 4). This

interaction length (0.15mm) is much smaller than the actual size of the plasma in

experiments (2mm). The investigation of the SRS backscattering in longer plasmas,
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probably with many single hot-spots at random positions, is left as a problem for the

future. In normalized units, the length of interaction region is 200 NxU (0.15 mm)

spanning from -100 to 100NxU, and the laser "transit time" (to cruise through the

plasma) is ~ 6 NtU.

The geometry of the plasma in the gas-bag is difficult to model, and the uncer-

tainty in the laser-plasma parameters is very significant. Therefore, it would be too

ambitious to expect the numerical simulations to accurately predict the experimen-

tally observed reflectivity.

5.1.2 Numerical Results

Equations (4.16)-(4.20) were integrated numerically to evolve the slowly varying wave

envelopes, in ID space and time.

The wave envelopes always evolved into a definitive steady state, similar to Sec-

tions (4.3) and (4.4.1), in a time t < 100 psec. The detailed description of the early

space/time evolution (before the onset of the steady state) is omitted, because the

evolution is similar to the one described in section (4.3) and there is nothing new to

learn from it.

Two different scenarios were observed in the steady state,. In the first scenario,

observed when v5/w5 > 0.15, LDI is not excited at all, due to the heavy damping of

the IAW. As an illustration, Figure (5-2.a) shows the wave envelopes in steady state

for v5 /w 5 = 0.15 (v5/yb= 0.234). The EPW amplitude, growing from right to left

(as in Chapter 4), reaches the LDI threshold ( v4 v5 = 0.18) at x = xp = -60. The

LDI daughters are barely excited near the left boundary, where a3 is above the LDI

threshold. For a larger IAW damping, the LDI daughters are never excited, and SRS

is completely independent of LDI (same as in Section 4.4.1).

In the second steady state scenario, observed when v5 /w5 < 0.15, the saturated

LDI is observed near the left boundary (similar to simulations in Section 4.3). As an

illustration, Figure (5-2.b) shows the wave envelopes in steady state, for v5 /w5 = 0.01

(V5/'Yb = 0.0156 normalized damping units). LDI is localized in x < -30, where
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Figure 5-2: Field amplitudes in steady state: a) v5/w5 = 0.15 and b) v5/w5 = 0.01.

the EPW amplitude (a 3) has a constant value slightly above the LDI threshold:

a3 = v-5v4 = /0.0156 * 0.15 ~ 0.049.

When LDI is excited (v5 /w5 < 0.15) the steady state exhibits the four charac-

teristic regions explained in Section (4.3). In Figure (5-2.b), for example, the LDI

daughters remain at the noise level in x > 0, where the EPW and BEMW grow

towards the left with the SRS parametric growth rate [Eqs. (4.21) - (4.22)]. A tran-

sition region occurs in -30 < x < 0, where a3 shows an overshoot between its SRS

parametric growth and the sudden saturation to the LDI threshold. Following the

transition region, in -99 < x < -40, the EPW is saturated at an amplitude just

above the LDI threshold (as in Section 4.3). Finally, very close to the left boundary,

a boundary layer occurs, where the amplitude a3 changes from its boundary condition

[a 3(x = -100, t) = 0.0005] to the saturated amplitude due to SRS/LDI.

Figure (5-3) shows the time variation of the SRS reflectivity, for different ion

acoustic wave dampings. Again, the SRS reflectivity is calculated with:

SRSr(t) = (w2/Wi)Ja 2 (x = -450, t)12. (5.1)

As shown in the figure, the backscattering always reaches a saturated state in
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Figure 5-3: Time dependence of SRS reflectivity, for the different IAW dampings.

t < 800NtU ~ 66psec (which is a short time compared to the duration of the laser

pulse). An initial overshoot is observed in all the simulations. In the weak IAW

damping limit the BEMW never grows after the overshoot because LDI kicks in,

producing the saturation of the EPW amplitude [at the LDI threshold], which in

turn weakens the nonlinear interaction in SRS [Ga 2a3 in Eq. 4.16, and Gaia 3 in Eq.

4.17]. As the IAW damping increases, the saturation of a3 near the left boundary

occurs at larger amplitudes, thus leading to a higher SRS backscattering (Gaia 3 in

Eq. 4.17 is larger near the left boundary).

When the IAW damping is too large (v5 /w5 > 0.15) LDI is not excited at all, and

SRS saturates independently of the IAW damping (see Figure 5-3). In this case, the

saturated SRS backscattering in steady state is exactly the same obtained with the

3COM equations for SRS only. No matter what is the damping of the ion acoustic

waves, the SRS/LDI backscattering (5COM) is always smaller or equal, than the SRS

backscattering with no LDI (3COM). Increasing the IAW damping reduces the effects

of LDI on SRS, thus producing a reflectivity that approaches to the one obtained with

the 3COM equations for SRS only.

Figure (5-4) shows the steady state amplitudes of the IAW (a5 ) and the EPW
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(a3), for the different IAW dampings. The amplitude of the IAW, in figure (5-4.a),

decreases near the left boundary as the IAW damping is increased. On the other

hand, the saturated amplitude of the EPW near the left boundary, in Figure (5-4.b),

increases when the IAW damping is increased (i.e., the LDI threshold is increased). A

larger amplitude of a3 reinforces the nonlinear SRS interaction, because of the larger

Ga 2 a3 in Eq. 4.16, and Gaia 3 in Eq. 4.17. The stronger SRS interaction near the

left boundary produces the larger SRS reflectivity.

The dependence of the SRS backscattering on the IAW damping, is illustrated in

Figure (5-5). This is the same as Figure (5-3) at time t = 1200 (steady state). In the

figure, the SRS backscattering is observed to increase with the IAW damping, until

a clear saturation occurs at v5 /w ;> 0.15.

Considering that the gas-bag plasma geometry in experiments is difficult to model

and the uncertainty in the laser-plasma parameters is significantly large, even if typ-

ical experimental parameters have been considered, no direct comparison with ex-

periments is possible. However, even if different laser-plasma parameters would lead

to a different SRS backscattering, the increasing trend with damping of ion acoustic

waves would remain the same (as well as the physics behind it).
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Figure 5-5: Numerical SRS Reflectivity Vs. IAW damping.

The numerical reflectivities found in this section are much smaller than the reflec-

tivities in Chapter 4, mainly because of the shorter length of the interaction region.

While most of the normalized parameters scale similar in both chapters, the length

of interaction is very different (L = 200NxU in Chapter 5, and L = 900NxU in

Chapter 4). Such a big difference in the normalized plasma lengths, results from the

different laser wavelengths and intensities that are used in each chapter (AO = 527

nm, I0 ~ 1015 Watts/cm2 in Chapter 4, and Ao = 350 nm, Jo ~ 101 Watts/cm2 in

Chapter 5).

The difference in the plasma lengths (considered in Chapters 4 and 5) is rele-

vant to our investigation, because it demonstrates the sensitivity of the numeric SRS

backscattering on the estimated length of the plasma.

5.2 Amplitude of the Noise

The dependence of the SRS reflectivity on the amplitude of the noise is investigated in

this section. To this purpose, we simply calculate the SRS backscattering for different

amplitudes of the noise.
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a) N = 1E - Ila, and b)N = 1E - 9a,.

In anticipation to section (5.3), we consider the laser plasma parameters: A, =

527nm, 1,, = 6 x 1015 watts/cm2 , T = 500eV, T = 150eV and ne/nc,. = 0.025. A

hot-spot length of 225 pm is considered, for easy comparison with Chapter 4.

With the normalization in Table 4.2, the normalized length of the interaction

region is 1400NxU. The normalized group velocities are vgl e -v 9 2 . 30, Vg 3 _

-og4 e 1 and Vg 5 - 0. The laser transit time is approximately 47NtU, and the

normalized growth and dampings are: G = 0.449, v3 = 0.4, v4 = 0.298 and v5 = 0.086.

The 5COM equations (4.15)-(4.19) were integrated numerically, for different noise

levels (N) ranging from N = 10- 1 3 a,, to N = 10-3 a,.

The wave envelopes always evolved into a definitive steady state (like in Sections

4.3 and 4.4.1). When the noise level is N < 5 x 10-'a, LDI was not excited at

all. As an illustration, Figure (5-6.a) shows the field amplitudes in steady state, for

N = 1 x 10-a,.

For a larger amplitude of the noise, a3 grows to the LDI threshold within the

region of interaction and therefore excites LDI. In this case, as explained in Chapter

4, a3 saturates at the LDI threshold in the region where LDI develops (i.e., near the

left boundary). Figure (5-6.b), for example, shows the wave envelopes in the steady
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Figure 5-7: Numerical SRS reflectivity vs. initial noise level.

state, for N = 1 x 10- 9 a0 . Near the left boundary, a3 clearly saturates at the LDI

threshold ( v4v5 = 1.6).

With w2/ 1 I = 0.08, Figure (5-7) illustrates the calculated SRS reflectivity (Eq.

5.1) as a function of the noise level (N). As observed, the SRS reflectivity increases

with the amplitude of the noise. The rate at which the reflectivity increases, is

modified at N ~ 5 x 10-"a 0 , because of the onset of LDI. At N = 5 x 10-4 0 , a large

SRS reflectivity of about 50% is found in agreement with the calculations presented

in Chapter 4.

In the framework of the single hot-spot experiments, Figure (5-7) shows that

a very small reflectivity can be obtained, if the noise level is sufficiently reduced.

For example, if the noise level is reduced to 10- 10 a0 , a reflectivity of 10% (similar

to experiments) can be obtained. While some analytic attempts to investigate the

amplitude of the noise have been made [66, 67], it has not been measured in experi-

ments. Considering thermal electron fluctuations in a plasma (with immobile ions),

one can estimate the total energy density in the essentially undamped portion of

the fluctuating spectrum as: (E2) = 0.215rTe/27r2EoA3e [68]. With plasma param-

eters at z = 250pum, the electron fluctuations energy density leads to a noise level:

EN/E ~ 1 * 10-7.
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I [W/M 2] L [NxU, N/ao 4 G
4E10 15  1100 1.3e-11 0.49 0.36 0.105 0.449
5E10 15  1250 1.le-11 0.444 0.326 0.094 0.449

6E10 15  1400 1.0e-11 0.4 0.298 0.086 0.449
8E10 15  1600 0.86e-11 0.35 0.258 0.074 0.449
1E10 16 1800 0.77e-11 0.31 0.231 0.066 0.449

Table 5.1: Normalized parameters for numerical simulations with varying laser in-
tensity (Io). Laser wavelength AO = 527 pum, and plasma parameters: T = 500eV,
Tj = 150eV and ne,/nc, = 0.025.

Such noise level, is a function of the temperature and density of the plasma. It

may be enhanced (depending of the amplitude and wavelength of the laser [66]), and

may also be a function of time, space or even the other laser-plasma parameters. In

this section, all the wave envelopes have been considered to start from the same noise

level, which may not be entirely accurate, but allows an easy investigation of the

main physics of the system. The estimation of the initial amplitude of the noise is a

rather difficult problem, which requires further investigation.

5.3 Laser Intensity

The effects of the laser intensity are investigated in this section. From the recent single

hot-spot experiments in [6], we consider the laser-plasma parameters: AO = 527nm,

Te = 500eV, T = 150eV and ne/nr = 0.025. With such parameters (kADe = 0.35),

we calculated the SRS backscattering for different values of the laser intensity (I0)

ranging from 4 x 1015 to 1 x 1016 [Watts/cm2 ]. Again, a plasma length of L = 225pm

is taken in the calculation of the reflectivities.

Considering the numerical results in Section (5.2), we assume an amplitude of the

noise, so the maximum SRS reflectivity in the order of 10%. To this purpose, the

noise level is set to 1 x 10-"E, with EO the unperturbed amplitude of the electric

field at 6 x 1015 [Watts/cm2 ]. Such amplitude of the noise, however, is not realistic

because it is below the amplitude of the thermal noise.
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Figure 5-8: Steady state for I0 = 8 x 1015 Watts/cm2.

With the above parameters and the normalization in Table 4.2, the normalized

group velocities are Vgl ~ -V 9 2 ~ 30, Vg3 ~ -Vg4 ~ 1 and Vgs ~ 0. The normalization

parameter yb = IKLDIao is now dependent on the laser intensity 10 (see Chapter

4). Therefore, the normalized dampings (ve), noise level (N) and time/space units

(NxU and NtU), are now dependent on the laser intensity. The normalized SRS

coupling coefficient [G - IKSRSI/IKL,, 1], on the other hand, is independent of I.

The normalized parameters corresponding to the different laser intensities are given

in Table (5-1).

Same as before, the wave envelopes were numerically evolved in time and space,

and always were found to reach a definitive steady state - similar to Sections (4.3)

and (4.4.1). Again, the early space/time evolution of the field amplitudes, before the

onset of the steady state, is omitted here for brevity purposes.

The steady state field amplitudes for I = 6 x 1015 and for 8 x 1015 [Watts/cm2] are

illustrated in Figures (5-6.a) and (5-8), respectively. In Figure (5-6.a), the amplitude

of the electron plasma wave (a3) remains below the LDI threshold condition through-

out the simulation region, and LDI is not excited at all (as already explained). Such

kind of steady state is observed when the laser intensity is I < 6 x 10 5Watts/cm2.
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Figure 5-9: SRS reflectivity vs. laser intensity (I).

When the laser intensity is larger [Io > 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 ] LDI is excited within the

plasma, thus leading to the steady state where the EPW amplitude (a 3 ) saturates at

the LDI threshold (near the left boundary).

With w2 /Wi ~ 0.8, the calculated SRS reflectivity (Eq. 4.22) is shown in Figure

(5-9). In this figure, the SRS reflectivity increases with the laser intensity, and then

saturates after 10 ~~ 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 (due to the excitation of LDI). As a reference

to the reader, the experimental observation of the SRS reflectivity with similar laser-

plasma parameters [6] is shown in Figure (5-9.b).

The numerical SRS reflectivity fails to accurately predict the experiments, proba-

bly because of the many other nonlinear effects that are not considered in the 5COM

equations (like cascading, wave de-phasing, laser filamentation, and electron trap-

ping). The numerical SRS reflectivity, however, is observed to vary with the laser

intensity, in a manner similar to the experimental observations.

5.4 Discussion

The dependence of the SRS reflectivity on the ion acoustic wave damping, the initial

noise level and the laser intensity, was investigated. The reflectivity is found to

increase when any of the above parameters increases. The SRS backscattering is
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also found to be sensitive to the length of the interaction region, which has not been

accurately modeled with the abrupt finite length.

The numeric simulations with the 5COM equations fail to accurately predict the

experimentally observed reflectivity. The reason for this, is not clear. While the

uncertain experimental data may be an important source of discrepancy, the many

approximations (that are implicit in the model) may also be responsible for the error.

Further investigations is required to clear such issues.

While possible discrepancies in the experimental data may change the calculated

SRS backscattering, the trends explained in this chapter (which are similar to those

in experiments) would not be changed. Nor the physics behind them.
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Chapter 6

Cascadings of LDI and SRS

In this Chapter, the 5COM equations [Eqs. (4.1)-(4.5)] are extended to investigate

the effects of the SRS and LDI cascadings. To this purpose, we use seven coupled

mode equations (7COM) to model the first cascading of LDI, and nine wave coupled

mode equations (9COM) for the cascading of SRS. The coupled mode equations are

solved in a finite, homogeneous plasma, using the method of characteristics [72] and

the Lax-Wendroff scheme [73], with experimental parameters from the single hot-spot

experiments explained in Chapter 4.

6.1 First Cascade of LDI

The first cascading of LDI occurs when the backscattered electron plasma wave in

LDI decays into a secondary LDI process. When this happens, two new waves appear

in the system: a forward propagating electron plasma wave (referred as the CEPW),

and a cascade ion acoustic wave (CIAW).

Keeping the nomenclature used in Chapter 4, the new waves satisfy:

W4 = w6 + w7, (6.1)

k4 =k6+ k7, (6.2)

where the subscripts 6 and 7 refer to the cascading waves CEPW and CIAW, re-
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Figure 6-1: SRS coupled to LDI and first LDI cascade.

spectively. The subscripts 1 through 5, refer to the LASER, BEMW, EPW, BEPW

and IAW, respectively. Figure (6-1) illustrates the dispersion relations and the phase

matching conditions of the seven coupled waves.

Considering real wave envelopes and no wave de-phasing, the seven coupled modes

equations are:

+ Vgi + Vi a, = -KSRSa2a3,

at

{a a
at + Vg3

{a a
+V4 a

at
+

at

a+V 2 ax

+ V3

+ V4

Vg5

+ v2) a 2 = KSRsa1a,

a3 =KRSa1a2 -KLDI a4 a5,

a 4 = KLDI a3a5 - Kcasca6 a7,

+ 1/5) a 5 = KLDIa3a4

a
Vg 6  + V6 a6 = K, a4 a7 ,a9xas

aVg7a

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

were IatI 2 = we/we, we, vgj and v are the wave action density, wave energy density,
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group velocity and damping rate of the fth mode (for f = 1 - 7).

The coupling coefficients for SRS and LDI are given in Chapter 4, in Eqs. (4.6)

and (4.7), and the coupling coefficient for the first LDI cascade is

JKcasc 2 e W 7  1-,/2 (6.10)
Co me 4VTe W4 W 6

In the above model, the equations for the waves belonging to more than one triad

have multiple nonlinear coupling terms (one for each triad). The EPW amplitude

(a3), in Equation (6.5),is coupled to the waves in SRS (ai, a2) and the waves in LDI

(a 4 , a5). In Equation (6.6), on the other hand, the BEPW amplitude (a 4 ) is coupled

to the waves in LDI (a3, a5 ) and the waves in the first LDI cascade (a 6, a7 ).

Equations (6.3)-(6.9) assume that the EPW (a3) and CEPW (a6) are not directly

coupled. However, as shown in Figure (6-1), their frequencies, wave numbers and

group velocities are very similar, so a3 and a6 may be correlated (if their growth rates

overlap). An alternative approach to consider the effects of the first LDI cascading

would be to find the four coupled mode equations (instead of three) for the coupling of

the slowly varying amplitudes of the EPW, BEPW, IAW and CIAW. These equations,

however, need to be derived as in Appendix B, considering perturbations up to the

third order in the field amplitudes. This investigation was done by D. Watson [52].

The energy conservation relations for the seven coupled waves are derived from

Equations (6.3)-(6.9), just like it is done in Chapter 2 for the three waves problem.

These relations are:

12 + 11 = 0, (6.11)
W1

17 + 7_6 = 0, (6.12)
L6

13 + 3 = 0, (6.13)
1 6.14)

I5 + 14 + 16 -0, (6.14)
W4 LJ6

14 + W4 1 + W13 + W4 6 = 0. (6.15)
W1 + 3 W6
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As before, the integrals It (for f - 1..7) are defined by:

I = w(t', x)dx
0 . t'=t

SLwe (t',
0

+ 2vt dt'
0 0

x)dx dxwf (t', x)

+vg j dt' [we(t', x = L) - we(t', x = 0)] (6.16)

where we is the wave energy density in the feh . The meaning of the integrals in (6.16)

is discussed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.3).

The error in the conservation relations [Eqs. (C.10)-(C.14), in Appendix C] has

been evaluated throughout all the simulations, to assume the validity of the numerical

results.

With the same normalization used in Chapter 4 (see Table 4.2) the normalized

7COM equations are:

( + vgi )

( + Vg2)

a
ax

a
ax

+ 13) a 3

a, = -Ga 2a 3 ,

a2 = Gaia 3,

= Gaia 2 - a4a ,

+ 14 ) a 4 = a3a5 - Gca 6a7,

a
+ Vg5-

a
+ Vg 6 y

+ Vg7y
Ox

+ V5 ) a5 = a 3 a4 .

+ 11)

+ V7)

a6 = Gea 4a7 ,

a7 = Gca 4a6 ;

where Ge = |Kcasc|/|KLDI -

Considering the single hot-spot experiments explained in Chapter 4, the group

velocities are VgI ' -Vg2 30, Vg - = 1, and gs 0. The

length of the interaction region is taken to be 225 pm (900 NxU) and the laser transit
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'z [Pm ] W6i/W6r W7i/W7r, 13 v4 V5 V6 / G Ge

230 0.002 0.33 0.146 0.082 0.079 0.04 0.073 0.619 0.969
240 0.005 0.34 0.257 0.165 0.081 0.096 0.076 0.5882 0.971
250 0.007 0.34 0.314 0.21 0.081 0.131 0.076 0.5724 0.971
260 0.012 0.34 0.433 0.311 0.081 0.211 0.076 0.5535 0.973
270 0.018 0.34 0.547 0.411 0.081 0.295 0.076 0.5389 0.974
280 0.025 0.34 0.685 0.535 0.081 0.404 0.076 0.5228 0.975
290 0.035 0.34 0.851 0.687 0.081 0.54 0.076 0.5046 0.976
300 0.043 0.34 0.98 0.808 0.081 0.65 0.076 0.4915 0.977
310 0.053 0.34 1.13 0.949 0.081 0.78 0.076 0.478 0.978
370 0.122 0.34 1.99 1.78 0.081 1.58 0.076 0.4117 0.981

Table 6.1: Normalized parameters in the seven wave simulations, for A, = 527 nm

and [1 = 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 .

time (to cruise through the plasma) is approximately 30 NtU. All simulations were

run for about 1500 NtU (- 35 psec). The damping of the longitudinal waves is

calculated from from the exact kinetic dispersion, Eq. (2.33), considering a neutral

plasma with two ion species in thermal equilibrium (70% hydrogen and 30% carbon).

The normalized dampings and coupling coefficients, for the different parameters in

Figure (4-1.b), are summarized in Table (6.1). In such table, V3, v4, v5 and G, are

just the same used in Chapter 4 (they are repeated here for convenience). While the

damping of the ion acoustic waves and the coupling coefficients are almost constant,

the dampings of electron plasma waves change by almost one order of magnitude. In

all cases, the Landau damping of the cascading daughters is smaller than the real

frequency, in agreement with the slowly varying amplitude approximation.

Numerical Results

The real wave envelopes (at) are evolved numerically in time and one dimensional

space, starting from an initial noise level, which was set to 0.0005a, (for easy com-

parison with Chapter 4).

The detailed description of the early space/time evolution of the coupled waves

is omitted here (it is similar to the one explained in Chapter 4). Instead, we focus
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Figure 6-2: Field amplitudes in steady state for kADe = 0.398 (z = 290 am, he/fcr

0.027, Te = 700eV and Ti = 142eV). Laser intensity 24 = 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 and
wavelength ,\o = 527 rim.

our efforts to understand the nature of the steady state, and the effects that the first

cascading of LDI produces on the saturated SRS backscattering. Similar to Chapter

4, during early times of the simulations one basically observes that SRS grows locally,

in a narrow region near the left boundary (where the laser enters the plasma). The

EPW locally decays to LDI (wherever it surpasses the threshold condition vD-- 5 ),

giving place to a series of space/time oscillations that eventually evolve into a steady

state. The main difference with Chapter 4 is that now the BEPW (a4) also decays

locally into the first LDI cascade (a6 and a7 ), whenever a4 surpasses the threshold for

the LDI cascading vliv-.

Figure (6-2) illustrates the field amplitudes in the steady state, for plasma pa-

rameters at z = 290 pum (kADe = 0-398). For clarity, Figure(6-2.a) only shows the

amplitudes of the five waves in SRS and LDI (ai to as) throughout the plasma, and

Figure (6-2.b) shows all the seven waves in a small region near the left boundary

(x = -450 NxU).

The steady state is very similar to the one observed in Chapter 4 (in which no
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cascading was considered). As before, the BEMW (a2) and the EPW (a3 ) grow

towards the left with the SRS characteristic growth-rate (Eq. 4.21). In such fashion,

the rightmost part of the interaction region (x > -400 NxU) exhibits only SRS,

while the EPW amplitude (a3 ) is below the LDI threshold ( v4v5 ~ 0.236). Once a3

exceeds the LDI threshold, an overshoot is observed (towards the left), followed by

the saturation of a3. The overshoot and saturation of a3 can be better appreciated

in Figure (6-2.b), which is a detailed view of the region near the left boundary.

In Figure(6-2.b), the overshoot and saturation of a3 are similar to Chapter 4.

However, different from before, a3 does not saturate to the LDI threshold. A clear

modification of a3 can be observed in -440 < x < -430NxU, where the LDI cas-

cading daughters (CEPW and CIAW) have grown to an appreciable amplitude. To

explain this modification, we look at the steady states obtained with other plasma

parameters, corresponding to different dampings of the electron plasma waves (i.e.,

different kADe)-

First of all, when kADe > 0.4 (large EPW damping) the EPW wave envelope (a3 )

is always below the LDI threshold, unless the size of the plasma is increased. In this

case, SRS is completely independent of LDI and LDI cascading. In the steady state,

the amplitudes a,, a2 and a3 are equal to the amplitudes obtained with the 5COM

equations (for SRS/LDI), and with the 3COM equations (for SRS only). The details

of this kind of saturation have already been explained in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4).

For weaker EPW damping (kADe < 0.4) a3 reaches the LDI threshold within

simulation region and excite LDI. If the amplitude of the LDI-BEPW (a4 ) grows to a

sufficiently large amplitude, the first cascade of LDI is also excited. Figure (6-3), for

example, shows the steady state corresponding to the plasma parameters at z = 250

pm (kADe= 0.319).

In Figure (6-3) a3 reaches the LDI threshold ( v4v5 ~ 0.13) at x, ~ -300, as

can be corroborated with Eqs. (4.21)-(4.22). In Figure (6-3.b), on the other hand,

when a3 begins to deplete (towards the left) at x ~ -360NxU, a4 begins to grow (as

in Section 4.3). However, the growth of a4 suddenly settles to a constant amplitude
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Figure 6-3: Field amplitudes in steady state for kADe 0.319 (z = 250 Mm, ne/nc,.
0.04, Te = 700eV and T = 160eV). Laser intensity I = 6 x 10" Watts/cm2 and
wavelength A, = 527 nm.

(where the cascading daughters have become visible), and a3 begins to grow again.

The excitation of the LDI cascading prevents the BEPW from growing, and therefore

weakens LDI (reduces a4 a5 in Eq. 6.19, and a4 a3 in Eq. 6.21). A very interesting

observation, is that the saturated amplitude of the BEPW (a4 ) corresponds exactly to

the LDI cascading threshold: v6v7 ~ 0.1; this is the equilibrium point between the

competition of LDI (that induces the growth of a4) and LDI cascading (that effectively

damps a 4 ). This saturation of a4 is similar to the saturation of a3 explained in Section

(4.3).

The plasma parameters at z = 290 (kADe = 0.39) correspond to the transition

between having pure SRS, and having SRS with LDI and LDI cascading. When

the cascading is excited, it works as an effective nonlinear damping for the BEPW

(prevents a4 from growing to significant amplitudes), thus annihilating the effects of

LDI on SRS. This conclusion is further discussed later in the present section, after a

better understanding of the steady state wave-wave interactions has been obtained.

Figure (6-4) compares the EPW (a3 ) and BEMW (a2) obtained with the 5COM

equations (see Chapter 4) and the 7COM equations, for kADe = 0.319. In Figure
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Figure 6-4: Steady state BEMW & EPW in the 5COM and 7COM simulations, for
kADe = 0.319.

(6-4.a), the 5COM-EPW saturates at the LDI threshold condition (-v 4v5 r 0.13),

while the 7COM-EPW continues to grow towards the left (after a small depletion at

x ~ -360NxU). The small indentation observed in the 7COM-EPW, corresponds to

the excitation of the LDI cascading (see Fig. 6-3.b). When LDI is excited, a3 depletes

and a 4 grows. However, when a 4 saturates at the cascading threshold, a3 begins to

grow again. The figure clearly shows that LDI cascading basically reduces LDI.

In the rightmost section of the plasma, the spatial growth rate (to the left) of the

7COM-EPW is smaller than the growth of the 5COM-EPW. The reason for this, is

that the larger a3 near the left boundary produces a stronger depletion of the laser

(a 3a2 in Eq. 6.17), therefore leading to a weaker parametric SRS in the rightmost

part of the plasma (where the laser amplitude remains constant and no LDI or LDI

cascading are present). The depletion of the laser can be observed in Figures (6-3.a)

and (4-4.a).

Figure (6-4.b) illustrates the steady state amplitude of the BEMW (a 2 ). When

no cascading is considered (5COM), the onset of LDI modifies the SRS parametric

growth of a 2. However, when cascading is considered, the effects of LDI are reduced

and a 2 continues growing to the left, as if LDI was never excited. If there is any
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modification of the growth, it is not appreciable in the figure.

In summary, the above simulations show that LDI cascading reduces the effects

of LDI on SRS, thus producing a larger SRS reflectivity (see Figure 6-4.b). In the

7COM case, the EPW envelope has a bigger amplitude near the left boundary, and

in turn the SRS reflectivity is larger.

Time evolution of the SRS backscattering

To conclude Section (6.1), we look at the time variation of the SRS reflectivity (Eq.

4.22). Figure (6-5.a) compares the reflectivities corresponding to the 5COM and

7COM equations, for kADe = 0.319). Again, the SRS reflectivity with LDI cascading

(7COM) is larger than the reflectivity without cascading (5COM). Different plasma

parameters lead to similar pictures, which are not described here. In every case, the

saturation of SRS occurs in t < 1000 NtU (~ 22psec) which is a small time compared

to the duration of the experimental laser pulses (- lnsec).

Figure (6-5.b) shows the total SRS backscattering obtained with the 5COM equa-

tions (lower curve) and with the 7COM equations. While both reflectivities are iden-

tical in the lower density limit (large kADe), when the density increases (the EPW
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damping decreases) the SRS backscattering with the LDI cascading is larger than

the backscattering without cascading. In the larger damping limit, LDI and LDI cas-

cading are not excited at all, so the same SRS reflectivity is found with the 7COM,

5COM and 3COM equations (for SRS, SRS/LDI and SRS/LDI/Csc, respectively).

In the framework of my numerical investigation, I find that the first LDI cascading

reduces the effects of LDI on SRS, thus leading to an increment of the SRS backscat-

tering. In the same fashion, however, when a second cascading of LDI is allowed (i.e.,

a6 can decay into a consecutive LDI) it is likely to reduce the effect of the first LDI

cascade, thus leading again to a lower SRS backscattering. But this has not been

shown. The SRS reflectivity in the presence of multiple cascades of LDI has not been

investigated.

6.2 Cascading of SRS

Now we turn our attention to the possible cascading of SRS, which can occur when the

frequency of the BEMW (w2 ) is larger than two times the electron plasma frequency

(w2 > 2wpe). In this case, a2 can decay into a secondary SRS process, as illustrated

in Figure (6-6). We have investigated the implications of such cascading, allowing

the electron plasma waves (in both the principal and secondary SRS) to decay into

their respective LDIs. To this purpose, the corresponding nine wave coupled mode

equations (9COM), have been integrated numerically.

To model the SRS cascading as described above, four new waves need to be con-

sidered in the SRS/LDI system that was explained in Chapter 4. These waves are the

forward propagating electromagnetic wave due to the cascade of SRS (8: EMWc), the

backscattered electron plasma wave in such cascade (9: EPWc), the forward propa-

gating electron plasma wave due to the LDI decay of the EPWc (10: FEPWc) and

the ion acoustic wave in such LDI decay (11: IAWc). These waves, as well as their

dispersion relations and phase matching conditions, are illustrated in Figure (6-6).

For consistency with the rest of the thesis, the new four waves are numbered with

f = 8 -* 11, for the EMWc, EPWc, FEPWc and IAWc, respectively. In such way,
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Figure 6-6: SRS with SRS cascading and LDI.

the seven waves considered in Section (6.1) are still numbered with f = 1 through

7, corresponding to the LASER, BEMW, EPW, BEPW, IAW, CEPW and CIAW,

respectively.

Considering the laser-plasma parameters in the single hot-spot experiments [6],

real wave envelopes, no wave de-phasing and the normalization in Table (4-2), one

obtains the eleven coupled mode equations to model the nonlinear coupling between

the wave envelopes of the above eleven modes:

( - + vg1 a) a1 = -GSRSa 2a3 , (6.24)

+ vg2a) a 2 = G SRsa1a3 - G SRSca8a9, (6.25)

( + vg 3 a + v3) a3 = GsRsa1a2 - a4a5  (6.26)

.- + g4 + v4 a4 = a3a5 - Gcasa6a7, (6.27)
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+ V9 a + Vs a5  a3 a4 , (6.28)
at Ox

+ V 6 +a + V6 a6  GCasc a4 a7 , (6.29)
at 9 x

+ gy + V7 a7 = GCasca4a6, (6.30)

a + Vg8 a + v8) a 8 = GSRscca2ag, (6.31)

( + ±91 +V9) a9 = GSRSca2a8 - GLDIscc aloa17 (6.32)

( + vio a + v1o aio = GLDIscc a9al 7 (6.33)
(at ax

( a
+V.11 + 11n all= GLDIscc a9 a10 . (6.34)

(at 19x

Again, jai 2 = we/We, wf, v9e and vj are the wave action density, wave energy density,

group velocity and damping rate of mode f. Since the cascading of LDI is excluded

from the investigation in this Section, the cascading coupling coefficient is set to zero

(Gcasc - 0). The normalized coupling coefficients for the SRS cascading and the LDI

of the EPWc, are GSRScc = KSRSC /KLDI I and GLDIscc = |KLDIscc/KLDI , where:

2 ek 2 1/2
|KSRsCC -_2 pe (6.35)

Eo me 4 (W 2W8W9 )

2 e w w 11  1/2 (6.36)
KLDIsccI Eo me 4VTe 

9W10

Considering the single hot-spot experimental parameters (see Figure 4-1.b), and

the normalization of Equations (6.24)-(6.34), the group velocities are again: v. 1 ~

Vg8 -g2 30, vg 3  vg 10  Vg4= 1, vg 5  g11 0. The length of the interaction

region is 900 NxU, and the laser transit time 30 NtU (same as in Chapter 4). The

collisional damping of the EMWc (v8) is taken as v8 = 0. The Landau dampings

of the EPWc, FEPWc and IAWc, as well as the coupling coefficients (G, RSc and

GLDIscc), are given in Table (6.2).
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z [pm] Ie/nlcr k3ADe W2 wpe V9  v0 V11  GSRScc LDIscc

230 0.05 0.283 3.35 0.0008 0.0001 0.0488 0.619 0.832
240 0.043 0.308 3.68 0.0069 0.0017 0.0517 0.593 0.847
250 0.04 0.319 3.85 0.0142 0.0044 0.053 0.579 0.853
260 0.036 0.339 4.11 0.0377 0.0157 0.054 0.562 0.862
270 0.033 0.356 4.32 0.071 0.035 0.053 0.549 0.8678
280 0.03 0.375 4.58 0.125 0.073 0.0533 0.534 0.874
290 0.027 0.398 4.87 0.208 0.136 0.054 0.517 0.8803
300 0.025 0.416 5.09 0.283 0.19 0.056 0.505 0.884
310 0.023 0.435 5.34 0.377 0.279 0.057 0.492 0.888
370 0.015 0.548 6.78 1.03 0.87 0.057 0.428 0.905

Table 6.2: Normalized parameters in the SRS cascading problem, for A, = 527 nm
and 2, = 6 x 1015 Watts/cm 2.

As shown in the Table, the frequency of the BEMW (W2) is always larger than twice

the plasma frequency: W2/wpe > 2. The Landau dampings of electron plasma waves

(v9 and v1o), on the other hand, change by approximately an order of magnitude,

increasing when ne/nc, is reduced (larger k3ADe). The normalized coupling coefficients

(GSSc and GLDIscc) and the IAW damping (vi 1 ), are almost constant in the Table.

With such parameters, the eleven wave envelopes were evolved in time and space,

using the two numerical techniques explained in Appendix C. Again, both techniques

gave almost identical results and they are not discussed any longer.

Like in Chapter 4, all the boundary conditions were set to an estimated noise

level, except for the laser's boundary condition, which was set to ai(x = -450) = 1

(considering that it is externally driven through the left boundary). The initial noise

level was again set to 0.0005 (normalized amplitude units), for easy comparison with

the numerical results in Chapter 4.

Since GCasc was set to zero, the space/time evolution of the daughter waves in the

first LDI cascade (a6 and a7 ), is independent of the other waves in the system and

only exhibits an amplitude decay (due to their non zero dampings). The other nine

waves evolved in time and space until reaching a clear saturation.

For reasons of brevity, the discussion of the early time evolution (before the sat-
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Figure 6-7: Time evolution of a2 (x = -450, t) in SRS cascade with LDI, for kADe
0.319 (z = 250 pm, nfe/n, = 0.04, Te = 700eV and T = 160eV). Laser intensity

10 = 6 x 10" Watts/cm 2 and wavelength A, = 527 nm.

uration of SRS) is not provided. The attention of the reader is instead directed to

understand the nature of the saturated state, which always occurred in t < 200NtU

(t < 10 psec). In such saturated state, the wave envelopes exhibit space/time fluc-

tuations near the left boundary (where the laser enters the plasma), similar to the

case of weak EPW damping (explained in Section 4.5). In spite of the space/time

fluctuations, on the average the envelopes remained constant.

Figure (6-7) illustrates the time evolution of the BEMW amplitude at the left

boundary [a 2 (x = -450, t)]. As it can be observed, a2 (x = -450, t) exhibits oscilla-

tions in time, but remains constant on the average. As a reference to the reader, the

corresponding evolution, obtained with the 5COM equations (see Section 4.3), is also

provided. While at early times (t < 100NtU) both amplitudes are almost identical

(they overlap), the amplitude with no SRS cascading rapidly reaches a steady state,

and the amplitude with SRS cascading begins to oscillate in time. The average am-

plitude of a 2 (x = -450, t) with SRS cascading, is below the steady state amplitude

obtained with no SRS cascading. Therefore, the cascading of SRS has resulted in a

reduction of the above SRS reflectivity.
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Figure 6-8: Saturated wave envelopes at time t = 1350NtU, for kADe = 0.319 (z

250 pam, ne/nc, = 0.04, T = 700eV and T = 160eV). Laser intensity 1T = 6 x 101

Watts/cm2 and wavelength A, = 527 nm.

A sample of the wave amplitudes in the saturated state, is shown in Figure (6-8)

for all the waves in SRS cascading with LDI. For clarity purposes, Figure (6-8.a) shows

only the envelopes of the five waves in the SRS coupled to LDI that was investigated

in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4-4.a). Figure (6-8.b), on the other hand, illustrates the

envelopes of the five waves in the SRS cascading and its LDI (a 2 , a8 , a9 , aio and

al1 ). While the illustrated field amplitudes change with time, the figures should

be useful to explain some important aspects of the wave-wave interactions in space.

However, since the main purpose of this Section is to investigate the overall effects

of SRS cascading on the SRS reflectivity, no detailed description of the space/time

fluctuations is provided.

First of all, in Figure (6-8.a) the laser amplitude (a,) is observed to decay as

the laser propagates through the plasma (from left to right). Even if a, exhibits

oscillations in space, within the simulation region, its amplitude is reduced because

the laser loses energy (to a 2 and a3) as it propagates through the plasma. The space

fluctuations observed in a,, indicate that rapid oscillations of the field amplitudes

occur near the left boundary. The time scaling of such oscillations, needs to be smaller
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OM and 9COM simulations (kADe = 0.319).

A'

than 30NtU, to show up in the amplitude of the laser (before it transits through).

The amplitude of the BEMW, on the other hand, grows towards the left, starting from

the initial noise level at the right boundary (its boundary condition). The growing

amplitude of the BEMW (a2) excites the cascading of SRS (as and a9 ), as illustrated

in Figure (6.8-b). In this figure, the amplitude of the EMWc (as) grows from left

to right, as it propagates through the plasma and takes energy from a2 (Eqs. 6.25

and 6.31). The amplitude of the EPWc (which can be considered almost stationary)

exhibits a larger amplitude in -300 < x < -100, where it decays into a secondary

LDI (aio and all). The excitation of the SRS cascading leads to a modification of

the BEMW, which instead of growing with the parametric SRS growth rate (as in

Chapter 4), now grows with a perturbed growth rate that changes with time. The

modified growth of the BEMW, produces a modification of the LDI-EPW, which

instead of saturating at the LDI threshold, now oscillates in time (accordingly with

the oscillations of the BEMW, that are produced in the SRS cascading).

A better idea of the way that SRS cascading modifies the BEMW (a2) and EPW

(a3 ), can be obtained from Figure (6-9). Here the wave envelopes a3 and a2 from

Figure (6-8.a), are compared to their 5COM steady state counterparts (see Figure

4-4.a). While in steady state the 5COM amplitude a2 is completely independent
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Figure 6-10: Saturated wave envelopes in SRS cascade with LDI, for kADe = 0.356

(z = 270 pm, ne/nc, = 0.033, Te = 700eV and T = 150eV). Laser intensity

-4 = 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 and wavelength A,, = 527 nm.

of time (steady state), the 9COM amplitude fluctuates with a periodicity of -0 15

NtU. In spite of the fluctuations, Figure (6-9.a) clearly shows that the excitation of

SRS cascading perturbs the parametric spatial growth rate (to the left) of a2 (which

was observed in Chapter 4). Such modification of the BEMW, modifies in turn, the

amplitude of the EPW (a 3), as shown in Figure (6-9.b). Again, a3 does not saturate

to the LDI threshold condition, and instead, is oscillates in time and space.

When the dampings of the electron plasma waves are increased, the effects of

the SRS cascading are reduced. To illustrate this remark, Figure (6-10) shows the

field amplitudes with z = 270pm (ne/nc, = 0.033, kADe = 0.356). In Figure (6-

10.b), the amplitude of the oscillations in the SRS cascading (and its LDI) have

been clearly reduced. The amplitudes of the original five waves (ai -+ a5 ), exhibit a

saturation which resembles the steady state explained in Chapter 4. Again, there is no

definitive steady state, and the wave envelopes illustrated in Figure (6-10.a) are time

dependent. The time oscillations of the BEMW at the left boundary, a2 (x = -450, t),

are shown in Figure (6-11). In this figure, the oscillations (due to the SRS cascading)

are not as large and fast, as in Figure (6-7), which corresponds to a weaker damping

[kADe = 0.319].
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Figure 6-11: Time evolution of a2 (x = -450, t) in SRS cascade with LDI, for kADe

0.356 (z = 270 pm, ne/ncr = 0.033, Te = 700eV and T = 150eV). Laser intensity

-T = 6 x 1015 Watts/cm2 and wavelength A, = 527 nm.

When the dampings of the longitudinal modes are further increased, the effects of

SRS cascading are completely annihilated. The reason for this is that a9 remains at

low amplitudes (due to the large v9), therefore weakening the nonlinear interaction

in the SRS cascading (reducing a9 a8 in Eq. 6.25, and a9a2 in Eq. 6.31). The SRS

reflectivity as a function of the electron plasma density (ne/ncr) is shown in Figure

(6.12). As a reference to the reader, the SRS backscattering obtained with the 5COM

equations is also provided in this figure. It can be observed that at low ne/ncr (large

kADe) the effects of SRS cascading are negligible. However, as the density increases

(kADe reduced), the SRS cascading produces a significant reduction of the total SRS

reflectivity.

The significant reduction of the backscattering that was observed in Chapter 4,

when ne/ncr = 0.05, is not observed any more. The space/time structures in the

EPW amplitude that produced a wave de-phasing (see Section 4.5), are destroyed by

the SRS cascading.
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Figure 6-12: SRS Backscattering: 9COM vs. 5COM.

6.3 Analysis and Discussion

The effects of the possible cascadings of SRS and LDI, have been investigated through-

out the present chapter.

It is found that the first cascading of LDI increases the SRS reflectivity, because it

annihilates the effects of the principal LDI (which, as explained in Chapter 4, reduce

the SRS backscattering). When the first LDI cascade is allowed in the SRS/LDI

system, the amplitude of the BEPW (a4 ) is weakened by its decay to the cascading

daughters (a6 and a 7 ). A weaker a 4 , in turn, debilitates the nonlinear interactions in

the principal LDI (a4a5 in Eq. 4.17), and therefore reinforces SRS [i.e. a3 does not

saturate at the LDI threshold].

The investigation of multiple LDI cascadings has been left as a problem for the

future. While the first cascade of LDI annihilates the principal LDI, a further cascade

would annihilate the effects of the first cascade (therefore allowing the principal LDI

to develop as if there where no cascades at all).

The possible cascading of SRS was also investigated. While such cascading has

not been observed or perhaps looked for experimentally, we find that it is probable to
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occur, because of the low electron plasma density (ne/ncr < 0.25). In the framework

of numeric simulations, it is found that the SRS cascading produces a significant

reduction of the SRS backscattering, when kADe is small (i.e., weak Landau damping).

While it appears that such cascading has not been investigated before, it should not

be discarded, because it may have a strong effect on the saturation of SRS. Such

cascading can also couple to the two-plasmon decay [39], and this needs further study.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The research presented in this thesis has been inspired by recent experiments on

the stimulated Raman backscattering in ICF laser-plasma interactions, which have

suggested the coupling of SRS to the Langmuir decay interaction (LDI). I have studied

the nonlinear interaction between SRS and LDI, and the subsequent saturation of

SRS, based upon the simplest description of nonlinear coupled mode equations and

for three different experimental regimes of the electron plasma wave damping: 1)

strong damping, 2) moderate damping, and 3) weak damping. Towards this end, I

have studied in detail the space-time evolution of the coupled modes equations (COM)

in a finite length plasma. With these equations, I have investigated the coupling of

SRS to LDI, and also their cascadings.

I have carried out detailed simulations using two different numerical techniques,

which are based on the Lax-Wendroff integration scheme and the method of charac-

teristics, respectively. The numerical results have been checked to ensure that the

energy conservation relations (Manley-Rowe) are satisfied at all times.

My numerical simulations reveal some interesting physics responsible for the satu-

ration of SRS with LDI. First, I find that the onset of LDI reduces the SRS reflectivity,

and that the damping of EPW plays an important role in the saturation of SRS. When

damping of the electron plasma waves is increased, the effects of LDI on SRS are re-

duced, and the SRS reflectivity increases. In the strong EPW damping limit, LDI is
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not excited at all and SRS becomes completely independent of LDI.

For a moderate EPW damping, LDI is found to be localized near the boundary

where the laser enters the plasma, and the amplitude of the SRS electron plasma

wave (a3 ) saturates just above the threshold for LDI. This threshold determines the

balance between SRS (which tends to increase a3) and LDI (which damps a3 ). When

the EPW damping is reduced, the LDI threshold is reduced as well. In the weak

EPW damping limit, a3 is found to exhibit incoherent space-time fluctuations in the

region where LDI is excited. The associated wave de-phasing produces an appreciable

reduction of the SRS backscattering.

Experiments show that the SRS reflectivity increases with IAW damping, which

can be understood within the framework of my numerical simulations. The backscat-

tering is also found to be sensitive to the intensity of the laser, the initial amplitude of

the noise and the length of the interaction region. While the laser intensity is known

from experimental data, the length of the plasma and the intensity of the noise have

been only roughly estimated. Further investigation is necessary to better model these

parameters, and this has been left as a problem for the future.

I have studied the possible cascadings of SRS and LDI by extending the 5COM

equations to the 7COM and 9COM equations. As far as I can determine, these

investigation has never been carried out before. I find that the onset of the first LDI

cascade weakens the principal LDI, thereby increasing the SRS reflectivity. While

further cascadings have not been investigated in detail, it is likely that a second

cascade of LDI would weaken the effects of the first cascade.

The cascading of SRS into a secondary SRS leads to a significant reduction in

the backscattering. This is primarily due to the direct draining of energy from the

backscattered electromagnetic wave (a2 ). The effects of SRS cascading are specially

strong in the weak damping limit (small kADe). In the strong damping limit (large

kADe), on the other hand, the electron plasma waves inhibits the secondary SRS

process.

The calculated SRS reflectivity has been found to vary in a manner similar to
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experiments. However, an absolute comparison with experiments is difficult because,

for a given experiment, not all the necessary plasma parameters are known. The

inclusion of other effects, like the possible coupling to stimulated Brillouin scattering

(SBS) and the extension of the model to 2D (or even 3D), are left for the future.

Other effects not included in my investigation, but important for future research, are

the effects of electron trapping and filamentation.

In conclusion, by considering various systems of coupled mode equations describ-

ing the nonlinear interaction of SRS and LDI, and their possible cascades, I have

studied the scaling of the SRS backscatter interaction as a function of various plasma

parameters. Some of the most important cases that I have considered in my sim-

ulations have shown variations in backscattering consistent with experiments. The

coupled modes equations have helped me to clarify the relevant physics necessary to

understand the coupling of SRS and LDI, and the effect of various plasma parameters

on the SRS backscattering.
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Appendix A

Derivation of Zakharov's Equations

& Reduction to COM Equations

A detailed derivation of the full wave Zakharov's equations is provided in this Ap-

pendix. Following the derivation by W. Rozmus, et al.,[3 91 we begin with the well

known Maxwell equations and the multi-fluid plasma relations:

V x E+ = 0, (A.1)at

V X bt 0, (A.2)

COV -E = p, (A.3)

V -=0, (A.4)

and,

p = qsn,, (A.5)

J = qnuT, (A.6)
S

-s + us -VUS = 8 (r+yx) -0 rT, Vn,. (A.8)
at ms men.
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Figure A-1: Reference frame and field polarizations.

Relevant to SRS backscattering, the derivation of the Zakharov equations that is

provided in this Appendix, is restricted to one dimensional dynamics. It is considered

that all waves propagate in the - direction, so k = Jk, Oy = &,= 0, and V-+ 8.

The transverse (electromagnetic) electric field is assumed to be linearly polarized

along the Q direction, the electrostatic (longitudinal) field along J and the magnetic

field along 2 (P = iB,). The total electric field is given by E = -E' + jEy. The

reference frame and polarization of the fields are illustrated in Figure A-1.

Zakharov's equations assume an initial steady state, and small perturbations

added to it. At time t = 0, the steady state consists of a non-drifting [Ue(X, t =

0) = i(x, t = 0) = 0], homogeneous [neo = constant] and neutral [Zinio = neo]

plasma; which is free of electric and magnetic fields [EO = B = 0]. The electron den-

sity [ne(X, t)], ion density [n.(x, t)], electron velocity PUe(X, t)], ion velocity [Ui(x, t)],

electric field [E7(x, t)] and magnetic field [B(x, t)], are those in steady state, modified

by the small perturbations: neh, nef, nj Vexh, Vee, Vey, vixf, Exh, Exe, Ey and B_:

ne (x, t) = neo + neh (X, t) + nej (x, t), (A.9)

ni(x, t) = nio + nt(x, t), (A.10)
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Ue (X, t) = [Vexh(X, t) + Vesx(X, t)1 + YVey (X, t), (A.11)

Ti(X, t) = Cvixf (x, t), (A.12)

E(x, t) = [Ex4h(x, t) + Exf(x, t)] + DEy(x, t). (A.13)

B(x, t) = iB2(x, t). (A.14)

Two different kinds of perturbations are considered: those which change with a

frequency similar to the EPW (the low-frequency, fast perturbations), and those os-

cillating with a frequency similar to the IAW (the low-frequency, slow perturbations).

In Equations (A.11)-(A.14) the subindex f stands for low-frequency slow oscillations,

and the subindex h for low-frequency fast perturbations. The Q and i components of

the fields oscillate with a frequency similar to the electromagnetic waves - which is

the fastest oscillation in the system.

The Maxwell-fluid equations need to be decomposed into their longitudinal and

transverse components; however, before this is carried out, the momentum con-

servation equation (A.8) is simplified, showing that for the given initial conditions

sv*u - (q,/m)7U X R -+ VLUs 2/2.

Starting with the vector identity:

Vs - 7US = V *-- U's X (V x VS) ,(A.15)
2

the momentum conservation equation (A.8) rewrites as:

vs + - - -E + sT Vn= x (V x U.) + - (Ts x B). (A.16)at 2 ms men. MS

Since V - = 0, the magnetic field is B = V x A (where A is a vector potential),

so Eq. (A.16) becomes:

0~ 12 q Y ~
US + V 2  q- TVn, = cu, x V x (m q8 A) . (A.17)

at 2 ins ns rs

It can be shown that &t [V x P] = 0, where P = msii + qsA, is the canonic
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momentum. To show this,

BtVXP= V X mI St + q(75 (A. 18)ata atl

where au/at is given by Eq. (A.17), and aAl/at by Faraday's law [Eq.(A.1)]:

Vx E+ = ) 0. (A.19)

Since V x (V) = 0, for a scalar potential q, Eq. (A.19) leads to:

OA =(A.20)at

Then, substitution of Eqs. (A.17) and (A.20) into (A.18), gives:

a V X P] = V x UTS x V x . (A.21)

Equation (A.21) shows that an initial P = 0, leads to a IV x P1 0, so V x P

remains at zero all the time. Therefore, given the initial steady state where: V. =

B =0, the momentum conservation equation can be rewritten as:

a- ITrS1 2  8- ys KT_
VS + V _ - E + 'rTVns = 0. (A.22)

at 2 mS m5 n.

Now, with ay = a, = 0 and V -± , we proceed to decompose the Maxwell-fluid

equations into their longitudinal an transverse components. Substitution of (A.9)-

(A.14) into Equations (A.1)-(A.7) and (A.22), and separation in ( , Q) components,

leads to the equations for the transverse (electromagnetic) fields [corresponding to

the component]:

[2 C2 : 2 ]EYz EqSa (A.23)
2 - 2 E = at (nssy),(A.23)

a(VSY) = Ey; (A. 24)
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and the equations for the longitudinal (electrostatic) fields [corresponding to the J

component]:

Ess = ,(A.25)

a q8 r T
(v5X) = -Ex I a-v1 - 78 -n, (A.26)

at MS 2 Ox m n.ax 

a a
n. + nsv = 0. (A.27)

at Ox

Zakharov's equation for the electromagnetic waves, follows from equations

(A.23) and (A.24). Since the ion transverse velocity is vi, = 0 [EM waves have

W > Wp], from Eq. (A.23):

[ 2  2 a2 i q, a

[ t2 - c E y = - -( eVey). (A.28)

Then, from Eqs. (A.24) [Ey = (me/qe)atvey] and (A.28), one finds:

(2 2 2 22neh e2ne
2 2 + We) Vey m ey m ey (A.29)a2 OX.'E EoMe Eome

where w 2ne0/mec0 . The nonlinear terms -heqVe2 and neeVey, stand for the coupling

between high frequency oscillations (electromagnetic time scale) and low frequency

oscillations. In three wave interactions where two electromagnetic waves interact with

a lower frequency wave (like in SRS or SBS), these nonlinear terms give rise to the

corresponding coupling [as shown in Section A.11.

Zakharov's equations for the longitudinal modes are a bit more trickier.

To derive them, it is first necessary to separate the longitudinal equations [(A.25)-

(A.27)], into the fast varying (EPW time-scale) and slowly varying (IAW time-scale)

components. The equations for the high frequency EPW-dynamics are:

a = ----ne, (A.30)
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~Vexhat
2 ax

a

KTe &
Ye K 0 eh +

mene Ox,

a

qe
me

(A.31)

(A.32)t ne + ynevexh = 0;

and for the slow frequency IAW dynamics:

a = qee
Ext = (net + Zinie)

Ox CO

at
H Vej 2

2 ax

aVit Ia |vg2
t 2 Ox

eTe a9
enenOXet
mene x

, ynieINmini ax '"

+ -- Exh,
me

+ i Exh,
mi

(A.33)

(A-34)

(A.35)

(A.36)

(A.37)

net + aeVext = 0,
at Ox

a a
n + nvie = 0.

at Ox

Zakharov's equation for the electron plasma waves, is derived from Eqs. (A.30)-

(A.32). From Eq. (A.30), one finds

aneh

ax
(A.38)

qe ax 2

Then, from Eqs. (A.30) and (A.32),

(neVexh) =

where

a 2 E a

qt2a;2

a ) a (a
(PneVexh) = ne Vexh + Vexh- (eh + nee)

(A.39)

(A.40)

In Equation (A.40), Vexhat(neh + nee) is ordered with [WpeVexh(neh + nee)], and

neatVexh is ordered with [Wpevexh(neo + neh + nee)]. Since neo > neh & net, the term

[vexhat((eh -- nee)] can be neglected to obtain (as in [39]):

a(neVexh)at a
n Te -Vexh.at (A.41)
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Then, multiplying Eq. (A.31) by ne, and considering equations (A.38), (A.39)

and (A.41); the Zakharov equation for electron plasma waves is obtained:

a2  _ KTe a2  2 -22 nexh + neE qene a ( Ve1 2 ) (A.42)
- 3- +o~ Exh - Exh + ; (.2~at2 -Me ax2  pe1  e no2c 0 ax 2,/

where Ye = 3 for one degree freedom electrons.

Finally, the Zakharov equation for the ion acoustic waves follows from equations

(A.33)-(A.37). While the algebra is omitted for brevity, the steps and approximations

are very similar to those in the case of the electron plasma waves. The Zakharov

equation for ion acoustic waves turns out to be:

[a82 -z._ 3T_ 8 1 z e Th2 (~e2\
1a2 ITe (I+ net = Zi ne . (A.43)

It2 mi ZiTe )x2 Im, x2 2

where IVe 2 = IVey1 2 +Vexh1 2 , ne = neo +Tnet+neh, Ye = 1 and -yj = 3, for adiabatic elec-

trons and one degree freedom ions. The nonlinear terms (axx|vexe12 ) and (axxIvxe,1 2)

have been neglected, as compared to (axxIvexh12 )_

Equations (A.29), (A.42) and (A.43), are the three second order Zakharov equa-

tions that model the coupling between the plasma dynamics in the EMW, EPW and

JAW time-scales. Equation (A.42) can be further simplified, as neglecting axIvexh12

(compared to alvey 12) and neglecting nehExh (which gives harmonic generation with

w ~ 2Wpe). Equation (A.43) can be conveniently simplified as well, neglecting nee

and neh compared to neo. Considering the previous approximations, and adding

phenomenological damping, the Zakharov equations [A.29, A.42 and A.43] can be

rewritten as:

/_2 2 1a2  a /_e 2-ve ,
ScX2 +2/E + Ljpe Vey = JW e Vey - pe Vey) (A.44)

a 2 2  a 2 e =e qene _ve 2 , A
- 3ve ± 2 1,L - +±Wpe)ExhWe Eh ((A.45)
\ a2 ex2 at / Teo 2c ax 2J' (.5
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( 2  2 a2  a me a2 
(Vey|

2 + Vexh 2
c + 2vAO net = Zi-neneo -( A.46)

at2 ax2 at Mi x2 2 '

where the coefficients: Wpe = Vre (qnTe/me)1 / 2 and C2 = (KTe +

3KT)/mj, are the electron plasma frequency, electron thermal velocity and speed of

sound in the plasma.

The phenomenological damping has been added arbitrarily: VE for collisional

damping of electromagnetic waves, and (vL, vA) for the Landau damping of electron

plasma and ion acoustic waves, respectively. As explained in Chapter 2, Landau

damping is a nonlocal effect, which is frequency and wavenumber dependent. When

the nonlinearities of the model produce a narrow frequency spreading near the fre-

quency of the waves (i.e. slowly varying amplitudes), the Landau damping can be

considered approximately constant, and evaluated at the particular frequency and

wave-number of the wave . However, when the nonlinearities produce a wide range of

frequencies, the nonlocal nature of the Landau damping has to be considered (which

is not an easy task).

In Eqs. (A.44)-(A.46), the left hand sides describe simple linear waves, which are

nonlinearly coupled by the terms on the right hand sides. While Zakharov's equations

can be written in terms of different variables (which oscillate with the appropriate

frequencies), in this Appendix they are written in terms of Vey, Exh and nei; which are

the perturbation amplitudes of the transverse electron velocity due to electromagnetic

waves, the electric field amplitude in electron plasma waves and the electron density

due to ion acoustic waves.

Zakharov's equations constitute an approximate nonlinear model for the coupling

of waves in laser-plasma interactions, and they have been widely studied in the frame

of ICF laser SRS-backscattering. However, there is no analytic solution for them, and

they are difficult to solve numerically, so they are frequently simplified for numeric

or analytic investigation.

Numerous approximations of Eqs. (A.44)-(A.46) can be found in literature; how-

ever, the most popular approximation assumes the slow modulation (in time and

space) of the field amplitudes in the electromagnetic and electron plasma waves. As
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an example of these reduced versions of the Zakharov's equations, the model proposed

by Kolber, et al.,[ 4 2] is outlined in the following section (see also [42, 39]).

A.1 Kolber-Zakharov Equations

In their paper [42], Kolber and his colleagues considered two electromagnetic waves

(the laser and the SRS backscattering), interacting with an electron plasma wave

and an ion acoustic wave. They have set up a model that can be derived from the

full Zakharov's equations, considering that the electromagnetic and electron-plasma

waves have an amplitude which is slowly varying in time.

In their model, the transverse component of the electron velocity is just the su-

perposition of the transverse electron velocities due to the laser high frequency elec-

tromagnetic wave (Veyo) and the SRS backscattering (veyi); which have frequencies

and wavenumbers (wo, ko) and (wi, k1), respectively. Therefore, the total transverse

electron velocity is:

Vey = Veyo + Veyl = [Z (x, t)e + c.c. ; (A.47)

where, To and T, are the slowly varying amplitudes, such that: 9t4o(x, t) < w and

19 I, (X, t) < W 1.

The electric field in the electron plasma wave (Exh) is also considered to be slowly

varying in time:

Eh [S(x, toe-iPt + c.c. , (A.48)

where E(x, t) is also a slowly varying amplitude [&A(x, t) < Wpe] , and the wave

frequency has been approximated as w I Wpe.

Using (A.30), Eqs. (A.44) and (A.47) and neglecting, as in [42], the coupling to
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IAW's [nfevey], one gets:

2 C + 2 VE + y eyo+ Vey] xh (A.49)atI -w) [Veyo + Veyll Wneoq avy el x

Equation (A.49) is then separated into frequency components, considering (A.47)-

(A.48) and the SRS resonance condition: wo a wI + wpe. The nonresonant crossed

terms: VeyoaxExh and *y OE, which are not in resonance with the main waves,

are neglected. Taking only those components with frequency w a wO, one finds the

equation for the high frequency EMW:

(a2  2a 2v k uPeC0 (Exh)
ax2 C 2  + 2vE V+ Veyo - Veyl; (A.50)

and grouping together the terms with frequency w a wi, the equation for for the SRS

backscattering:

2  a2  2 a 2 E (
at2 - ± 2 vE- '[-e Veyl - Woa. (A.51)ax2  at Wpe,) a x )y

Evaluating the time derivatives, and neglecting (a2X'J/at2 ) and (VEOTI#/at) under

the assumptions of slow variation in time and weak damping, one finds the equations

used by Kolber, et al., for the electromagnetic modes:

z .iE~ + 2 a'i' w fo - __N4, = (A.52)

21 E' 2 a2 q1  2 2 2

_ + VE_ + _ _ _ NT 1 =. (A.53)at 2w 1 Ox 2  2w 1  W1 
2 neo 4 Wme aX 0

In a similar way, after neglecting the direct coupling between electromagnetic and

ion acoustic waves [O|Uey12 in Eq. (A.46)], substitution of (A.47)-(A.48) into (A.45)-

(A.46), leads to the equations that Kolber, et al., proposed for the electron plasma
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and ion acoustic waves:

.as 3 v 2  1 ere a
a + L x2  wN + iVa -E= (F0IF*), (A.54)
at 2 wp x 2 A wpeen Ox

a2N 2ag2N aN _ o __ 2__2
N c N+ 2VA - (A.55)at 2  

8 ax2 at 4niom Ox 2  (

where N = net/neo.

A.2 Coupled Modes Equations

To conclude this Appendix, the coupling of modes equations are derived from the

Zakharov equations, taking in consideration the slowly varying amplitude approxima-

tion. Since the Zakharov equations [(A.44)-(A.46)] account for the coupling between

electromagnetic, electron plasma and ion acoustic waves, in this section we target the

five wave coupled mode equations, for the coupling of SRS and LDI (see Chapter 4).

The nonlinear terms: neiVey in Eq. (A.44) and IveyI 2 in Eq. (A.46), which are re-

sponsible for the direct coupling between electromagnetic and ion-acoustic waves, are

neglected. This coupling, results in a different kind of parametric process, known as

stimulated Brillouing scattering (see [46, 47]); which is not relevant to the contents of

this thesis. Considering these approximations, the Zakharov equations are rewritten

as:
a c2 2 + 2 We 2 = Vey, (A.56)

- 2 + 2VE +2  2 2e2 (A.57)
ut2 aX2 at p e 2 e

(a2  2 a92 ± av + 2\B 2 ne qene a flVeyl 2  (A57
at2  VTe a 2  at Pe) Eh Wpe neo EXh -2co ax 2 A.7

_92 _ 2__ a)nt Z e 2(Jx1)

2 c )2 + 2- )e=Zi-neo ( . (A.58)8t2 a p2 at Mi x 22

In the coupling of SRS to LDI, we need to consider five linear modes: 1) the

high frequency (induced by the laser) electromagnetic wave with [wi, ki], 2) the

backscattered electromagnetic wave [w2 , k2], 3) the SRS electron plasma wave [w3 ,

k3], 4) the LDI backscattered EPW (w 4 , k 4 ) and 5) the LDI excited ion acoustic wave
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[w5 , k51. The frequencies and wave numbers approximately satisfy the following phase

matching conditions:

Wi = W2 + w3, (A.59)

k1 = k2 + k3, (A.60)

W3 = w4 + W5, (A.61)

k3 =k 4 + k5. (A.62)

In the slowly varying amplitude approximation, the linear modes are considered

to have a slow modulation in time and space; such that the five waves in SRS-LDI

are:

Veyl = [Vi(xs, ts)e-ite-ikix + C.C. , (A.63)
2

Vey2 [V2(xs, ts)e-iw2te-ik2x + C.C. , (A.64)

Exh3 - [83 (XS, ts)eiW3te-ik3x + C.C. , (A.65)

Exh4 [E4 (xs, ts)e-iW4te-ik4X + C.C. , (A.66)

nef5 =- M/5(xs, ts)e-iW5te-ikX + C.C. . (A.67)

The slowly varying amplitudes of the fields are: VI, V2 , E3, S4 and Ns; which time

and space derivatives (0t, and &2,) are ordered with Q( 2). For consistency with the

slowly varying amplitude approximation, the phenomenological damping in equations

(A.56)-(A.58) also needs to be ordered with Q( 2).

By superposition of the linear modes, the total transverse electron velocity and

longitudinal EPW electric field, are:

Vey = Veyl + Vey2, (A.68)

Exh = Exh3 + Exh4. (A.69)

With nTeh = (co/qe)OxExh (from Eq. A.30); using Eqs. (A.63)-(A.66) in (A.68)-
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(A.69) and Zakharov's equation (A.56), and collecting only those terms with fre-

quency w r wi, [the nonresonant terms are considered later], one finds the following

equation:

CJJ) 19 2 - )2 + 92 - I

z(iwi) 2 - 2i 1  +aJ V1 - c2 (iki)2 + 2 jki + a 1
ats at2 Ox, ax2

2VE -iV + ae + 2(p e 3 3 + S3 2. (A.70)
at( 2m 3 ax,

Then, separating into orders of magnitude, the equations for O( ) and Q((2), are:

U = c2 k2 + W2 (A.71)

+ g + E e k3 92- (A.72)
ats v XS 4me w, )(

Equation (A.71) is simply the dispersion relation of the high frequency electro-

magnetic wave, and Eq. (A.72) defines the slowly varying amplitude, in terms of

the nonlinear coupling to the backscattered electromagnetic wave and the electron

plasma wave. Later in this section, Eq. (A.72) is rewritten in terms of the wave

action density; however, at this point we continue with the equations for the other

linear modes.

Again, using Eqs. (A.63)-(A.66) in (A.68)-(A.69) and Zakharov's equation (A.56);

but collecting now those terms with frequency w ~ w2, one finds:

)2 19 + 0 2_ 2- 19 2-

(-iW2 )2 - 2iw2  + ; 2 - c2 [(ik 2)2 + 2ik 2& + V2 +
ats at2 a x, OX2

2 vE 2  a _2 + Wp2 q e ik 3 3 + a3 *- A.73)
atJs 2me ax,

As before, separating into orders of magnitude and neglecting terms of order Q( 3)

or higher, one finds the equations for the first and second order amplitudes:

2= c2k Wpe, (A.74)
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(j + g2 + VE V 2  4fe (3 *. (A.75)
ats 0xs 4m, (L2) 3*

The equation for the slowly varying amplitude of the electron plasma wave, follows

from Eqs. (A.63)-(A.67) and (A.57). While the algebra is omitted, it is straight

forward to show that after collecting those terms with frequency w ~ w 3 , one obtains:

)- 2iw3 a8  82 83 -- 3Vre (ik3 )2 + + 2 E3 +

2 VL - + 3 + Wie 3 - qe3eo (k 2 21 4. (A.76)2,(i3+at,~ Wc )VIV eo K) h4-

Once again, separation into orders of magnitude gives the first order dispersion re-

lation for the electron plasma wave, and an equation for the slowly varying amplitude

of the EPW (83):

2 = k + Wp2e, (A.77)

+ Va 3 + 83 qeneo k3 (2 ( 78)ats g3 4meEo \W2}2 4W3neo

Same as in the case of the electron plasma wave, but collecting terms with fre-

quency w ~ w4 , one finds those equations for the LDI backscattered electron plasma

wave:

2 = 3 k + 2e, (A.79)

vg4- +vL)84=- * (A.80)ats axs A4Geo

Finally, for the ion acoustic wave, from Eqs. (A.63)-(A.69) and Zakharov's

equation (A.58); collecting those terms with frequency w ~ W5 , and using Vexh

(iowpe/qeneo)Exh, one finds:

5= a k (A.81)

and

a + VgS a ± = ziCi (2) (A.82)ats g5 x, +/A)(5 -Zi4mi W S3'4
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In summary, the 5 coupled mode equations for the waves in SRS coupled to LDI,

are the equations: (A.72), (A.75), (A.78), (A.80) and (A.82). For convenience, and

consistency with the rest of the thesis, these equations are next rewritten in terms

of the wave amplitudes a (for f = 1 : 5), such that a2 = wi/w is the wave action

density of the f mode (with w being the wave energy density).

We begin by writing the 5 COM equations in terms of the electric field slowly

varying amplitudes. From the Maxwell fluid equations, and considering the slowly

varying approximation (A.63)-(A.67), one finds that:

Vi 1, E,
meWi

V 2  £ 2,
mew2

V3 i = £3,

V4 =i £4,

and
n2eoqe C2

A'5 2
mew5 V Te

(A.83)

(A.84)

(A.85)

(A.86)

(A.87)
k5 16.
wJ5

Direct substitution of

COM equations, in terms

ats

Eqs. (A.83)-(A.87) into the COM equations gives the five

of the slowly varying amplitudes of the electric fields:

& Ne k3+ -g1- + VE 1 £283,
axs 4me kLw2 J

(A.88)

+ g3ats Ox,

( + ) qe k3
+t og2 O,+ VE ) 2 4m (w 1'l 3 1

Wpe k qe 2 k+ L 3 e 210 4'5,±4me q 2 ik3  4 E *e 5 I495WVL 3 4 me w2w3 182 M V~e 5~ ) W3

__ __ _ (cw2 k5Vg+ V4 9+ VL 4 pe 3I5*
ats OX, 4me VFe W5 W4

+'9 as + EA = ZiXE (Me I Vj2ewsk5£3£:.
otS O8 4 \m ) qeneo C2
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Finally, we write the electric field amplitudes in terms of the action density am-

plitudes:

Et = - aj,2W,

for f = 1...4; and

= 2~w 5 k5ADea5, (A.94)

(A.93)

for the ion acoustic wave (see Appendix B).

Direct substitution of (A.91)-(A.92) in (A.86)-(A.90), with the assumption of

W3 ' W4 ~ Wpe, gives the so desired equations:

Sa
ats + Vg 1

( a +Vg2
(Ots

9

+ VE) a2 -KSRS a2a3,

a)a sala*

a + saa* Ia4a5,± V9 3  +l"L a3 -KSR ~ 2 -KLDaa5aX8

( a a Na8  a8 -- },+Vg4 +v V
ats OX,

( a
a8s

a8
+ Vg5- + VA

Oxs

where:

K S 
[ 2

eS - C

ek3

me 4

(A.95)

(A.96)

(A.97)

(A.98)

(A.99)

a4 =Kaa*,

as = KLDI aa*;

( 2 1/2

(W1WW3)
(A.100)

K LDI 2 e Wpe W5 )1/2

Co me 4Ve W3 W4
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Appendix B

Derivation of the COM equations

The coupling of modes equations are derived in detail, following the derivation by

A. Bers, in [49]. The derivation begins with the Maxwell equations, and assumes

small perturbations of an initial steady state; just like in the derivation of Zakharov's

equations given in Appendix A. Each mode, however, is now treated as an independent

linear wave, which acquires a slowly varying modulation, due to an "external" second

order current density that results from the product of two resonant modes.

Since the coupling of modes results from such an "external" excitation, Maxwell

equations are written with the explicit internal and external, charge and current

densities:

- aR
V x E + B = 0, (B.1)

at

v B - - polint= p-oJext, (B.2)

COV - Pint = Pext, (B.3)

V -B = 0; (B.4)

where (Jint, Pint), are the internal current and charge densities excited in the plasma

by the electromagnetic fields, and (Jext, Pext) are the sources of external excitation.

The plasma fluid equations, which are used later in this Appendix to find the

"external" current density that gives the coupling of the resonant modes, are the
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same as (A.5)-(A.8), repeated here for convenience:

P = qn, (B.5)

= 5qnsUT, (B.6)

Vn + (n.T.) = 0, (B.7)

S + Us -VT 5 = (n (+ T x B) - rVn. (B.8)
at M s msnso (nso /

Consistent with the derivation of Zakharov's equations (see Appendix A), the

derivation in this Appendix is also restricted to one dimensional dynamics. As before,

it is assumed that all waves propagate in the i direction (ay = a, = 0 and V - )

and that the total electric field has a longitudinal component in 1 and a linearly

polarized transverse component in Q. For consistency, the magnetic component of the

electromagnetic wave is linearly polarized in i [See Figure A-1].

The initial steady state, at time t = 0, consists of a non-drifting [;Ue(X, t 0) =

Ui(x, t = 0) = 0], homogeneous [Ineo = constant], neutral [Zinio - neo] plasma,

free of electric or magnetic fields [Eo = BO = 0]. First and second order amplitude

perturbations: ne, nil, Ue1, UTi, E1, B 1, ne2, ni2 , Te2 and vi 2, are considered to modify

the steady state. Therefore, the total electron density (ne), ion density (ni), electron

velocity (Ue), ion velocity (u), electric field (E) and magnetic field (B), are:

ne(X, t) = neo + nrei(x, t)+ ne 2 (X, t), (B.9)

ni(x, t) = nio + nil(x, t) + ni 2(x, t), (B.10)

Ue (X, t) = [Vei(X, t) + Vex 2 (X, t)] + Q[Veyi(X, t) + Vey2(X, t)], (B.11)

Ui(x, t) = :[vixi(x, t) + vix 2 (x, t)] + [viy1(x, t) + viy2 (x, t)], (B.12)

E (x, t) = E1 (x, t) = iEx1 (x, t) + fEy1(x, t), (B.13)
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(B.14)

The subindex "1", in the perturbation expansion, stands for perturbations in the

order of a small parameter O( ); and the subindex "2", for perturbations in the order

of Q( 2). The second order perturbations are kept Eqs. (B.9)-(B.12), because the

external excitation that produces the coupling is considered to be second order.

The underlying assumption, is to consider that the electric field has an amplitude

which is slowly varying in time and space, ordered with the coupling to order O( 2):

E(x, t) = E1 (x, t) = Re {EI(xs, ts)ei(krxwrt) } (B.15)

where

4EI(s, ts) = sF 1(xIS, ts) + Y1 (X5, ts), (B.16)

and (kr, w,) are the wavenumber and frequency, that satisfy the linear dispersion

relation. The slowly varying amplitude approximation assumes that Dxs,&S < Jkr'F

and lat,16 < lWr,6-

The internal current density, which determines the linear modes, is found first. In

a linear approximation (valid for small amplitude perturbations):

Jin (xt) J dx' f dt'/(x', t') E 1(x - X', t - t') (B.17)

where =(x, t) is the plasma conductivity tensor, that can be

(or kinetic) plasma equations.

The slowly-varying electric field envelope is expanded

XS - X' = xs and t, - t' = to, to obtain:

/- ', t, - t') = 1 (, t) -- X I' OF
(XS -X 7 ) 9 (X"ts) (X,) ,, o ,_=

evaluated from the fluid

in a Taylor series, near

(ts) X'O,t'_O

where (O8/Ot ) and (O2E/Ox') are considered of order Q( 3); and therefore neglected.
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+ 0 ( 3), (B. 18)



Then, from Eqs. (B.15)-(B.18) and noticing that -(x, t) is pure real, the internal

current density evaluates approximately to be:

E 1(xSt 8s) - x -- O' e-iwr(-t')eik,(xx') }
(B.19)

From the Fourier/Laplace integrals of 9(x', t'), one can readily obtain:

Jnt (x, t) Okx + ir
I R lakri W) (S ts (kr OxS OC,

e -iw (t-t') eik(x-x')

(ts 2 J
(B.20)

Assuming that the internal current density is also slowly varying:

Re {Jint(xs, ts)e-i(krx-wrt}, the slowly varying amplitude is simply:

-x9)) x ) + 0
Jint (Xs, ts) ~~ (kr, Wr) - ei (XS, ts) + -

okr oXs
ow, Ot

O0, Ots

In first order perturbations, the conductivity tensor is diagonal (i.e., with P, = 0):

=(kr, Wr) = 0

0

0 0

OrT 0,J

0 OrL

(B.22)

where UL(k, Wr) and UT(kr,Wr) are the internal responses due to longitudinal and

transverse electric fields. Therefore, the transverse and longitudinal components can

be treated separately. Considering (B.22), Eq. (B.21) gives:

(Jint), ~SEy,(xs, ts)o7T(kr, Wr) + a8Y1
Oxs

(iint)X ~ ex1(Xs, ts)O-L(krW r) + Ox8
oxs

OUT

Okr

O-L

Okr

Consistent with the assumption of one dimensional dynamics (V -+ ,iOx) and the

perturbation approximation, Maxwell's equations are also separated into transverse
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{J dx' I

j7nt(x, t) =

(B.21)

and

(B.23)
0eyi
ots

0Sxl
ots

OO-L
.r (B.24)

Jint (X, 7 0 ~ Re dt'u::(Xl 7 tf:::::i:



and longitudinal components:

__x_ aBz,
ax at'

aBzi
Ox

(B.25)

(B.26)

(B.27)

-poeo at - Po(Jint)y p- o(Jext)y2,

O x (Jint)x + (Jext)x2,
19x

where the external current density is considered to be second order only.

To find the equation for the slowly varying amplitude of E, the internal current

densities [(B.23)-(B.24)] are incorporated to Maxwell's equations [(B.25)-(B.27)], and

then separated order by order. For clarity, longitudinal and transverse equations are

treated separately.

B.1 Equations for the Slowly Varying Amplitude

of the Transverse Fields

From (B.25) and (B.26), the wave equation for electromagnetic fields is:

+ 11poc j 2 Eyi P"at + Po a (Jext) .

In the slowly varying amplitude approximation, it is considered that

E,= Re{Ey1(xs, ts)ei(krx-wrt)},

(Jint)y = Re{(,int)y(XS, ts)e i(k'x-w't)} 1

(Jext)y2 = lZe{(Jext)y2(xs, ts)ei(kex-wet)};

where (jine)y is given by (B.23). Then, from Eqs. (B.29)-(B.31) and (B.28):

(jkr)2 + poco(jor)2 -ikx ezwt,
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(02 (B.28)

(B.29)

(B.30)

(B.31)

(B.32)



where 6k = ke - k, and 6w we - w,. In the slowly varying approximation, it is

required that 6k - 0 and 6w o 0 [i.e. we rl w.

Decomposing Eq. (B.32) into first and second order components:

(p10OW - kr)&y1 z I io'(Jint),1, (B.33)

(B.34)i(kx i wt;
(t.7nt)y2 (Jext)y2e e

where (Jint)y1 and (Jint)y2 are the first and second order components of Eq. (B.23).

Assuming weak dissipation in the plasma, UT = -Tr + i 0 Ti (with |aTi > aTr I

and ordering Tr with the slow variation of the fields), it is straight forward to find

[from (B.23)]:

(Jint)1 ~ -UTi(krWr)y1(Xs,ts),

8 y1 0 aTi O'Ey1 OUri
(Jint)y2 U OTr(kr, Wr)Eyl(Xs, ts) + Ox8 Okr + at ; Our

and therefore [with (B.33)-(B.36)],

(POEOW - k )Ey1 e -iPoWrOrTiEyl,

UTrEy1+ 
0 y1 OrTi
Oxs Okr

(B.35)

(B.36)

(B.37)

(B.38)+ 9 8 y1 10 Ti e ( Jext)y2eiskx e iwt

Ots OWr

Equation (B.37) is simply the dispersion relation for dissipation-free electromag-

netic waves (kr, Wr), and Eq. (B.38) determines the slowly varying amplitude of E,
due to a second order external excitation and weak dissipation.

Since er =E~r±+~ie =o(1±T/WrEo), then: r= Co(1-gTi/WrEo), CTi = UTr/wr;

and Eq. (B.38) can also be written as:

O(WrETr) asy1 O(WrEr,) OE 1
WrETkr O 'it (Jext)y2 eke t

Okr OX, OW, OtO

where (Pr,kr) satisfy the first order dispersion relation.

(B.39)
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B.2 Equations for the Slowly Varying Amplitude

of the Longitudinal Fields

In the longitudinal case, it is assumed that:

Ex1 = Rje{&x(x,, ts)ei(krx-wrt)}, (B.40)

(B.41)

(B.42)

(Jint) x= Re{(Jint)x(Xs, ts)ei(krX-Wrt)},

(Jext)x2 = Re{(Jext)x2(xS, ts)ei(ke x-wet) }

and (Jiflt)x given by (B.24). Then, from Poisson's Eq. (B.27):

-iWr o'x1(xs, ts) + (Jint)x(Xs, ts) = (Jext)x2(Xs, ts)ei( k-wt); (B.43)

where 6k = ke - kr, 6 W = We -Wr, and (Jift) containing first and second order terms.

Again, assuming weak dissipation [UL -Lr + 1(7Li, with JLi ULrj, and

ordering the weak dissipation with the slowly varying fields], a simple decomposition

into first and second orders of Equation (B.43) leads to:

-iWr oSx1 = (Jint)x1,

(,int)x2 =- -(Jext)x2;

(B.44)

(B.45)

where, using Eq. (B.24),

(Jint)x = oULi(kr, Wr)Ex1(Xs, ts),

(Jint)x2 = GLr(krWr)9x1(xsts) + Os21 ODLi +
Oxs i8kr

(B.46)

(B.47)(Sx1 WrLi

Ots OWr

Therefore, [from (B.44)-(B.47)] to first and second order:

WrCoEx1 ~ ULi(Wr, kr)'Exi, (B.48)
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ULr(r, ikr)xxl (Xs , ts) + 0x1 L -(Jext)x 2e iewt. (B.49)
ax, akr at s OW

Again, Eq. (B.48) is the dispersion relation for dissipation-free electrostatic waves

(Wr, kr), and Eq. (B.49) determines the electrostatic field slowly varying amplitude

due to a second order external excitation.

Once more, with CLr - 0Li/WrEo) and eLi OLr/Wr, Eq. (B.49) becomes

a(wrELr) a0x 1  &(wrL) 98 x1 ikx -iowt
WrELix1 - + (ext)x 2 e e t. (B.50)

Okr (9z" OLr Ots _t

B.3 The slowly varying amplitude equation

In the slowly varying amplitude approximation, the electric field of a longitudinal (or

transverse) linear mode, with real ke and real we, is (see Eq. B.15):

E = Re {Eeou (Xs, ts)eiklxeiWet} ; (B.51)

where the slow modulation [7,(Xs, t)] is rewritten in terms of the unperturbed am-

plitude of the mode [Ero] and the slowly varying complex amplitude due to the per-

turbation [uj(X8 , t,)]:

& (x,, t.) = Eeou(xs , ts). (B.52)

Equations (B.39) and (B.50) can be combined into:

[&( ) 19 19(E 9 a 1 W Ouf(xs, ts) = -J(X 8 , ts)eiakxe-iw, (B.53)[ wr Ots  Okr ax+

where E is either the electrostatic or the electromagnetic field, C is the approximate

dielectric function, (kf, wf) are the wavenumber and frequency that satisfy the first

order dispersion relation for the unperturbed, dissipative-free mode, and j 7, is the

external perturbation current, with characteristic frequency and wavenumber: wp, kp.

The dephasing is: 6k = kp - kf and &j = wp - we.
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Dot multiplying Eq. (B.53) by E*/4, one obtains:

[(w,K,) & (w,K,) a ~rK O|E1 1 - Jp, (B.54)
S+ iKi U(x" t') = 4 P ,

L w, ts akr ax8  4 4

where j37 = J7(xS, ts)ei6kx,-i 6Wt, and K = c/co is the linear permitivity function

K(kr, Wr).

Then, separating out terms in Wr and kr from those in x. and t., Equation (B.54)

leads to the equation for the slowly varying amplitude:

wto - st + 2piouert=- 4 (B.55)at's x, 4

where one identifies (from conservation of energy [49]), the unperturbed linear mode

average wave energy density (weo), average wave energy flow density (seo) and average

wave dissipated power density (po): [49]

we0 = |H77|2 = 2 + e [aK1  , (B.56)
4 4 4 w, _ r=O

1 roX 7o 60|1Ejl|2 F. K,.
sto = -Re {Eo x 4H + A, [ ,0 (B.57)

and

Po = C 2 (WrKi)K_. (B.58)

Finally, since the group velocity (of mode f) is Vge = sfo/w 0 , and its damping rate

is Vi = pfe/2wo, the equation for the slowly varying amplitude becomes:

a +Vgf a +ve) ue(xs,ts) - (1/4) 0 .Jp (B.59)at's ax, wto

The parameters in Eq. (B.59) have to be evaluated from the fluid equations, or

in the case of the damping rate, from the plasma kinetic equations. Before these

parameters are evaluated, the coupling of modes equations for three resonant modes

are derived.
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B.4 Equations for Three Resonant Modes

Consider the coupling between the three weakly coupled linear modes (f, m and n),

with real frequencies and wavenumbers (we,ke), (wm,km) and (Wn,kn):

Ej = Re {Eeoue(xS, ts)e-i(ktx-xwt)}

Em Re {Emoum(xs, ts)e-i(kmx-wmt)}

En Re {Enoun(xS, t8 )-i(knxwt) ;}

(B.60)

(B.61)

(B.62)

that satisfy approximately the resonance conditions [the subscript "r" in k and w,

indicating "real", is dropped from here on]:

We - Wm - Wn 6 W 0,

ke - km - kn= 6k ~ 0.

(B.63)

(B.64)

The second order current density in the equation for the slowly varying amplitude

of mode f, Eq. (B.59), is assumed to be produced by the product of the resonant

modes (m,n). Therefore,

Jpe = JmnUn(Xs, ts)um(xs, ts)eA); (B.65)

where Jmn is proportional to the product of the unperturbed resonant field ampli-

tudes [Jmn ~ EomEon], and AO = (6k)x - (6w)t.

Generalizing to the case of three resonant waves, the three coupled mode equations

Sa
ats

a
+ Vge&OX

+ Vymaat OX,

+ Ve) ue(xs, t s )

+vm ) Um (XS 7t8 ) =

-- 
umniAUmUn,

weo

1 * -en iAVp
-- w e-oun,

4 WMO
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(B.66)

(B.67)
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+ )
1 E* - ib

no e - uu,
A wno

For convenience, the COM equations are written in terms of the wave amplitudes

a- =atojuj(xst 8 ), such that ae 2 = w/wt is the wave action density, and wj is taken

as positive:

+vg a + Vi at(x,t)at, ax,

ats

a

+ Vgm

+ Vgn

a + /m am(xs, t8 )

+ Vn an (x, t s )

= -piKfamane zAI

= -pmKmaja* e-iA

= -pnKnafa*e zA;

(B.69)

(B.70)

(B.71)

where, pt is the sign of the wave energy (pe = wjO/jwfOj), and the coupling coefficient

Kj is:

o- Jmnaol
41wfollamanl (B.72)

(1W4)Ej* ' amn

wt, - atoanoamol

B.5 Conservative Coupling

In a conservative coupling system, the total variation of the energy density has to be

zero:
a

+ Vgea
Oxs

+ 2vt) we(x,, t,) = 0. (B.73)
i,m,n (ts

Using (B.69)-(B.71), it can be shown, see [49], that this implies Km = Kn = -K*.

This is:

E* -Jm,n _ - ,n _ Eno - ,i-M.
Wm

(B.74)
On

Therefore, the three conservative COM equations are:

( a

at8
+ Vg a + v) a(x, t) = ptKamanei,

Ox,

+ Vgm + Pm am(xs, ts) = -pmK*ata* e-
at, ax8 n
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a

+ Vgn
Ox,

(B.68)

(B.75)
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a a
S+ vgn + Vn an(xsts) -pnK*afa* e- (B.77)ats OX,

where,

K = . (B.78)
|ajoamnoano|

B.6 Evaluation of the second order current density

The current densities and the coupling constant (K) are evaluated next, using the

fluid equations (B.5)-(B.8), and Maxwell equations (B.1)-(B.4). In general, for a

plasma in a magnetic field (Bo), this is carried out in [49]. Here again, we restrict

ourselves to BO = 0 and the specific coupled waves of interest.

Considering the perturbation expansion, Eqs. (B.9)-(B.14), the fluid equations

are first separated into orders of magnitude. With vs =rT/m8 , N, = n5 /n 0 , and

Ns -2VN 8  VNl + VNs2 + (y - 2)V (Ns1, (B.79)
2

the fluid equations [(B.7)-(B.8)] for the first order variables [O( )] are:

O + V -Usi = 0, (B.80)at

+u 7sV2VNs - q ;E1  (B.81)at + T n
and for the second order [O(2)]:

aNs2 + V V 2 + V (Nsl~s) 0, (B.82)
at

N2 +
Us2 + YsS v2VNs2 + 7s (-I - 2)v V 2 Ns = -lUs- V- i + Usl x B 1 . (B.83)
ot c d are 2 Ms

Before the current densities are evaluated, Equation (B.83) is simplified as in
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Appendix A. Taking advantage of the vector identity:

Tsi -Vusi = V - Tsi X (V X 7US 1 ), (B.84)
2

Eq. (B.83) can be rewritten as:

s2 + v + YSv 2VNs2 +7(y -2)v2 5 V 2s = -S x (V x Pi), (B.85)at 2 TS 2+T 2 MS

where, Psi = msUsi + qsAi, and A1 is a vector potential such that Bi = V x A, [i.e.

V 1  0].

Considering Farady's law [Eq. (B.1)], we know that V x (E1 - wAi) = 0, so

A = E/iw + Vq$/iw; (B.86)

where 0 is a scalar potential [i.e., V x (VO) = 0]. From Eq. (B.81), we also know

that:

si = (Is - 2s VNSi). (B.87)

Direct substitution of (B.86)-(B.87) into (B.85), gives V x P51  0 (because

V x (VNsi) = V x (V) = 0); and the second order momentum conservation equation

then reads as:

J;N
2

aUs2 + V +7S1± vVN8 2 +,(7y - 2)vsV = 0. (B.88)at 2 TS~ -s(Y 2

Equations (B.80)-(B.81) relate order O( ) quantities, while equations (B.82) and

(B.88) order Q(2). Considering ay = a, = 0 and V -+ J8a, Maxwell equations for

O( ) variables and equations (B.80)-(B.81), one finds a set of linear partial differential

equations that can be Fourier/Laplace transformed to obtain the dispersion relations

for the linear plasma modes. In this way, for electromagnetic waves, neglecting

ion dynamics and considering equations (B.1), (B.2), (B.6) and the y component of
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(B.80)-(B.81), the dispersion relation is:

w2 2k2 2e (B.89)

where Wpe is the plasma frequency, and c = the speed of light. Using

(a.56) and the cold plasma permitivity function, the wave energy density is given by

w = COI E2/2.

For electron plasma waves, considering w ~ We, v = (w/k)2  Tvy (i.e.

kADe < 1, to avoid wave particle interaction effects), -y = 3 (for one degree freedom

electrons) and neglecting ion dynamics (i.e., w > wpi); equations (B.3) and the J

component of (B.80) and (B.81) turn into the dispersion relation:

W2 =e 3vek2 + W,2 , (B.90)

where VTe (KTe/me)- 1/ 2 is the electron thermal velocity. Using (A.56) and the

warm fluid electron permitivity function, the electron plasma wave energy density is

given by w -- E 2/2.

Finally, for ion acoustic waves, considering electron and ion dynamics (i.e.,

w « wpi), kADe «1, ? ) 2 < V,7 _Ye = 1 and -yj = 3 (for isothermal

electrons and one degree freedom ions), equations (B.3) and the x components of

(B.80) and (B.81) give the dispersion relation:

(1 + 3Tj/ZiTe)c k2, (B.91)

where, c. = (ZiKTe/mi)- 1/2 is the speed of sound in the plasma. When T < T,

S2 ck 2 . The ion wave energy density is obtained using (A.56) and the warm fluid

electron-ion permitivity function; it is given by w = coJE|2 /(2k2 2e)

The second order current density, can then be evaluated using equations
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(B.82), (B.88) and the second order components of (B.6):

Js2 = qsnso [Us 2 + niUs/nso) ;I (B.92)

where n., and U. 1 can be considered as the s-particle density and velocity, produced by

the superposition of linear modes [satisfying the dispersion relations (B.89)-(B.91)].

The second order particle velocity (U, 2 ), obtained from Eqs. (B.82) and (B.88)

[with the Fourier/Laplace transformation: Ot -± -iwe and V --+ ik], is given by:

e I 2 N J ; Us11 2

-- 2)vT 2 + 2
We 2

+T,5V2 Ns1 (ke - si)+ I'os ;2

where once again, N,1 = nsi/nso and U 1 result from the superposition of linear modes.

In the particular case of the three interacting modes [with frequencies and wavenum-

bers (we,ke), (wm,km) and (wn,k,)], the total first order particle density and velocity

are:

i -- Re {teei(kfx-wtt) + mmei(kmx-wmt) i(knx-wnt)}

VSXi= Re { veie'(kt"-) + vmxiei(kmrx-mt) + vnxiei(knX-wnt)}

(B.94)

(B.95)

Evaluation of Ni, SUS 112 and nsiUsi; and selection of the terms that match the the

resonant frequency and wavenumber (we, ke), leads to the amplitude of the second

order current density, that is resonant with mode f:

-(e) =J3
q=ri5 0 1i

22

s T

i (Mk 1n) + 7(y - 2)v2 N (Ns) +
( )I

s (N 8' U8 1 + 1 S 1V1+ 1 SNm n Nok (n 79} + qsnso (N('m) _n + (ns)U ,m)B.96)

From the 1st order equation (B.81), the complex conjugate electric field of the

unperturbed mode f, is given by:

- 2 svkskeN()*1. (B.97)
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Then, after some algebra, substitution of (B.97) and (B.96) into Eq. (B.74) gives:

M = i r 8 2m5 {Nf)* (u) -T ( + N()* (T)* T (n) + N()* (f * - T M) +

7YS(7,s - 2) V 2N(')*Nm)Nn7}; (B.98)

and as shown before,

M/4K = -- M . (B.99)
latoamoanol(

Equations (B.98)-(B.99) give the coupling coefficient in terms of the first order

particle density and velocity, of the three resonant modes f, m and n. The only part

missing, in the derivation of K, is to determine the nature of the resonant modes

(which could be ion acoustic, electron plasma or electromagnetic), and evaluate the

first order particle densities and velocities in each particular case. The coupling

coefficients for SRS and LDI are evaluated next.

B.7 Stimulated Raman Scattering

In SRS, the highest frequency electromagnetic wave (f), interacts with a secondary

electromagnetic wave (m) and an electron plasma wave (n). Therefore, w2 = 2 +

c2ki W= + 2k2 , and 2n = -F, + 3v2 ekn [where (kADe 2

From the first order equations (B.80)-(B.81),

y~) ziqeY) k M
WTne , N ~~ - 1 = 0, (B.100)

4m) qe Emsm, N ) ~ - (B.101)
Wmme Wm

T) W En en N, " ~ - ) Em; (B.102)
WnMe WnMe Wn

where 60 [for f =, m and n] are the unit vectors in the direction of 7U3, and (wf, kl)

satisfy the corresponding dispersion relation.

Direct substitution of (B.100)-(B.102) into equation (B.98), and some algebra,
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leads to:
Mneoq2

Mmax " -- I M
qe

me)

E*EmEn (kn)
WfWmWn Un

where only the resonant terms (P ~ wf), from the nonlinear current density (B.91),

have been considered. The subindex "max" stands for the assumption that the sec-

ondary electromagnetic wave propagates parallel (but in opposite direction), to the

high frequency EM wave [8m = -sj]; which results in the maximum possible coupling.

Next, considering equation (B.56) and the linear dispersion relations (B.89)-(B.90)

to find la,- = co/2wdEol (for 3 = f, m, n), the coupling coefficient [Eq. (B.99)] is

found to be:

Kmax 2 e
Co me 4

/ 2 e 1/2

WfWmWn

which is the same coupling coefficient obtained from the Zakharov equations in Ap-

pendix A (A.100).

The maximum parametric SRS growth rate (see Chapter 2), given by (Y,,,)max =

IKmaxati can be evaluated right away:

(B.105)(7'SRS)max j- W

where, lviol = e|E /mewt is the magnitude of the quiver velocity of the EM pump.

B.8 Langmuir Decay Interaction

In LDI, the highest frequency electron plasma wave (f), resonantly interacts with a

backscattered electron plasma wave (m) and an ion acoustic wave (n). Therefore,

W = 02 +3v 2 k 2 w 2  2 + 3v 2k and w c [where D)2 < 1, for =f ~ efim pe ±tLTe 1m) n; [we e ) (kAD

f, m, n; and Te > Ti].

Again, from the first order equations (B.80)-(B.81),

qe
V1 f~

(B. 106)zqeWl') e me
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WkiEt,



Vi Emsm, NJ "~ ( Em, (B.107)
WmMe WmMe Wm /

Ti E.84 N-" ~ - En. (B. 108)
WnMe WnMi Wn

Direct substitution of (B.106)-(B.108) into equation (B.98) [which contains only

the resonant terms of the nonlinear current density], gives:

neoMe qe 3 cS E* Em En
Mmax ~- . (B.109)

Me Ve WfWmWn

Once again, only the largest nonlinear current combination and the maximum possible

coupling is considered; which is obtained when 8m = -8f [i.e., the pump electron

plasma wave couples to a backscattered secondary electron plasma wave]. In this

approximation, it was also considered that kn/Wn < km/w ~ ke/we.

The coupling coefficient evaluated with (B.109) in Eq. (B.99), is:

Kmax = -- Max (wmwn) 1 /2  (B.110)xD4 |EfoEmoEnol

Then, using equation (B.56) and the linear dispersion relations (B.90)-(B.91):

a, = Ez, (B.1I11)

am Em1, (B.112)
2wm

an = En ; (B.113)
2wn knADe

so the coupling coefficient reduces to (considering that wf ~n ~ Wpe):

2 e Wpe Wn 1/2Kmax ~- -- " B14
Co me 4 VTe WfWm n

which is just the same that (A.101).

The maximum parametric LDI growth rate (see Chapter 2), given by (YLDI)max
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jKmaxat I can also be evaluated at this time:

1 ye0
(&LDI)ma 4 mwn; (B.115)

where once again, Ive0 is the quiver velocity of mode f.
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Appendix C

Numeric Approach

Two numerical techniques were used to integrate the coupled mode equations: 1)

the method of characteristics with Runge-Kutta integration in time [72], and 2) the

Lax-Wendroff integration scheme [73]. These numerical techniques, as well as the

computer algorithms used to implement them, are explained in detail in the present

Appendix.

C.1 Method of Characteristics

Each wave is transformed to its characteristic frame, aj(x, t) - ae(x - vgjt, t), to

reduce its envelope equation to an ODE in time. After the simple integration of

the resulting wave amplitude equations, the envelopes are transformed back to the

common frame of reference. This numerical technique is based on the one used by

Reiman and Bers, in 1979, to integrate the conservative 3 COM equations.[7 2

Considering no wave de-phasing and real wave envelopes only (as explained in

Chapter 4), the computer algorithm provided in section C.4, is set to solve the fol-

lowing set of seven coupled mode equations:

(t+vg + V1 a KSRs a2 a3 , (C.1)
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(a a
a + Vg2 a + v2) a 2 = KSRSa a3 1

a
+ Vg3- + V3

a+
+ V94 0 + V4)

a3  K SRSaa2 - KLDIa4a5,

a4 = KLDIa3a5 - Kcasca6 a7,

(C.2)

(C.3)

(C.4)

(C.5)

(C.6)

(C.7)

{a a
t +V ax +1v5) a5 = KLDIa3a4

( + V 6  + v6 a6 = K. a4 a,(at ax

8+ V 7 + V7 a7 = K_ sa4a6.

A transformation into the characteristic frames, x' = x - Vgtt for f = 1 - 7,

eliminates the spatial derivatives and gives the simple ordinary differential equations:

d
ae(x', t) = -yjat(x', t) ± Kam(x', t)a,(x', t),dt ftff

which can be integrated with a finite difference scheme:

at(x', t + At) = at(x', t) + At {-yeat(x', t) ± Kam(x', t)a,(x', t)}

(C.8)

(C.9)

In the source code, see Section C.4, Equation (C.8) is integrated with the IMSL

ODE solver DIVPRK, which employs the Runge-Kutta-Verner fifth and sixth order

method. These integration scheme gives much better accuracy than Eq.(C.9).

The source code stores the field amplitudes at time t = TT [a(x, t = TT)] in the

vectors V1 - V7, of length equal to the number of space grid points in the simulation

box (NX + 1). The ODE solver, however, requires that all the integrating variables

are supplied in a single vector of unknowns, and the ODE equations in an external

subroutine. To this purpose, the field amplitudes are combined in the vector V, of

length NN = 7 * (NX + 1), and the ODE equations (C.8) are defined in the external

subroutine "FCN".
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Time: t=TT Time: t=TT+ A t Time: t=TT+ A t
Common frame: x Charact. frame: x' Common frame: x

B.C. B.C.
a,

am a (x',TT+A t) al(x,TT+At)
an

x /x

a) Initial envelopes b) Find a, in its c) Shift to Lab. frame

in the Lab. frame. characteristic frame.

Figure C-1: Illustration of the numerical procedure.

Starting from the wave envelopes at time t = TT, the code finds the envelopes at

t TT + At, by direct integration of Equations(C.8). Then, the resulting envelopes

(which are referred to x') are transformed back to the common frame of reference, as

illustrated in Figure C-1. Iteration of this process allows to find the amplitudes for

consecutive time steps.

The time step (At) is such that waves with group velocity of v. = 1, propagate

one spatial grid point each time step: At = DELX, where DELX is the size of a

space grid step. The value of DELX is calculated from the length of the interaction

box (RLNGTH) and the number of grid-points (NX), which must be provided in

the input file.

As indicated with the dashed lines in Figure C-1, after the transformation to the

reference frame, the wave amplitudes at few grid-points remain unknown. When

the group velocity is v 9 = 1, there is only one unknown, which corresponds to the

boundary condition. However, when the group velocity is larger than one, the field

amplitudes at vg - 1 grid-points are not known, and they need to be estimated.

In the source code, this is done with a linear fit to the boundary condition. This

approximation gives rise to a small numerical error, which is manifested as small

ripples in the field amplitudes, with a characteristic space scaling of v, grid-points.

The nature and implications of such ripples are discussed in section C.3.
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A block diagram of the source code, provided in Section C.4, is given in Figure

C-2. In this figure, the source code line numbers are provided for easy reference.

Figure C-2: Block diagram for the "method of characteristics" source code.

To generate the initial condition [at(x, t = 0), for f = 1...7], all the field amplitudes

are set to a specified noise level within the box, except at the boundaries where the

boundary conditions apply. The initial condition is then evolved in time for a given

number of time steps (N), and the field amplitudes are written to an output file at
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Read input file (106-122)
Initialize parameters (156-193)

Create initial condition (123-153)

TT= line:159
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line: 300,

Find field amplitudes at t = TT+DELX,
(along the characteristic frames). Line 302.

Shift wave envelopes to the reference frame
lines: 305-333

Check Energy Conservation: lines 334-372

TT = TT+ DELX line: 397



specified time intervals (STEP). Energy conservation is verified at every time step.

The block diagram in Fig. C-2, shows how the initial condition is set up, and the

time variable TT is initialy set to zero. Then, in a simple loop, the wave equations are

integrated N times, increasing the time variable TT by At = DELX (in each loop).

A decision point within the loop, determines whether the field amplitudes should be

written to an output file. This occurs whenever TT is equal to TOUT and larger than

TSTRAT-

Conservation of Energy

To check the conservation of energy, the code evaluates the error in the following

relations, which should be equal to zero (see Chapter 2):

Errl 12 + 11 (C.10)
W2  W1

I1 6
Err2= + 6 (C.11)

W7 W6

Err3 =3 + + , (C.12)
W 3  W 1  W 5

I5 I4 I6
Err4 5 + 1+ , (C.13)

W5  W 4  W 6

I4 I 1I3 '6
Err5=- + + + . (C.14)

W 4  W 1  W3  W6

The integrals It, for = 1 -- 7, are calculated as:

I = IFf - IIe + IL - Iof + EDise, (C.15)

where, the variables: IFE, lit, IL, fI-Of and EDise, stand for the f mode, total

energy in the box at t = TT, total energy in the box at t = TT + STEP, energy

that crossed the first boundary (x = -L/2) during STEP, energy that crossed the

second boundary (x = L/2) during STEP, and the total energy dissipated in the
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box during STEP. They are defined as:

L/2

IF = J
L/2

L/2

it = / |at (x, t)|12dx tT
-L/2 t=TT

TT+STEP

IR = fT

TT+STEP

L/2

EDisi = V

|at(x, t) 2dx
t=TT+STEP

vgIat(x = L/2,t)|2dt

agat(x = -L/2,t)|2dt

TT+STEP

2 T
at (x, t) 2.

As reference for the curious reader, a list of the input parameters, and their

description, is given in Table C.1. These parameters need to be supplied to the source

code in the text file "tdatc-u".

Parameter Description
RLNGTH length of the simulation box

NX number of grid points in space
N No. of time steps to be calculated

TSTART Initial time to start writing data to output file
STEP Time step to write data to output file

NOISE Initial nose amplitude
AMPj Boundary amplitude of mode f
GAMj Damping rate of model f
VELt group velocity of mode f
KKK SRS coupling coefficient
Kcasc Cascading coupling coefficient
TOL Tolerance in numerical error

Table C.1: Input parameters

The output files containing the amplitude of the fields in the simulation box,

the time evolution of the envelopes at the boundaries, the error in the conservation

relations, and other relevant parameters, are the text files: "aiajakl", "aiajak2",
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"fieldsl", fields2", "power" and "conser". This files can be read with Matlab, to

generate any desired plot.

As explained before, the provided source code is set to solve the seven coupled

modes equations. However, it can be used to evolve the three and five wave interac-

tions, by setting the proper parameters (coupling coefficients) to zero. The evolution

of complex wave envelopes, with complex coupling coefficients or wave de-phasing,

can be investigated with a very similar code. The main difference being that some

variables need to be defined as complex, and the wave equations need to be sepa-

rated into their real and imaginary parts. In this case, instead of seven equations

in the FCN subroutine, there would be fourteen (seven for the real part of the wave

envelopes, and seven for the imaginary parts).

Concerned by the numerical error (small ripples in the field amplitudes) that was

explained before, I have pursued an alternative technique to integrate the coupled

mode equations. This alternative technique lead to very similar numerical results.

While the comparison between both techniques is left to Section C.3, the following

Section describes in detail the Lax-Wendroff approach.

C.2 Lax-Wendroff Technique

In this technique, the wave envelopes are evolved in time and space, considering a

Taylor series expansion (with respect to time) of the field amplitudes ae(x, t):[7 3]

at (x, t + At) = a (x, t) + At ( at) + (A+)2 (2 a) -+ (C.21)

In this expansion, the time derivatives (at time t) can be evaluated using the

slowly varying amplitude equations [(C.1) - (C.7)], for f= 1 -+ 7:

a -= -v aat - 7at k Kaman, (C.22)at a

a92  a ( a aj y -at (a-a am) (C.23)
at - -vgia ~ -y~a aman + an-a )
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The spatial derivatives in Equations (C.22) and (C.23), can be easily evaluated

with finite difference schemes. With accuracy of O(Ax 2 ), the space derivatives are:

d _ ui+I - Ui-I (C.24)
dx 2Ax

d2 u+1 - 2ui + ui_ (C.25)
dX2 (AX)2

The source code used to implement the Lax-Wendroff approach is provided in

Section C.5. This code is very similar to the one used for the method of charac-

teristics, with the main difference that instead of calling the ODE solver to find

at (x - vggt, t + At), now Equation (C.21) is applied to find aj (x, t + At) directly. For

convenience, this is done in the "STP" subroutine, which substitutes the call to the

ODE solver DIVPRK. Apart from the transformations to the reference frame, which

is not necessary any more, both source codes are pretty much the same. To contrast

with section C.4, the source code in section C.5 is set to solve only the five wave

coupled mode equations:

a+xgi+ + vi a= -KRS a 2 a 3 , (C.26)

( + Vg29 + v2) a 2 =KSRsaa3, (C.27)
( t 9 x

(a a
S+ Vg3 + v3) a3 = KSRsa1a2 - KLDIa4a5, (C.28)

a 19(- + V4 + P4) a 4 = KLDIa3a5, (C.29)

(t + V95 a + v5) a5 = KLDIa3a4. (C.30)

Considering that at early times in the simulation the pump wave (ai) exhibits a

sharp edge, the time step needs to be set so the pump wave propagates one grid-point

each time step: At = DELX/vgi. This improves the accuracy achieved with the

method of characteristics, but makes the computation time significantly larger. A
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Figure C-3: Comparison between Lax-Wendroff and Method of Characteristics.

discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of both techniques is given in the

following section.

C.3 Discussion

As explained already, two different numeric techniques have been used to solve the

coupled mode equations, in a finite region of interaction. While both techniques

give approximately the same results, the method of characteristics allow for faster

calculations, and the Lax-Wendroff scheme for higher accuracy.

Figure C-3 compares the laser and SRS backscattering steady state wave en-

velopes, obtained with the method of characteristics and the Lax-Wendroff schemes.

The parameters used to obtain such results, correspond to those in Chapter 4, with

an electron plasma density of n/nc, = 0.04. The wave envelopes through the box are

almost identical (in the figure, both calculations almost fall on top of each other).

is difficult to notice the difference . A similar error is observed in the other wave

amplitudes, or when different plasma parameters are considered. Such cases however,

are not shown, for brevity purposes. Instead, we take a closer look to the field am-
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Figure C-4: Method of Characteristics vs. Lax-Wendroff (detailed view)

plitudes, to describe the "ripples" in the wave amplitudes that are obtained with the

method of characteristics is applied.

Figure C-4 shows a detailed picture of the filed amplitudes (same data plotted

in Figure C-3). Figure C-4.a shows the laser amplitude near the left boundary, and

the Lax-Wendroff calculation can be observed to have a nice and smooth variation.

The laser amplitude obtained with the method of characteristics, however, shows a

series of ripples which arise from the inaccurate estimation of the field amplitude near

its boundary condition (explained in Section C.1). This ripples have a periodicity of

exactly 30 grid-points, which correspond to the laser group velocity considered in the

simulation, and is independent of the spacing between the grid-points.

Figure C-4.b shows a detailed view of the field amplitude in the SRS backscattered

electromagnetic wave. As it can be appreciated, the ripples observed in the laser also

appear in the backscattered wave, which should not be surprising because both waves

are coupled. The circles in the figure show the field amplitudes at the different grid-

points, so the thirty grid-point periodicity can be clearly appreciated. Again, the

amplitude calculated with the Lax-Wendroff scheme appears to be smooth and nice.

The amplitude of the numeric ripples appears to be small (compared to the field

amplitudes) when the damping in the system is relatively large - as in the above
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example. However, when the damping is relatively weak, the ripples can become

unstable and the time evolution may not reach a steady state. To avoid this problem,

a narrow window averaging (over few neighboring grid-points) can be implemented

in the code. This would soften the sharp corners in the ripples and therefore prevent

them from growing unstable. Such window averaging has been implemented and

observed to be effective, as it prevents the ripples from growing and leads to a stable

space/time evolution, which matches the one obtained with Lax-Wendroff scheme.

Apart from the "ripples" problem, both numeric techniques lead to almost iden-

tical results. Therefore, considering that the method of characteristics is much faster

than the Lax-Wendroff approach, it is recommendable to use the first method to ob-

tain a quick grasp of the wave envelopes behavior, before pursuing the accurate, but

slow, simulations with the Lax-Wendroff scheme.
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C.4 Source Code (Method of Characteristics)

Source code:
C This program solves the 7COM equations,

C based on Carson-Reiman algorithm.

C

C

C

C

Each equation is integrated in time, along its characteristic,

then shifted back to the common reference frame.

C IMSL-ODE's solver (DIVPRK) is used to integrate in time.

C

C Finite length plasma is considered, and one BC for each wave.

C

C This code may be used to integrate the 7 COM equations.

C

C 7COM.f

IMPLICIT NONE

C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

1, 11, J, K, K1, K2, L ! Flags

COUNT

SHFPTS

NX, N !No. of grid p

NXD, MID

MXSTEP, NN For DIVP

ISEED, NOUT For rando

DUM dummy varia

oints in space & time

RK routine

n number generation

ble

REAL*8 R(20010), DRNUNF ! For random number generation

REAL*8 NOISE ! Initial noise level

REAL*8 RLNGTH, DELX ! Box length & grid-size [Norm. space units]

REAL*8 TT ! Time (Norm. time units]

REAL*8 AMPI, AMP2, AMP3, AMP4, AMP5 ! Boundary Conditions

REAL*8 AMP6, AMP7

REAL*8 GAMI, GAM2, GAM3, GAM4, GAM5 ! Damping rates

REAL*8 GAM6, GAM7

REAL*8 VELl, VEL2, VEL3, VEL4, VEL5 ! Group velocities

REAL*8 VEL6, VEL7

REAL*8 KSRS SRS coupling coefficient

REAL*8 KLDI LDI coupling coefficient

REAL*8 KCASC ! Cascade coupling coefficient
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REAL*8 X(20010) ! Vector ot space points.

REAL*8 V1(20010), V2(20010), V3(20010) ! Field amplitudes

REAL*8 V4(20010), V5(20010)

REAL*8 V6(20010), V7(20010)

REAL*8 V(200000) ! Input/output for DIVPRK

REAL*8 E0I1, EOF1, ELI1, ELF1 For energy conserv. check 50

REAL*8 I1l, IFI, 101, IL1

REAL*8 E012, EOF2, ELI2, ELF2

REAL*8 112, IF2, 102, IL2

REAL*8 E013, EOF3, ELI3, ELF3

REAL*8 113, IF3, 103, IL3

REAL*8 E014, EOF4, ELI4, ELF4

REAL*8 114, IF4, 104, IL4

REAL*8 E015, EOF5, ELI5, ELF5

REAL*8 115, IF5, 105, IL5

REAL*8 E016, EOF6, ELI6, ELF6 60

REAL*8 116, IF6, 106, IL6

REAL*8 E017, EOF7, ELI7, ELF7

REAL*8 117, IF7, 107, IL7

REAL*8 C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 Integ. Squared. Amps.

REAL*8 I1, 12, 13, 14, I5, 16, 17

REAL*8 ERRI, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4, ERR5, ERR6, ERR7

REAL*8 DUMM1, DUMM2, DUMM3, DUMM4, DUMM5 ! Dummy variables

REAL*8 TOUT, HH ! Vars. for plotting routine

REAL*8 TSTART 70

INTEGER*4 IDO ! Vars. for DIVPRK

REAL*8 PARAM(50)

REAL*8 TEND, STEP

REAL*8 TOL

C External routines:

EXTERNAL FCN ! Coupling of modes equations

EXTERNAL DIVPRK, DSET ! IMSL solver 80

EXTERNAL RNSET, DRNUNF, UMACH ! Generation of random numbers

C Shared variables:

COMMON /VARS1/ NX

COMMON /VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, GAM1, GAM2, GAM3, GAM4, GAM5

COMMON /MORE/ KSRS, KLDI, VELl, VEL2, VEL3, VEL4, VEL5
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COMMON /MORE1/ Kcasc, VEL6, VEL7, GAM6, GAM7, AMP6, AMP7

COMMON /AMPV/ AMPI, AMP2, AMP3, AMP4, AMP5

90

C INP UT/ O UTPUT files:

OPEN (1, FILE='initial')

!OPEN (2, FILE='aiajakl')

!OPEN (3, FILE='aiajak2')

OPEN (4, FILE='fields1')

OPEN (5, FILE='fields2')

OPEN (6, FILE='power')

OPEN (7, FILE='conser')

OPEN (8, FILE='plot.param') 100

OPEN (9, FILE='tdatc-u', STATUS='0LD')

!OPEN (10, FILE='tplot', FORM='UNFORMATTED')

C Read input data:

READ (9,*) AMP1, AMP2, AMP3, NOISE

READ (9,*) AMP4, AMP5, RLNGTH, NX

READ (9,*) STEP, N, TOL, DUMM1

READ (9,*) TSTART, DUMM1

READ (9,*) GAMI, DUMMI, GAM4, GAM5 110

READ (9,*) GAM2, DUMMI, GAM3, DUMM3

READ (9,*) DUMM1, VELl, VEL2, VEL3

READ (9,*) KLDI

READ (9,*) MXSTEP

READ (9,*) VEL4, VEL5

READ (9,*) KSRS

READ (9,*) Kcasc, VEL6, VEL7

READ (9,*) GAM6, GAM7, AMP6, AMP7

C Generate initial condition: 120

C (Random number generation has been turned off)

NXD = INT(NX/2.) ! Generate vector of space points

DELX = RLNGTH/NXD/2.

MID = NXD+1

DO I=1,NX+1

X(I) = (I-MID)*DELX

ENDDO

!CALL UMACH (2, NOUT) 130

!ISEED = 123457

!CALL RNSET (ISEED)
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DO 1=1,IX +1 ! Set all field amplitudes at noise level

V1(I) NOISE

V2(I) NOISE

V3(I) NOISE

V4(I) NOISE

V5(I) NOISE

V6(I) NOISE 140

V7(I) NOISE

ENDDO

V1(1) = AMPI ! Fix boundary value for the pump

V2(NX+1) = AMP2 ! Fix boundary value for the BEMW

C !WRITE INITIAL CONDITION

C DO I=1,NX+1

C WRITE(1,26) x(I), V1(I), V2(I), V3(I), V4(I), V5(I)

C ENDDO

150

C INITIALIZATION OF other VARIABLES

COUNT = 0 Counter for plotting routine

TT = 0.0 Time counter (in norm. time units)

NN = 7*(NX+1) Total number of equations

DELX=RLNGTH/NX ! Grid spacing in space.

TEND = DELX Time increment used in time integration:

A wave with group velocity vg = 1, shifts one gridpoint. 160

TOUT = TT Vars. for plotting routine

HH = DELX/2 Vars. for plotting routine

C Initialization of variables for energy conservation check.

I01 OdO Squared field amplitudes integrated over box,

ILI O.dO used to check the conservation of energy.

102 = OdO 170

IL2 OdO

103 = OdO

1L3 = O.dO

104 = O.dO

IL4 = O.dO

105 = OdO

IL5 = O.dO
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106 0.0

IL6 O.dO

107 0.0d 180

IL7 0.0

C1 0.0 Squared field amplitudes integrated over box,

C2 0.0 used to check the conservation of energy.

C3 0.0
C4 O.dO

C5 O.dO

C6 0.0
C7 0.0

190

C MAIN SOLVING ROUTINE

C Starting from the initial condition, integrates the COM equations for N time steps

CALL DSET (50, 0.d, PARAM, 1) ! Initialize vars. for DIVPRK

PARAM(4) = MXSTEP

IDO = 1

DO 38 I=1,N Integrate COM equations N times

DO J=1,NX+1 Generate V vector for DIVPRK, 200

which combines all the field amplitudes at all points.

II = 7 * (J-1)

V (11+1) = V1(J)

V (11+2) = V2(J)

V (II+3) = V3(J)

V (11+4) = V4(J)

V (11+5) = V5(J)

V (11+6) = V6(J)

V (11+7) = V7(J)

ENDDO 210

E0Il = V1(1)**2 ! Squared field amplitudes at the boundaries,

ELIl = V1(NX+1)**2 ! at time TT

E012 = V2(1)**2 ! used to check the conservation of energy.

ELI2 = V2(NX+1)**2

E013 V3(1)**2

ELI3 V3(NX+1)**2

E014 V4(1)**2

ELI4 V4(NX+1)**2

E015 V5(1)**2 220

ELI5 V5(NX+1)**2

E016 V6(1)**2
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ELI6 V6(NX+1)**2

E017 V7(1)**2

ELI7 V7(NX+1)**2

III = Cl ! Squared field amplitudes integrated over box,

112 = C2 ! used to check the conservation of energy.

113 = C3

I4 = C4

115 = C5

116 = C6

117 = C7

Integrate the fields in the box and werite to an output file

only at selected moments in time: every "STEP" time units, after TT>TSTART

Note: Initial data is included in the file.

230

240

IF (TT.GE.TSTART) THEN

IF (TT.GE.(TOUT-HH)) THEN

write(*,*) I, '/', N

COUNT = COUNT+1 ! Counter for plotting routine

CI = OdO

C2 = OdO

C3 = O.dO

C4 = O.dO

C5 = O.dO

C6 = O.dO

C7 = OdO

! Clean integrated squared field amplitudes

250

!Integration with TRAPEZOIDAL RULE

!Skip points, to match numeric errors in time & space integrations (switched off!!):

!SHFPTS = NINT(DABS(VEL1)) !No. of points to skip.

SHFPTS =1M

DUM = INT(NX/SHFPTS)

260

DO K = 0,DUM
Ki K*SHFPTS

K2 (K+1)*SHFPTS

DUMMI = DELX*SHFPTS

C1=C1+(DUMM1/2.d0)*(V(7*Kl+l)**2 + V(7*K2+1)**2)

177
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C2=C2+(DUMM1/2.dO)*(V(7*K1+2)**2

C3=C3+(DUMM1/2.d0)*(V(7*K1+3)**2

C4=C4+(DUMM1/2.d0)*(V(7*K1+4)**2

C5=C5+(DUMM1/2.d0)*(V(7*K1+5)**2

C6=C6+(DUMM1/2.d0)*(V(7*K1+6)**2

C7=C7+(DUMM1/2.dO)*(V(7*K1+7)**2

ENDDO

! Register the field amplitudes

OPEN (2, FILE='aiajak1')

OPEN (3, FILE='aiajak2')

DO J=1,NX+1

WRITE(2,26) x(J), V1(J),

WRITE(3,23) x(J), V6(J),

ENDDO

CLOSE(2)

CLOSE(3)

+ V(7*K2+2)**2)

+ V(7*K2+3)**2)

+ V(7*K2+4)**2)

+ V(7*K2+5)**2)

+ V(7*K2+6)**2)

+ V(7*K2+7)**2)

in an output file:

V2(J), V3(J), V4(J), V5(J)

V7(J)

270

280

! Register integrated fields and boundary amplitudes

WRITE(4,225) TT,V1(1),V2(1),V1(Nx+1),V2(Nx+1)

WRITE(5,20) V3(1),V3(Nx+1)

WRITE(6,26) TT, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5

290

TOUT = TOUT+STEP ! Flag update

ENDIF

ENDIF

C Integrate COM equations in time (along each characteristic frame)

CALL DIVPRK (IDO, NN, FCN, TT, TEND, TOL, PARAM, V)

300

C DIVPRK returns the

DO J=1,NX+1

II = 7 * (J-1)

V1(J) V(II+1)

V2(J) V(II+2)

V3(J) = V(II+3)

V4(J) = V(II+4)

V5(J) = V(II+5)

V6(J) = V(II+6)

V7(J) = V(II+7)

ENDDO

integrated amplitudes in the V vector; here, we update the vectors: Vi

310
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C All field amplitudes were found in their own characteristic frame,

C now we shift them back to the lab. frame:

CALL SHIFTER

VI = YYS

CALL SHIFTER

V2 = YYS

CALL SHIFTER

V3 = YYS

(NX+1, VI, X, VELl, TT, YYS, AMPI)

(NX+1, V2, X, VEL2, TT, YYS, AMP2)

(NX+1, V3, X, VEL3, TT, YYS, AMP3)

CALL SHIFTER (NX+1, V4, X, VEL4, TT, YYS, AMP4)

V4 = YYS

CALL SHIFTER

V5 = YYS

CALL SHIFTER

V6 = YYS

CALL SHIFTER

V7 = YYS

(NX+1, V5, X, VEL5, TT, YYS, AMP5)

(NX+1, V6, X, VEL6, TT, YYS, AMP6)

(NX+1, V7, X, VEL7, TT, YYS, AMP7)

C Cheks of energy conservation:

EOF1 = V1(1)**2 ! Squared amplitudes at the boundaries,

ELF1 = V1(NX+1)**2 ! at time: TT+STEP

IFI = C1

EOF2 V2(1)**2

ELF2 V2(NX+1)**2

IF2 = C2

EOF3 V3(1)**2

ELF3 V3(NX+1)**2

IF3 = C3

EOF4 = V4(1)**2

ELF4 = V4(NX+1)**2

IF4 = C4

EOF5 = V5(1)**2

ELF5 = V5(NX+1)**2

IF5 = C5

EOF6 = V6(1)**2

ELF6 = V6(NX+1)**2

IF6 = C6

EOF7 = V7(1)**2

ELF7 = V7(NX+1)**2

IF7 = C7

C Error in energy conservation (should be zero)

I = IFl-II1+ILl-IO+DABS(2.d*GAMl*DELX/2)*(IFl+II)

12 = IF2-I12+1L2-102+DABS(2.dO*GAM2*DELX/2)*(IF2+112)

13 = IF3-I13+IL3-103+DABS(2.dO*GAM3*DELX/2)*(IF3+II3)
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14 = IF4-114+IL4-104+DABS(2.d0*GAM4*DELX/2)*(IF4+114)

15 = IF5-115+IL5-105+DABS(2.dO*GAM5*DELX/2)*(IF5+II5)

16 = IF6-116+IL6-106+DABS(2.dO*GAM6*DELX/2)*(IF6+116) 360

17 = IF7-7-117+IL7-107+ DABS(2.d0*GAM7*DELX/2)*(IF7+117)

ERRI = 12 + I1

ERR2 = 17 + 16

ERR3= 13 + I + 15

ERR4 I 5+ 14 + 16

ERR5= 14 + 11 + 13 + 16

C Write the error in energy conservation relations: 370

C WRITE(7,26) TT, IF1, 111, IL, I01,

C & IFi-II1+IL1-IO1+DABS(2.dO* GAM1*DELX/2)* (IF +11)

WRITE(7,26) TT, ERRI, ERR2, ERR3, ERR4, ERR5

C Energy crossing the boundary from TT to TT+dT

I01 = (VEL1*DELX/2)*(EOF1+EOI1)

ILI = (VEL1*DELX/2)*(ELF1+ELII)

102 (VEL2*DELX/2)*(EOF2+EOI2)

IL2 = (VEL2*DELX/2)*(ELF2+ELI2)

103 = (VEL3*DELX/2)*(EOF3+E0I3) 380

IL3 - (VEL3*DELX/2)*(ELF3+ELI3)

104 - (VEL4*DELX/2)*(EOF4+E0I4)

IL4 (VEL4*DELX/2)*(ELF4+ELI4)

105 = (VEL5*DELX/2)*(EOF5+EOI5)

IL5 (VEL5*DELX/2)*(ELF5+ELI5)

106 (VEL6*DELX/2)*(EOF6+E0I6)

IL6 (VEL6*DELX/2)*(ELF6+ELI6)

107 (VEL7*DELX/2)*(EOF7+E0I7)

IL7 (VEL7*DELX/2)*(ELF7+ELI7)

390

C Increase time mark and go to DIVPRK again

TT = TEND

TEND= TEND + DELX

38 CONTINUE

C Register the field amplitudes, at final time, in an output file:

WRITE(*,*) TT 400

WRITE(4,225) TT,V1(1),V2(1),V1(Nx+1),V2(Nx+1)
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WRITE(5,20) V3(1),V3(Nx+l)

OPEN (2, FILE='aiajak1')

OPEN (3, FILE='aiajak2')

DO J=1,NX+1

WRITE(2,26) x(J), V1(J)

WRITE(3,23) x(J), V6(J)

ENDDO

CLOSE(2)

CLOSE(3)

V2(J), V3(J), V4(J), V5(J)

V7(J)

410

C Write variables for the plotting routine

WRITE(8,251) VEL4, VEL5, COUNT, RLNGTH, DELX, AMP1, STEP

FORMAT(F8.5,1X,F8.5,1X,14,1X,F12.5,1X,F12.5,1X,F8.5,1X,F8.5)

FORMAT(F12.6,1X,F12.6)

FORMAT(1PG15.7E2,1X,1PG15.7E2)

FORMAT(F8.3,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6)

FORMAT(PG15.7E2,1X,1PG15.7E2,1X,1PG15.7E2,1X,1PG15.7E2)

FORMAT(F2.6,X,F12.6,X,F12.6,X,F12.6,1X,F12.6)

FORMAT(F8.3,1X,F12.6,1X,F 12.6,1X,F 12.6 ,1X,F 12.6,1X,F 12.6)

FORMAT(F2.6,X,F12.6,X,F12.6,X,F12.6,1X,F12.6)

CLOSE(1)

!CLOSE(2)

!CLOSE(3)

CLOSE(4)

CLOSE(5)

CLOSE(6)

CLOSE(8)

CLOSE(9)

!CLOSE(10)

STOP

END

440

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

C

C FCN subroutine

C

Time derivatives of the field amplitudes, along the characteristic frames

Called from DIVPRK, (IMSL - ODE's solver).
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C Formatting rules
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SUBROUTINE FCN (NN, TT, V, VPRIME)

450

IMPLICIT NONE

C Definition of variables

INTEGER*4 1, II !Flags

INTEGER*4 NN No. of simultaneous eqs.

INTEGER*4 NX No. of gridpoints

REAL*8 V(200000), VPRIME(200000) ! Unknown vectors, dV/dt

REAL*8 V1(20010), V2(20010), V3(20010) ! Field amplitudes

REAL*8 V4(20010), V5(20010)

REAL*8 V6(20010), V7(20010)

COMMON

COMMON

COMMON

COMMON

COMMON

RLNGTH Simulation box length [Norm. space units]

DELX Gridspacing [Norm. space units]

TT Time [Norm. time units]

GAMI, GAM2, GAM3, GAM4, GAM5 ! Damping rates

GAM6, GAM7

VELl, VEL2, VEL3,VEL4, VEL5 ! Group velocities

VEL6, VEL7

KSRS, KLDI, Kcasc

AMP1, AMP2, AMP3, AMP4, AMP5, AMP6, AMP7! BC.

/VARS1/ NX

/VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, GAMI, GAM2, GAM3, GAM4, GAM5

/MORE/ KSRS, KLDI, VELl, VEL2, VEL3, VEL4, VEL5

/MORE1/ Kcasc, VEL6, VEL7, GAM6, GAM7, AMP6, AMP7

/AMPV/ AMPI, AMP2, AMP3, AMP4, AMP5

480

C Conform vectors with field amplitudes.

DO I=1,NX+1

II = 7 * (I-1)

V1(I) V(II+1)

V2(I) V(II+2)

V3(I) V(II+3)

V4(I) V(II+4)

V5(I) V(II+5)

V6(I) V(II+6)

V7(I) V(1I+7)

ENDDO

182

490

460

470

REAL*8

REAL*8

REAL*8

REAL*8

REAL*8

REAL*8

REAL*8

REAL*8

REAL*8

C Shared variables



C Time derivatives (along characteristic frames)

DO I=1,NX+1

II = 7 * (I-1)

VPRIME(II+1) =

VPRIME(II+2) =

VPRIME(II+3) =

VPRIME(II+4) =

VPRIME(II+5) =

VPRIME(II+6) =

VPRIME(II+7) =

SRS:

VPRIME(II+1)=

VPRIME(II+2) =

VPRIME(II+3) =

LDI:

VPRIME(II+3) =

VPRIME(II+4) =

VPRIME(II+5) =

VPRIME(II+1) =

VPRIME(II+2) =

VPRIME(II+3) =

C

C

C

C

- KSRS*V2(I)*V3(I) + GAM1*V1(I)

+ KSRS*V1(I)*V3(I) + GAM2*V2(I)

+ KSRS*V1(I)*V2(I) + GAM3*V3(I) - KLDI*V4(I)*V5(I)

+ KLDI*V3(I)*V5(I) + GAM4*V4(I) - Kcasc*V6(I)*V7(I)

+ KLDI*V3(I)*V4(I) + GAM5*V5(I)

+ Kcasc*V4(I)*V7(I) + GAM6*V6(I)

+ Kcasc*V4(I)*V6(I) + GAM7*V7(I)

- KSRS*V2(I)*V3(I) + GAM1*V1(I)

+ KSRS* V1(I)* V3(I) + GAM2* V2(I)

+ KSRS* V1(I)* V2(I) + GAM3* V3(I)

- KLDI*V4(I)*V5(I) + GAM3*V3(I)

+ KLDI*V3(I)*V5(I) + GAM4*V4(I)

+ KLDI*V3(I)*V4(I) + GAM5*V5(I)

0.dO

0.dO

0.dQ

VPRIME(II+4) = 0.dO

VPRIME(II+5) = O.dO

VPRIME(II+6) = O.dO

VPRIME(II+7) = O.dO

ENDDO

RETURN

END

530

shifter subroutine

Shifting of functions is done here.

A linear fit to the Boundary Condition is fed in the shifting side.
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C

SUBROUTINE SHIFTER (NX, YY, XX, VEL, TT, YYS, INI) 540

IMPLICIT NONE

INTEGER*4 I, J, K

INTEGER*4 NX ! No. of gridpoints

INTEGER*4 SHFTPTS ! No. of shifted gridpoints

REAL*8 VEL, INI Wave velocity and Boundary value

REAL*8 TT TIME COUNTER

REAL*8 XX(20010) Argument of YY

REAL*8 YY(20010) Variables to be shifted

REAL*8 YYS(20010) ! SHIFTED YY 550

SHFTPTS = NINT(DABS(VEL))

IF (VEL.GT.O.dO) THEN

DO I=1,NX-SHFTPTS

YYS(I+SHFTPTS) = YY(I)

ENDDO

DO I=1,SHFTPTS

YYS(I) = INI - (INI-YY(1))/(SHFTPTS)*(I-1) 560

!YYS(I) INI

ENDDO

ELSE

DO I=1,NX-SHFTPTS

YYS(I) = YY(I+SHFTPTS)

ENDDO

DO I=iSHFTPTS

YYS(NX-SHFTPTS+I) YY(NX) + (INI-YY(NX))/(SHFTPTS)*I

!YYS(NX-SHFTPTS+I) YY(NX) 570

ENDDO

ENDIF

RETURN

END
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C.5 Source Code (Lax-Wendroff Technique)

Source code:
C

This program solves the 5COM equations,

based on the Lax-Wendroff scheme.

C A finite length plasma is considered, and on BC for each wave.

C

C LaxWen.f (from: energy.f)

C

IMPLICIT NONE

C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

INTEGER*4 1, 11, J, K, KI, K2, L ! Flags

INTEGER*4 COUNT

INTEGER*4 SHFPTS, DUM

INTEGER*4 NX, N

INTEGER*4 NXD, MID

INTEGER*4 CW1, CW2 ! Indices to first and second

! coupled waves

C INTEGER*4 CNT(20)

REAL*8 RLNGTH, DELX

REAL*8 DELT

REAL*8 TT ! Time [seconds]

REAL*8 V(20,50010) ! FIELD AMPLITUDES

REAL*8 X(50010)

REAL*8 AMP(20), NOISE ! Initial Amplitude

REAL*8 C(20)

REAL*8 GAM

REAL*8 VEL(

REAL*8 KKK

REAL*8 KCAS

REAL*8 DUM

(20)

20)

C

M1,

Ksrs/Kldi

Kcasc/KldI

DUMM2, DUMM3, DUMM4 ! Dummy variables

REAL*8 TOUT, HH ! Plotting parameters

REAL*8 TSTART

40

REAL*8 TEND, STEP

REAL*8 TOL
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EXTERNAL STP

COMMON /VARS1/ NX

COMMON /VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, DELT

COMMON /MORE/ VEL, GAM, AMP

COMMON /MORE1/ KKK, Kcasc

50

C OPEN INPUT/OUTPUT FILES

OPEN (1, FILE='fields2')

!OPEN (2, FILE='datos')

!OPEN (3, FILE='aiajak')

!OPEN (4, FILE='SRSref')

OPEN (5, FILE='fieldsl')

OPEN (6, FILE='power')

OPEN (8, FILE='plot-param') 60

OPEN (9, FILE='tdatc-u', STATUS='OLD')

!OPEN (10, FILE='tplot', FORM='UNFORMATTED')

C READ INITIAL DATA

READ (9,*) AMP(1), AMP(2), AMP(3), NOISE

READ (9,*) AMP(4), AMP(5), RLNGTH, NX

READ (9,*) STEP, N, TOL, DUMMI

READ (9,*) TSTART, DUMMI 70

READ (9,*) GAM(1), DUMMI, GAM(4), GAM(5)

READ (9,*) GAM(2), DUMMI, GAM(3), DUMM3

READ (9,*) DUMMI, VEL(1), VEL(2), VEL(3)

READ (9,*) DUMMI

READ (9,*) MXSTEP

READ (9,*) VEL(4), VEL(5)

READ (9,*) KKKM4

READ (9,*) Kcasc, VEL(6), VEL(7)MA

READ (9,*) GAM(6), GAM(7), AMP(6), AMP(7)

80

C INITIAL CONDITION:

NXD = INT(NX/2.)

DELX = RLNGTH/NXD/2.

MID = NXD+1
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DO I=1,NX+1

X(I) = (I-MID)*DELX

90

V(1,I)

V(2,I)

V(3,I)

V(4,I)

V(5,I)

V(6,I)

V(7,I)

NOISE

NOISE

NOISE

NOISE

NOISE

NOISE

NOISE

ENDDO

100

V(1,1) = AMP(1)

V(2,NX+1) = AMP(2)

V(3,1) = AMP(3)

V(4,NX+1) = AMP(4)

V(5,1) = AMP(5)

!WRITE INITIAL CONDITION

DO I=1,NX+1

WRITE(2,26) x(I), V1(I), V2(I),

ENDDO

V3(I), V4(I), V5(I)

110

C INICIALIZATION OF other VARIABLES

COUNT = 0 Count for plotting rout.

TT = 0.0 Time counter (time units)

DELX=RLNGTH/NX ! One step length (space u)

DELT DELX/VEL(1) !Assume V1 is the fastest wave

TEND = DELTMA

TOUT TT For plotting criteria

HH = DELX/2 For plotting criteria

C MAIN SOLVING ROUTINE

DO 38 I=1,N

C

C

C

Integrate the fields in the box and werite to an output file

(only for selected moments in time)

Note: Initial data is written to file.
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IF (TT.GE.TSTART) THEN

IF (TT.GE.(TOUT--HH)) THEN

write(*,*) I, '/', N

COUNT COUNT+1

140

!COMPUTE AVERAGE ENERGY in pump and daughter waves

DO L = 1,7

C(L) = a.dO

ENDDO

!SHFPTS = NINT(DABS(VEL1))

SHFPTS =1

DUM = INT(NX/SHFPTS)

!Integration with TRAPEZOIDAL RULE 150

DO K 0,DUM

KI K*SHFPTS

K2 (K+1)*SHFPTS

DUMMI = DELX*SHFPTS

DO L = 1,7

C(L)=C(L)+(DUMM/2.dO)*(V(L,K1+1)**2 + V(L,K2+1)**2)

ENDDO

ENDDO

! Write fields in the box 160

OPEN (3, FILE='aiajak')

DO J=1,NX+1

WRITE(3,26) x(J),V(1,J),V(2,J),V(3,J),V(4,J),V(5,J)

ENDDO

CLOSE(3)

WRITE(6,26) TT, C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4), C(5)

WRITE(5,225) TT,V(1,1),V(2,1),V(1,Nx+1),V(2,Nx+1)

WRITE(1,20) V(3,1),V(3,Nx+1)

TOUT = TOUT+STEP 170

ENDIF

ENDIF

C CALL DIVPRK (IDO, NN, FCN, TT, TEND, TOL, PARAM, V)

C intead: Now we call STP
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CALL STP (TT, V)

180

C Increase time mark and go to DIVPRK again

TT = TEND

TEND = TEND + DELT

38 CONTINUE

WRITE(5,225) TT,V(1,1),V(2,1),V(1,Nx+1),V(2,Nx+1)

WRITE(1,20) V(3,1),V(3,Nx+1)

190

C WRITE FIELD AMPLITUED in SPACE at final time...

C WRITE(*,*) TT

C DO J=1,NX

C WRITE(3,26) x(J), V1(J), V2(J), V3(J), V4(J), V5(J)

C ENDDO

C Write parameters for the plotting routine

WRITE(8,251) VEL(4), VEL(5), COUNT, RLNGTH, DELX, AMP(1), STEP

200

251 FORMAT(F8.5,1X,F8.5,X,4,1X,F12.5,1X,F12.5,1X,F8.5,1X,F8.5)

20 FORMAT(F2.6,1X,F12.6)

22 FORMAT(1PG15.7E2,1X,1PG15.7E2)

23 FORMAT(F8.3,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6)

24 FORMAT(PG15.7E2,X,PG15.7E2,X,1PG15.7E2,1X,1PG15.7E2)

25 FORMAT(F8.3,X,F12.6,X,F12.6,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6)

26 FORMAT(F12.6,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6,X,F12.6,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6)

225 FORMAT(F12.6,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6,1X,F12.6)

CLOSE(1) 210

C !CLOSE(2)

C !CLOSE(3)

C !CLOSE(4)

CLOSE(5)

CLOSE(6)

CLOSE(8)

CLOSE(9)

!CLOSE(10)

STOP 220

END
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C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

C

C Function STP

C Defines the set of differential equations to be solved

C The subroutine is called by DIVPRK, (ODE's solver).

C

SUBROUTINE STP (TT, V) 230

IMPLICIT NONE

C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

INTEGER*4 1, 11, J ! Flags

INTEGER*4 NX ! No. of gridpoints

REAL*8 V(20,50010)

REAL*8 DM(20,50010) ! FUNCTIONS TO BE INT.

REAL*8 DV(20,50010), DDV(20,50010)

240

REAL*8 TT Time (independent var.)

REAL*8 GAM(20) Damping for each wave

REAL*8 RLNGTH Window length, VELOCITY

REAL*8 DELX, DELT ! Length of one space step [m]

REAL*8 VEL(20) ! Vel. in [m/sec]

REAL*8 KKK, Kcasc, KLDI

REAL*8 AMP(20)

C External routines to evaluate the forward and backward derivatives 250

C The only difference between Fwd. and Bkwd. is at the boundaries.

EXTERNAL FDFF, FDDFF Forward 1st and 2nd derivative in x

EXTERNAL BDFF, BDDFF Backward 1st and 2nd derivative in x

COMMON /VARS1/ NX

COMMON /VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, DELT

COMMON /MORE/ VEL, GAM, AMP

COMMON /MORE1/ KKK, Kcasc

DELX RLNGTH/NX 260

KLDI =DO

CALL FDFF (1, VEL(1), GAM(1), V, DV(1,:), -KKK, 2, 3, OdO, 4, 5)

CALL BDFF (2, VEL(2), GAM(2), V, DV(2,:), KKK, 1, 3, OdO, 4, 5)

CALL FDFF (3, VEL(3), GAM(3), V, DV(3,:), KKK, 1, 2, -KLDI, 4, 5)

CALL BDFF (4, VEL(4), GAM(4), V, DV(4,:), OdO, 1, 2, KLDI, 3, 5)

CALL FDFF (5, VEL(5), GAM(5), V, DV(5,:), OdO, 1, 2, KLDI, 3, 4)
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CALL FDDFF(1,VEL(1),GAM(1),V,DV,DDV(1,:), -KKK, 2, 3, 0d0, 4, 5)

CALL BDDFF(2,VEL(2),GAM(2),V,DV,DDV(2,:), KKK, 1, 3, .dO, 4, 5)

CALL FDDFF(3,VEL(3),GAM(3),V,DV,DDV(3,:), KKK, 1, 2, -KLDI, 4, 5)

CALL BDDFF(4,VEL(4),GAM(4),V,DV,DDV(4,:), OdO, 1, 2, KLDI, 3, 5)

CALL FDDFF(5,VEL(5),GAM(5),V,DV,DDV(5,:), O.dO, 1, 2, KLDI, 3, 4)

DO I=1,NX+1

!5 Coupled Mode Equations

DM(1,I) = V(1,I) + DELT*DV(1,I)

DM(2,I) = V(2,I) + DELT*DV(2,I)

DM(3,I) = V(3,I) + DELT*DV(3,I)

DM(4,I) = V(4,I) + DELT*DV(4,I)

DM(5,I) = V(5,I) + DELT*DV(5,I)

+

+

+

+

+

(DELT)**2*DDV(1,I)/2.d0

(DELT)**2*DDV(2,I)/2.d0

(DELT)**2*DDV(3,I)/2.d0

(DELT)**2*DDV(4,I)/2.d0

(DELT)**2*DDV(5,I)/2.d0

ENDDO

C DM(1,1) = AMP(1)

C DM(2,NX+1) = AMP(2)

V(1,:) = DM(1,:) 290

V(2,:) = DM(2,:)

V(3,:) = DM(3,:)

V(4,:) = DM(4,:)

V(5,:) = DM(5,:)

RETURN

END

C +.++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 300

C

C FORWARD First TIME Derivative

C

SUBROUTINE FDFF (M,VEL,GAM,V,DV,K1,CW1,CW2,K2,CW3,CW4)

IMPLICIT NONE

C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

INTEGER*4 I Flags

INTEGER*4 NX No. of gridpoints

INTEGER*4 M, CW1, CW2, CW3, CW4 ! Indices to main & cpled wvs.
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310

270

280



REAL*8 V(20,50010)

REAL*8 DV(50010)

REAL*8 GAM Damping for each wave

REAL*8 RLNGTH Window length, VELOCITY

REAL*8 DELX, DELT ! Length of one space step [m]

REAL*8 VEL 320

REAL*8 K1, K2

COMMON /VARS1/ NX

COMMON /VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, DELT

DO 1=2,NXMA

DV(I) = -VEL*(V(M,I+1)-V(M,I-1))/2.dO/DELX - GAM*V(M,I)

& + K1*V(CW1,I)*V(CW2,I)

& + K2*V(CW3,I)*V(CW4,I)

ENDDO 330

DV(1) = OdA

DV(NX+1) = -VEL*(3*V(M,NX+1)-4*V(M,NX)+V(M,NX-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*V(M,NX+1)

& + K1*V(CW1,NX+1)*V(CW2,NX+1)

& + K2*V(CW3,NX+1)*V(CW4,NX+1)

RETURN

END

340

C +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

C

C BACKWARD First TIME Derivative

C

SUBROUTINE BDFF (M,VEL,GAM,V,DV,K1,CW1,CW2,K2,CW3,CW4)

IMPLICIT NONE

350

C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

INTEGER*4 I Flags

INTEGER*4 NX No. of gridpoints

INTEGER*4 M, CW1, CW2, CW3, CW4 ! Indices to main & cpled wvs.

REAL*8 V(20,50010)

REAL*8 DV(50010)
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REAL*8 GAM Damping for each wave

REAL*8 RLNGTH Window length, VELOCITY

REAL*8 DELX, DELT ! Length of one space step [m]

REAL*8 VEL

REAL*8 K1, K2

COMMON /VARS1/ NX

COMMON /VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, DELT

DO I=2,NX

DV(I) = -VEL*(V(M,I+1)-V(M,I-1))/2.dO/DELX - GAM*V(M,I)

& + K1*V(CW1,I)*V(CW2,I)

& + K2*V(CW3,I)*V(CW4,I)

ENDDO

DV(NX+1) = OdO

DV(1) = -VEL*(-V(M,3)+4*V(M,2)-3*V(M,1))/2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*V(M,1)

& + K1*V(CW1,1)*V(CW2,1)

360

370

& + K2*V(CW3,1)*V(CW4,1)

RETURN 380

END

C ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

C

C FORWARD Second TIME Derivative

C

SUBROUTINE FDDFF (M,VEL,GAM,V,DV,DDV,K1,CW1,CW2,K2,CW3,CW4)

IMPLICIT NONE

C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

INTEGER*4 I Flags

INTEGER*4 NX No. of gridpoints

INTEGER*4 M, CW1, CW2, CW3, CW4 ! Indices to main & cpled wvs.

REAL*8 V(20,50010), DV(20,50010)

REAL*8 DDV(50010)

390

400

REAL*8 GAM ! Damping for each wave
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REAL*8 RLNGTH ! Window length, VELOCITY

REAL*8 DELX, DELT ! Length of one space step [m]

REAL*8 VEL

REAL*8 SGN1

REAL*8 K1, K2

COMMON /VARS1/ NX

COMMON /VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, DELT 410

DO I=2,NX

DDV(I) = VEL*VEL*( V(M,I+1)-2.dO*V(M,I)+V(M,I-1) )/DELX/DELX

+ 2.dO*VEL*GAM*(V(M,I+1)-V(M,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& + GAM*GAM*V(M,I)

& + K1*( V(CW1,I)*DV(CW2,I)+V(CW2,I)*DV(CW1,I) )
& - VEL*K1*V(CW,I)*(V(CW2,I+1)-V(CW2,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - VEL*K1*V(CW2,I)*(V(CW1,I+1)-V(CW1,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*K1*V(CW1,I)*V(CW2,I)

& + K2*( V(CW3,I)*DV(CW4,I)+V(CW4,I)*DV(CW3,I) ) 420

& - VEL*K2*V(CW3,I)*(V(CW4,I+1)-V(CW4,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - VEL*K2*V(CW4,I)*(V(CW3,I+1)-V(CW3,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*K2*V(CW3,I)*V(CW4,I)

ENDDO

DDV(1) = O.dO

DDV(NX+1) = VEL*VEL*(

& 35*V(M,NX+1)-104*V(M,NX)+114*V(M,NX-1)-56*V(M,NX-2)+11*V(M,NX-3)

& )/12/DELX/DELX

& + 2.dO*VEL*GAM*(3*V(M,NX+1)-4*V(M,NX)+V(M,NX-1))/2.dO/DELX 430

& + GAM*GAM*V(M,NX+1)

& + K1*( V(CW1,NX+1)*DV(CW2,NX+1)+V(CW2,NX+1)*DV(CW1,NX+1))

& - VEL*K1*V(CW1,NX+1)*(3*V(CW2,NX+1)-4*V(CW2,NX)+V(CW2,NX-1))

& /2.dO/DELX

& - VEL*K1*V(CW2,NX+1)*(3*V(CW,NX+1)-4*V(CW1,NX)+V(CW1,NX-1))

& /2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*K1*V(CW1,NX+1)*V(CW2,NX+1)

& + K2*( V(CW4,NX+1)*DV(CW4,NX+1)+V(CW4,NX+1)*DV(CW3,NX+1))

& - VEL*K2*V(CW3,NX+1)*(3*V(CW4,NX+1)-4*V(CW4,NX)+V(CW4,NX-1))

& /2.dO/DELX 440

& - VEL*K2*V(CW4,NX+1)*(3*V(CW3,NX+1)-4*V(CW3,NX)+V(CW3,NX-1))

& /2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*K2*V(CW3,NX+1)*V(CW4,NX+1)

RETURN

END
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C ++ +++++++++++++++++++.+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

C 450

C BACKWARD Second TIME Derivative

C

SUBROUTINE BDDFF (M,VEL,GAM,V,DV,DDV, K1, CW1, CW2, K2, CW3, CW4)

IMPLICIT NONE

C DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

INTEGER*4 I Flags

INTEGER*4 NX No. of gridpoints 460

INTEGER*4 M, CW1, CW2, CW3, CW4 ! Indices to main & cpled wvs.

REAL*8 V(20,50010), DV(20,50010)

REAL*8 DDV(50010)

REAL*8 GAM Damping for each wave

REAL*8 RLNGTH Window length, VELOCITY

REAL*8 DELX, DELT ! Length of one space step [m]

REAL*8 VEL

REAL*8 Ki, K2 470

COMMON /VARS1/ NX

COMMON /VARS2/ RLNGTH, DELX, DELT

DO I=2,NX

DDV(I) = VEL*VEL*( V(M,I+1)-2.dO*V(M,I)+V(M,I-1) )/DELX/DELX

& + 2.dO*VEL*GAM*(V(M,I+1)-V(M,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& + GAM*GAM*V(M,I)

& + K1*( V(CW1,I)*DV(CW2,I)+V(CW2,I)*DV(CW1,I) ) 480

& - VEL*K1*V(CW1,I)*(V(CW2,I+1)-V(CW2,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - VEL*K1*V(CW2,I)*(V(CW,I+1)-V(CW1,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*K1*V(CW1,I)*V(CW2,I)

& + K2*( V(CW3,I)*DV(CW4,I)+V(CW4,I)*DV(CW3,I) )
& - VEL*K2*V(CW3,I)*(V(CW4,I+1)-V(CW4,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - VEL*K2*V(CW4,I)*(V(CW3,I+1)-V(CW3,I-1))/2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*K2*V(CW3,I)*V(CW4,I)

ENDDO 490

DDV(NX+1) = OdO
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DDV(1) = VEL*VEL*(

& 11*V(M,5)-56*V(M,4)+114*V(M,3)-104*V(M,2)+35*V(M,1)

& )/12/DELX/DELX

& + 2.dO*VEL*GAM*(-V(M,3)+4*V(M,2)-3*V(M,1))/2.dO/DELX

& + GAM*GAM*V(M,1)

& + K1*( V(CW1,1)*DV(CW2,1)+V(CW2,1)*DV(CW1,1) )
& - VEL*K1*V(CW1,1)*(-V(CW2,3)+4*V(CW2,2)-3*V(CW2,1))/2.dO/DELX

& - VEL*K1*V(CW2,1)*(-V(CW,3)+4*V(CWI,2)-3*V(CW1,1))/2.dO/DELX 500

& - GAM*K1*V(CW1,1)*V(CW2,1)

& + K2*( V(CW3,1)*DV(CW4,1)+V(CW4,1)*DV(CW3,1)

& - VEL*K2*V(CW3,1)*(-V(CW4,3)+4*V(CW4,2)-3*V(CW4,1))/2.dO/DELX

& - VEL*K2*V(CW4,1)*(-V(CW3,3)+4*V(CW3,2)-3*V(CW3,1))/2.dO/DELX

& - GAM*K2*V(CW3,1)*V(CW4,1)

RETURN

END

510
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